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PREFACE

IN the Biographical Note prefixed to the late Dr. Campbell
Brown's History of Chemistry, it is recorded that he had pre-

pared and read a large number of papers to scientific societies.

A list of the most important of these was added to the Note.

Since his death, and more particularly since the publication of

the History, Mrs. Campbell Brown has received many requests

for copies of particular papers, but she was unable to accede to

these requests, because most of the essays had never been

printed, and of those which were printed no copies were left

which could be given away.
Mrs. Campbell Brown accordingly decided to have a selection

made from the essays and addresses and published as a volume

uniform with the History. As I had edited the former book,

she entrusted me with the duty of seeing this one through the

press.

In making a selection, it has been necessary to omit some

valuable work, partly because it has been superseded by more

modern research, and partly because the subject was of such a

technical character that its appeal was merely to a limited class.

It is hoped that the choice which has been made will be found

to include all the detached essays and addresses of Dr. Campbell

Brown, which still have general interest and merit reperusal at

the present time.

The papers have been printed as nearly as possible in the

shape in which they were delivered. They thus form an

admirable illustration of Dr. Campbell Brown's manner of

lecturing. His old pupils and friends will recognise many
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vi PREFACE.

characteristic touches. They also show his methods, the

scrupulous care with which he set forth facts, the long course

of reading which preceded the preparation of each discourse,

and the constant appeal to history. There are not wanting

many examples of that quiet humour which made him a

popular lecturer and a pleasant companion.

A number of the addresses were delivered to the Society of

Chemical Industry (Liverpool Section) of which the Professor

was an original member, and in which he took a deep interest.

He served on the Committee, with a few brief intervals, from

1882 till 1910
;
was Vice-President from 1883 till 1886

;
and

was in 1887 President of the Section and Member of Council for

the Society at London.

Reference must be here made to the Biographical Note

already mentioned, for an account of the other public bodies

with which Dr. Campbell Brown was connected. It may,

however, be said that, in addition to his membership of the

Court of Governors and of the Council of Liverpool University,

he was an original Fellow of the Institute of Chemistry,

Examiner for it in 1888-92, and a Member of Council in

1889-92
;

Vice-President of the Chemical Society of London
;

Honorary President of the Students' Chemical Society at

Liverpool University ;
a member of the Deutsche Chemische

Gesellschaft
; and a Fellow of the Faraday Society, the

Geological Society and the Microscopic Society.

In addition to these professional and public associations,

Dr. Campbell Brown was connected with others of a political

or social nature. He was Vice-President of the Kincardine-

shire Unionist Club at Stonehaven, and a member of the Con-

servative, Junior Conservative and University Clubs at Liver-

pool.

His views on the present position and future prospects of

chemical science are well expressed in the words which he used

to address to his advanced students every year at the close of

the History Lectures.
' The modern developments," he said,

"
in organic chemistry and in many other branches, you will
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find fully dealt with in the literature of the day ; but it will

only be at a later date that these can be seen in the true per-

spective, and given their proper place in the great rise and

development of modern chemistry."

HENRY H. BROWN.
8, ABERCROMBY SQUARE,

LIVERPOOL,

June, 1914.
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ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES

TECHNICAL CHEMISTRY

(Chairman's Address to the Society of Chemical Industry,

Liverpool Section, November, 1886.)

PREVIOUS discussions at more than one section of the

Society of Chemical Industry have indicated that many mem-
bers are not satisfied with the state of technical education in

this country. If every one who is to be engaged in chemical

manufactures were to pass through a course of training such

as it is my intention to sketch to-night, from preliminary school-

days onwards so far as capacity and means would permit, the

waning or lost supremacy of this country in manufacturing

industry, of which we hear so much, would, I think, soon

reassert itself, and that must be my excuse for bringing the

following remarks before this section of the society.

The full course I shall sketch is intended for masters, em-

ployers, directors and managers, and their professional advisers

and assistants. For workmen and foremen I should recom-

mend, not a different kind of education, but that their education

should commence in the same way, and differ only in degree
from that of managers. Necessity will compel them to stop
far short of the full curriculum, but they should go as far as

they are able
; you cannot give a young workman too wide an

education. Combined mental and bodily training will be the

best aid to workshop and factory progress, while liberal and

scientific culture will be infused into the occupations of the

people.
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4 ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES.

It has been made sufficiently clear by those whose opinions

carry most weight, that the special details and the most recent

improvements in each branch of manufacture are only to be

learned in the works themselves. What then can the young
chemical technologist learn at college beyond the elementary

principles of the science and practical details of analysis, with,

perhaps, special training in the rapid performance of such

forms of analysis as are most employed in the kind of works he

is likely to enter ? Much has also been said already, at this

section, and elsewhere, regarding the imperfections of the

Science and Art Department system, and other similar organi-

sations for promoting scientific and technical teaching. I

think that while these organisations have done a great deal in

the way of spreading the desire for and opportunities of learning

something about chemical science, one of their defects is that

they have unintentionally fostered the idea that when a student

has got to the upper end of their system he is a chemist. He

may have learned as is indeed customary the general out-

lines of several branches of manufacture in the course of his

attendance on lectures, but it is not until he has mastered the

principles of the science and most of the details of analysis that

the student is ready to commence in earnest, and with effect,

the study of technical chemistry.

Unfortunately there is a too common impression amongst
students and others that, having reached this stage, their

chemical education is finished, whereas it has only commenced.

Young men frequently come to me stating that they have

passed such examinations and taken such and such certificates

and prizes in the advanced stage, honours stage, etc., in this

and that branch, and asking me to employ them or recommend

them for employment as chemists. They are very much

astonished when I tell them, as gently and kindly as possible,

that they are only now ready to commence their strictly

professional training, and that they are worth very little in

the shape of salary until they really know their profession.

Has not this flooding the country with untrained or partly-
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trained men, who think they are trained, something to do with

the complaints so frequently heard of the employment of

Germans instead of Englishmen as chemists in works where

intelligent and skilled work is required ? I think it has as

much to do with these complaints as the readiness of the

German to work for less pay than the Englishman. German

students are, on the average, better trained, because they

persevere longer at school and college, and sometimes work

longer and harder for themselves while they are there, and they
do this because German manufacturers pay for highly-trained

men, and will not have the half-educated class which some

people in this country are supposed to be willing to employ.
At a time, then, when the necessity for better technical

instruction and training of all children who will have to earn

their own livelihood in later life is forcing itself on the attention

of the public, while at the same time there is a pretty general

feeling that if there is not over-pressure there is at least suffi-

cient pressure upon the intellectual powers of growing children

in our board schools, it may not be amiss to consider for a

moment the relation between theoretical and practical instruc-

tion, and how they may be best co-ordinated in the education

of those who are to carry on the industries of this country as

workmen, foremen and managers.

Those who insist on the fact that the principal aim of ordinary

school training should be to open the child's mind and discipline

it to think and study, are very apt to believe that all the time

in early life must be given up to the attainment of this object,

except what is reserved for recreation and rest, and that any
technical or special training should be postponed to a later

period, when the boy or girl is ready to leave school.

On the other side it is urged that few of the boys and girls

now in the board schools can expect to earn their living by the

exercise of their brains alone
;
most of them must work with

their hands, and must learn some handicraft. While the

schoolmen of the old stamp maintain that apprenticeship after

leaving school is the best method of training workmen, others
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point out that before the days of compulsory education boys

began to learn the use of tools at a very early age, and that to

become a good workman it is necessary that a boy should begin

to use tools early.

There can be no doubt that much of the inefficiency of modern

workmen is due to the neglect of masters and journeymen to

teach apprentices in the thorough way which was in former

times common
; and, in fact, to the too frequent neglect of

masters to see that their apprentices are taught at all. Appren-
tices are allowed to see journeymen working, to carry their

tools and utensils in short, to attend and serve the workman

but they are not taught their trade. The prolongation of

schooldays tends only to increase the evil, unless something
further is done to supply the place of the earlier apprentice-

ship.

Hence has arisen a demand for the erection of workshops for

training schoolboys in the use of tools, and for the recognition

of such training as a compulsory subject, and one which will

earn grants under the Education Code.

Now I think that if we look at this subject from a physio-

logical and common-sense point of view, it will be clear that :

(1) A sound early mental training is essentially necessary to

every child that has afterwards to fight the battle of life in a

civilised country. Good school education is therefore the first

essential after a sound healthy body. (2) If the hands are to

do any kind of work skilfully in after life, they too must begin
their training early ;

and (3) these two kinds of training,

instead of clashing, are mutually helpful.

Properly imparted, instruction and practice in handling
tools will be not only useful, but still more will be a pleasure to

the boy, jaded by his ordinary school routine of lessons, and

will be welcomed by him as a relief and an amusement
;
while

the change of work, employing an entirely different set of

organs, will, instead of interfering with progress in school work,

render it both more efficient and more agreeable. The exercise

of one set of functions will be complementary to the other, and
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the individual receiving the double training will grow up with

all his faculties more equally and more fully developed.

The questions then arise : Should the workshops be attached

to each board school, and should each boy attend part of each

day at the workshop ? Doubtless this would be the ideally

perfect system ;
but it is not practicable, nor is it necessary in

order to accomplish what is required.

It would be sufficient, and quite within what is practicable,

if workshops for different kinds of trades were erected in a few

well-chosen districts of a town, and each scholar in every board

school were required to spend a sixth day every week in one

or other of those workshops, such day being counted as part

of the attendance recognised and required by the Education

Department. Thus the boys from different schools could

attend the selected workshops on different days of the week,

and discipline, regularity of attendance, etc., could be looked

after just as in the case of any of the three
"
R's."

I venture to say that with most boys the workshop day would

be looked forward to almost as to a holiday ;
the physical

advantage to him would be nearly, if not quite, as great as if

it were a holiday, owing to the regularity of the recurrence of

this change of work, and he would return to his mental work

with greater zest. A healthy mind and a healthy body alike

crave exercise, and the school or lecture room, and the workshop

if they are properly conducted, and are judiciously mixed,

should each be a source of enjoyment. By this system I do

not think that the amount of ordinary school work would be

lessened ;
but if it were, the decrease would be very slight, and

the reply to objections is, that some provision for training the

hands and muscles to work is essential to an embryo workman,

is beneficial to an embryo gentleman, and must be had at any

sacrifice if we, as a nation, are to maintain our position in the

face of other competing nations, and the system I have sketched

is that which of practicable methods accomplishes what is

required with the least sacrifice.

It is by no means essential that a boy should limit his choice
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of a handicraft to that or those in which he has received his

early training. As any subject well and systematically taught

is capable of opening and expanding the intellect as, for

instance, a good classical education is frequently of the greatest

value to a young man who, perchance, does not open a Greek

or Latin book after he has left school or college so a boy who

has learned to cut and plane timber and carve wood in his early

schooldays will be a better plumber or engine-fitter when he

begins to go out as an assistant or apprentice, than a boy who

has never handled a tool, except by chance, until he has reached

the age at which he is allowed to leave school. It is the

training of the muscles to work habitually in concert with the

eye and mind that is wanted, rather than acquaintance

with the precise mechanical details of his future life's

work.

The only effective training in handicrafts for the immediate

purpose of earning a living must be given under conditions

which hold in actual everyday life
;
and this can only be done

in workshops conducted on strictly commercial principles.

The aim of school training should be to develop and train all

the faculties which can be useful in after life, no matter in

what lot that life may be cast. If you want a good workman,
a quick observer and an intelligent thinker, you must begin to

train all the faculties at the earliest period that will not inter-

fere with physical development ; you must not give a boy or

girl too much study nor too much work, but give them broad

general ideas, good habits of mind, habits of observation and

activity which will enable them afterwards to appreciate and

employ the opportunities of higher instruction which they may
have as they advance in years.

In the teaching of science it is a great mistake to aim specially

at imparting a knowledge of facts which will be of use in after

life. It is the desire to do this which has gone a great way in

encouraging the multiplication of science subjects in schools.

It would be far better to teach one science subject substantially

and well than to teach a smattering of several. Every boy and
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girl, in whatever sphere of life, should be taught one science as

a part of ordinary school training, but the mistake is too

frequently .made, both in science teaching and in ordinary

school routine, of forgetting that it is the mental training and

discipline, and not the storage of facts, that form the valuable

feature of school work the training of the understanding and

the development of the reasoning faculties rather than the

exercise of mnemonics.

And here let me remark, in passing, that the tendency of

the training in those schools in which living or dead languages
are the chief characteristic feature is to produce an exaggerated
idea of the importance of words. The highest result of such

a training, even when successful, is to produce a command of

words and the power of placing ideas clearly before a listener,

valuable faculties certainly, which must not be neglected, but

apt to be a bore when the ideas are few or wanting, and

positively dangerous when the ideas are not well thought out

and founded on truths. The command of language is a valuable

tool in the hands of a student or investigator, enabling him to

read the thoughts and observations of others both in his own
and other countries and times, and to communicate his own

thoughts and observations to others
;

but the mastering of

this tool is not, or ought not to be, the sole aim and end of any
man or woman's education.

The introduction of science into every stage of school and

college life, if it were properly taught with the special view of

getting the greatest educational (as distinguished from instruc-

tive) results from it, would be a most valuable corrective of the

tendency just alluded to.

While the study of one science should be made a compulsory
item in ordinary board schools as well as secondary school work,

I think that one science at a time is perhaps enough until study

begins to be specialised in some direction.

For the purpose of training the powers of observation and

classification, the study of natural history (either vegetable

or animal) is best adapted, and this should come first. Every
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boy and girl should be well taught the elements of one branch

of natural history.

To train in exact and logical powers of reasoning, Euclid

and some of the other branches of mathematics, pure and

applied, are most suitable
; every boy who can stay at school

long enough should be taken as far in mathematics as his time

and ability will permit.

To gain carefulness in experiment, watchful humility in

seeking evidence before drawing conclusions, to acquire the

habit of putting one's opinions to the test, to correct the

tendency to vague speculation and to convince one that nature

overlooks and forgives no error, there is no training better, and

very little as good, as that of the chemical laboratory.

This ought to come at a later stage. To study chemistry
with full or even fair profit, the knowledge of language must be

far advanced, the habit of observation must be already

acquired, and the power of reasoning and calculating must be

beyond the elementary stage. At the risk of wearying you by

repeating much of what has been again and again said by many
speakers and writers, I must insist on the necessity for making
the teaching of chemistry practical as well as theoretical from

the commencement. Without experimental illustration to

connect words with things, words only are taught, and ideas

are not understood. Nothing will more certainly disgust a

student than to be forced to learn what he does not understand.

This is a plea for making even elementary chemistry a somewhat

advanced subject, and for teaching it experimentally.

But although a good course of lectures, well illustrated by

experiment, is a pleasant exercise of the reason, it partakes too

much of the nature of an amusement unless something more

is added. To get the educational value which I have mentioned

out of the study of chemistry the student must himself work

in the laboratory from the beginning. The object of education

is to produce a man who not merely knows things, but who can

do things. Habits of action are needed as well as habits of

thought. The student should be allowed to prepare for himself
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some of the elementary substances and simple compounds
which he sees made or used on the lecture table, and to perform

with his own hands some of the experiments illustrating or

demonstrating fundamental laws.

Laboratory work of this kind should be simultaneous with

the course of elementary lectures, and should precede the study
of analytical chemistry. Such a course as I have indicated is

not made compulsory in any of the university or other set

curricula of study, either for science students or other students ;

but it is of great importance, and the college whose rooms we

occupy to-night has provided and recommends a voluntary

class for those attending the first and most elementary course

of lectures. I consider it essential. A student or a teacher

does not fully understand an experiment even by seeing it

performed ;
for the full appreciation of it he must perform it

for himself, or at least must have performed something of a

similar nature.

The effect of scientific training should be not to produce a

mind willing to accept statements of which it has no clear

conception, not to assume as correct the opinions which have

been taught by others, but rather to produce the mental habit

of doing all in one's power to test and correctTopinions and

conclusions by experimental verification, without which the

process of inductive reasoning is incomplete.

To commence the serious study of chemistry by accepting

the teaching of a lecturer, without at the same time attempting

personal verification, is apt to produce an irresponsible,

unscientific mind
;

it is all very well for those who only want

to know what are the accepted conclusions of scientific men,

but it will not do for those whose future fortunes are to depend

on the successful pursuit of chemical industry. Of course, I

do not mean that a student must himself prove the truth of all

scientific laws and theories which he accepts the truth can

only be ascertained by the combined labours of all scientific

men in all generations ;
but in order to be able to accept the

conclusions of others with discrimination, and to judge of the
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value of the experimental evidence placed before him, he must

begin by experimenting for himself.

Having laid a foundation by becoming acquainted with the

elementary principles of the science, and having become

convinced of the truth of the fundamental laws by an intelligent

examination of the experimental evidence of their truth, then,

and not till then, can the young technical chemist derive full

advantage from a disciplinary course of analytical work, both

quantitative and qualitative. The course of qualitative

analysis is, in my opinion, capable of being so conducted as

to be a valuable discipline in technical, medical, and scientific

education generally. Rightly taught, it comes nearer to the

discipline obtained by the old training in the writing of Latin

versions than anything else I know, with the additional

advantage that it exercises the eye and the hand as well as the

mental faculties.

But to have this value it must not be merely a course of

test-tubing. The mere application of what are called tests

is no training, and requires nothing worthy of the name of

scientific skill. No one can analyse a natural product or an

artificial manure by testing for potash and similar operations.

That is not analysis. A course of drill in real qualitative

analysis of complex substances by the best methods, is of great

value in general scientific, as well as in specially technical

education.

I need not say anything here more than has been said already

at this section as to the necessity for including other subjects

in a course of preparation for technical chemistry as a pursuit ;

such as French and German, mechanics, physics, drawing,
nature and strength of materials and other engineering details

;

the necessity for these things is acknowledged by all, and they
are provided in the technological curriculum at University

College. Liverpool ;
Owens College, Manchester

; University

College, London, and elsewhere.

The technical student being now equipped for commencing
the study of technical chemistry, he should be taken through
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the principles which are involved in the processes of some

typical kinds of manufactures, his attention should be called

to the improvements which have been brought about in

manufacturing processes since the foundation of the industry ;

he should be shown how and why these improvements were

made, and should be encouraged to endeavour by his own work

and research to make improvements in some branch, or to make
some original investigation.

He should be guided through courses of practical work on

the examination of technical gases, and should be taught the

principles of thermal chemistry, and made to understand how
these principles can be used in technical research. He should

also be accustomed to make preparations on a larger scale than

the few grammes usually dealt with in ordinary laboratory

work, so as to enable him to deal with materials in bulk.

In this technical stage of the student's career the method of

instruction should be mainly by laboratory work, accompanied

by demonstrations and explanations by the teacher, and not

by lectures only. It is no doubt necessary to teach and

illustrate the first principles of chemistry to large numbers by
means of set lectures, supplemented by tutorial revision with

sections of the class. But the average student cannot absorb

all that is gone over in an hour's lecture, during which no

allowance can be made for differences in individual mental

inertia, past knowledge, distraction of mind, occasional absence,

and so forth
;
nor can he give expression to his difficulties and

get a supplementary explanation unless he comes in closer

contact with his teacher than is possible in the lecture-room.

Demonstration in the laboratory to small numbers at a time

is the most efficient mode of teaching the advanced branches

of chemistry.

In these latter days, when organic chemistry advances by
such rapid strides, and when practical applications of old

laboratory curiosities are pervading our every-day life
;
when

new organic compounds of great complexity and marvellous

beauty or striking usefulness are being discovered or brought
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into use every week
;
when new substances extracted from

plants, or made synthetically in the chemical works, are being
introduced for medical use in ever-increasing numbers

;
when

some forms of our old friend nitrocellulose meet us, not merely
in the shape of gun-cotton and collodion, but in the binding

of books, the coverings of our chairs, and the combs of our

toilet tables
;
when the profits of gas-making have come to

depend on the utilisation in an unlimited variety of ways of the

formerly despised waste-product, tar
;

it is time that every one

about to be engaged in chemical industrial pursuits should

become acquainted with systematic organic chemistry, learn

to carry out with his own hands the leading typical reactions

by which one form of organic compound is transformed into

others, and learn practically modern forms of organic research.

Organic chemistry is a very tempting pursuit to the advanced

student
;
there is no branch of natural science in which some-

thing which has never been seen before can be made or dis-

covered with less expenditure of labour and skill. And

accordingly in organic chemistry, even more than in mineral

chemistry, we too frequently see a student undertaking a

showy but useless immature original research before he has

learned his principles or become properly trained in the per-

formance of a goodly number of typical examples of already

known transformations. No sooner has he got up in words

and formulae a tabular arrangement of the classes of organic

compounds, or a few of them, than he starts an original research

and publishes an account of the preparation and properties

of a new substance, to which, of course, he has to give a long

name in accordance with its derivation and supposed structure,

the existence of which has been foreshadowed by previous

investigators, the mode of whose production any organic

chemist could suggest, and which any chemist could produce
whenever it might be wanted.

Do not think that I undervalue original research
;
on the

contrary, I fully appreciate its value and the pleasure derived

from it, and would have original research kept before the mind
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and imagination of the student as the goal which he should

constantly aim to reach. Nor do I desire to limit research to

utilitarian objects in the narrow sense of the term. But I

deprecate the substitution of the easy preparation of a new

chemical individual for a difficult and somewhat prolonged

practical training in work that has already been mastered by

previous investigators and in the performance of the leading

general reactions for the preparation of typical series of carbon

compounds.
The student commencing the study of organic chemistry

should be familiarised, not so mucli with the formulae of series,

but with the substances themselves. The last thing, not the

first, should be to get the formulse as short-hand expressions

of things and facts which he knows. Care should be taken to

avoid allowing him to get the impression that formulse have

any other use or function than this.

Having made the personal acquaintance of organic com-

pounds, and learned the classification into series by reference

to the substances themselves, and not from printed tables or

blackboard diagrams only, he should be made to chlorinate a

paraffin, and separate and distinguish the isomeric products ;

then to convert a haloid ether into an alcohol, To oxidise an

alcohol into an aldehyde and an acid successively. And so

on through the more important operations in daily use in

organic laboratories. Then, and not till then, should he be

allowed to work out in detail some special group, and en-

couraged to take up some line of original research. Thus he

will be equipped for whatever work he may be required to do

when he goes out into practical life.

It is not altogether the fault of teachers and institutions

that practical training in organic chemistry is not carried on

with full systematic persistency. It is more the fault of

students and their parents, and of employers, who do not allow,

or at any rate encourage, young men to persist long enough in

the unromantic and not directly remunerative detail of

advanced pot-hooks. There is a temptation to turn their
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knowledge to pecuniary account as soon as it is sufficient to

secure the smallest return, to the pretty certain sacrifice of

future advancement.

I need not remind members of this society of the close

connection between the development of chemical science and

the progress of chemical manufactures. Science is knowledge,

and knowledge is power, especially to a manufacturer. Every-
one now recognises the mutual obligations and the necessity

for mutual co-operation between scientific men and manu-

facturers. The study of the history of chemistry is as

instructive as the history of nations. Looking back in the

history of chemistry, we see that the most highly-trained mind

learns to cultivate science for its own sake, and finds it one of

the noblest pursuits ;
but even from a narrower point of view

the thing most worthy of attention is not the direct pursuit of

wealth. In ancient times the pursuit of chemistry consisted

mainly of the working out of methods for extracting gold and

silver
;
and later, in the times of the alchemists, the principal

object of research was the philosopher's stone or the means of

transforming the baser metals into gold.

During these periods no great progress was made in either

chemical science or manufactures. It is true that some

interesting and useful substances were discovered and kept

secret ; such as, for instance, phosphorus by Brandt and

Kunkel. But the knowledge of phosphorus and its preparation

and properties not being made widely known, phosphorus was

not much wanted, its use did not become general, and its

manufacture did not flourish, the study of it was not stimulated,

and its sources and the rationale of its manufacture were not

investigated ;
and so on in other cases.

It was not until the knowledge of chemical substances and

processes was very widely spread that a great and rapid

development, both of science and manufactures, resulted.

The pursuit of truth for its own sake is best both for science

and manufactures. Of course, any branch of manufacture,

in order to flourish, must pay. Yet, in order to be successful
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as a manufacturer as well as a student of nature to make the

most money, even, by manufactures I venture to say that

the consideration of money making must not be the most

prominent thing before the mind, should not be the direct aim.

If anyone proposes to carry on a new manufacture he first

ascertains that the thing to be made will be of use and benefit

to some section of mankind. He then learns all he can about

it, ascertains its most abundant sources, and seeks to find out

by the study of nature's laws the most simple way of trans-

forming the raw material into the manufactured product. The

man who has the most perfect knowledge of nature's facts, and

who works in the most simple obedience to nature's laws, will

be the most successful and will make the most money, not the

less so that money-making was not his direct aim.

No doubt it has often happened that a man, by more or

less haphazard attempts or empirical trials, in the direct

endeavour to carry on his process in the cheapest way i. e.,

to make most money by it has come ultimately to the method

which is most simply in accordance with the laws of nature.

But this is not the best way of doing it. and is not the most

likely way to succeed.

These considerations bring us to the borders of a great moral

law. But, as I have already traversed a sufficiently wide field

to-night, I must leave the morals of the subject to your own

private contemplation.

E.A.
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THE ETHICS OF CHEMICAL
MANUFACTURE

(Chairman's Opening Address to the Society of Chemical

Industry, Liverpool Section, November, 1887.)

I SHALL probably be not far wrong if I assume that the great

majority of manufacturers think mainly of their manufactures

as a means of making money. Yet manufacture performs far

higher functions, which should not be lost sight of, but which

should be a source of pride to the established, and a considera-

tion to the prospective, manufacturer. He, by his industry,

benefits not only himself, but the rest of the world, providing

employment for those - under him, and generally a useful

product for his customers. He has the opportunity of choosing

whether he will devote himself to the supply ^of something

beneficial to his fellows, or something which will merely tickle

their fancy or please their senses. He has the opportunity of

meeting with new facts and new things which may add to the

general store of knowledge ;
these he ought not to neglect, but

either follow them up himself or take care that some one else

has the opportunity of doing so
;
and he ought to impart his

knowledge to others, unless in such instances where it is neces-

sary to withhold information for a little time in order to secure

commercial success. He often has the opportunity of fostering

in many ways the growth of the science, and of perfecting the

art of chemistry, by working out details or making suggestions

whereby others may do so.

The most satisfactory thing to contemplate in looking at the

history of the development of the alkali manufacture, for

instance, is not that it made the fortunes of the fathers and
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grandfathers of so many members of this society, nor even that

it gave employment to so many thousands of workmen,

although both were great things to accomplish ;
but that it

brought cheap and abundant means of cleansing themselves

and their dwellings and raiment within the reach of every

family among the civilised nations of the earth, and facilitated

in countless ways the manufacture, not only of soap, but also

of many other things of high utility, which would never have

been introduced to the public use without a plentiful and

economical supply of sulphuric acid, alkali or chlorine.

One of the greatest developments that we have witnessed

has been that of the coal-tar industry and its numerous depen-

dencies. When one sees the glaring colours which are now

flaunted before the public eye, often without any thought of

harmony and with no consideration of appropriateness of

position or surroundings in advertising placards, house

decoration, dress and so forth one is sometimes tempted to

ask whether the production of these new dyes has been a good

thing for mankind, and whether, when our last mines are

worked out and coal-tar dyes cease to be manufactured, the

world will be any better for having had them, and whether the

huge industry, which is at present flourishing, is not a waste of

time, and of carbon compounds that would be better saved to

keep us warm in winter whether, at least, its highest merit

is not that it affords a present means of livelihood to so many
thousand workmen.

We sometimes hear it said that the production of artificial

alizarin has done an immense service in setting free so many
square miles of land for the growth of grain ;

but I am afraid

this is not a great merit, and that perhaps the Egyptian farmer

might have been better off with his madder crop than with his

grain crop. The world has abundance and super-abundance

of acres on which to grow food. The great difficulty seems to

be not to find acres to grow food on, but to find something that

will grow on all the acres that are in cultivation or available for

cultivation, and that will sell at a price which will enable the
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grower to buy something more than the mere grain necessary
to keep him alive.

It is possible that the art sense may be influenced by some

of the colours which have been introduced and popularised by
the coal-tar industry ; but no improvement of that kind, if it

takes place at all, can last after the supply of material has

ceased.

When all the available coal in the world has been exhausted ,

and we have to depend again on tar from vegetable sources,

and when our fuel has to be cut from living forests instead of

dead mineralised ones, and the progress of manufacture of coal-

tar colours has shrunk to insignificant dimensions, the world

will still have a knowledge of the structure of chemical com-

pounds, and of the modes of transformation which they

undergo knowledge which has been acquired through the

stimulus given to organic research by this industry, and whose

acquisition would not have been possible but for the industrial

development of coal-tar products.

The knowledge which we already have of the laws and modes

of organic synthesis, of the symmetry which we see in the groups

of carbon compounds from the simplest to the most complex

knowledge which is increasing every day, and is destined to

increase for a long time to come is the real justification of

that waste of our sources of crude carbon compounds out of

which it has sprung, the highest reward for all the ingenuity,

labour and resources which have been expended upon the coal-

tar industry, and will be the most lasting benefit which that

industry has indirectly bestowed on mankind. This, rather

than cheap alizarin, gaudy bills, brilliant shop windows and

rainbow-coloured dress, is the thing of which the coal-tar manu-

facturer should be proud.

Casciorolus doubtless made excellent shoes and sold them at

a fair price ;
but the world would not know his name nor feel

the least indebted to him, had he not introduced into the

chemical laboratories of his time barium sulphide or Bononian

phosphorus.
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John Kunkel was manager of a Potsdam glass manufactory
which produced a famous ruby glass ;

he also published a book

in which all the known receipts for making glass are given.

Yet, when one names Kunkel. it is phosphorus and not glass

that rises before one's mental vision.

Balard is revered now not because he manufactured and sold

so many thousand kilos, per week of salt extracted from sea

water
;
but because he one day, in the course of his experiments

with the mother-liquor, observed some reddish-brown vapours
which he had never seen nor heard of before, and did not care-

lessly neglect them, nor selfishly conceal his discovery, but made

a very elaborate examination of these red fumes and made

known to the world the now very useful element bromine.

Joule doubtless made excellent beer, because he is the sort

of man who does everything well that he undertakes
;
but his

great work for which the world is most indebted to him, and

by which he will be remembered with gratitude throughout all

time, was his determination of the mechanical equivalent of

heat, whereby he laid the foundation of chemical dynamics and

of the science of thermal chemistry, as well as brought about a

revolution in an important branch of physics.

It is desirable that the manufacturer should remember that

he has other and higher privileges, and that nobler duties

devolve upon him than those which necessarily occupy the

greater part of his thoughts during business hours.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

(Translated by Dr. Campbell Brown, and read by him at a Joint

Meeting of Societies at University College, Liverpool, on

March 19th, 1891.)

[Ax the recent celebration of the Jubilee of the Chemical

Society, reference was made to the wonderful energy and

ability of Liebig, to the great work which he did in founding

organic chemistry, and to the immense stimulus which he

gave, alike in his own country and in England, to scientific

investigation in pure chemistry and in its applications to

agriculture, physiology, and pathology.

Very opportunely a portion of an autobiographical sketch

in Liebig's own handwriting has just come to light, in which

he gives a most interesting account of the formation of his

habits of thought, and of the development of his scientific

activity. He also gives an amusing description of the lectures

given in his student days by professors of the deductive

method.

In his sixtieth year, we are told, Liebig wrote some bio-

graphical sketches which were laid aside and could not be

found when he wished to resume them. They were never

finished. A portion of the manuscript was found among some

other papers in Liebig's handwriting by his son, Dr. Georg
Baron von Liebig, and has been published by the latter in the

Deutsche Rundschau for January, 1891. Mr. E. K. Muspratt

has been good enough to lend me a copy which he received from

his friend the present Baron.

I have endeavoured to render it into English as literally as

the difference in the idiom and modes of expression in the two
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languages will permit ;
and it is now made public in England

by the kind permission of the Deutsche Rundschau.

His method of teaching and its remarkable success are

worthy of attention at the present time, when technical

education is occupying so much of the public mind.]

My father, who had a colour warehouse, frequently occupied

himself in making some of the colours in which he dealt, and

for that purpose had fitted up for himself a small laboratory

to which I had access, and where I sometimes enjoyed the

privilege of helping him. He made his experiments as pre-

scribed in works upon chemistry, which were, with great

liberality, lent to the inhabitants of Darmstadt from the rich

Court Library.

The lively interest which I took in my father's labours

naturally led me to read the books which guided him in his

experiments, and such a passion for these books was gradually

developed in me that I became indifferent to every other thing

that ordinarily attracts children. Since I did not fail to fetch

the books from the Court Library myself, I became acquainted

with the librarian, Hess, who occupied himself successfully

with botany, and as he took a fancy to the little fellow, I got,

through him, all the books I could desire for my own use. Of

course the reading of books went on without any system. I

read the books just as they stood upon the shelves, whether

from below, upwards, or from right to left was all the same to

me
; my fourteen-year-old head was like an ostrich stomach

for their contents, and amongst them I found side by side

upon the shelves the thirty-two volumes of Macquer's Chemical

Dictionary, Basil Valentine's Triumphal Car of Antimony,
Stahl's Phlogistic Chemistry thousands of essays and

treatises in Gottling's and Gehlen's periodicals, the works of

Kirwan, Cavendish, etc.

I am quite sure that this manner of reading was of no

particular use so far as acquisition of exact knowledge is

concerned, but it developed in me the faculty, which is peculiar
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to chemists more than to other natural philosophers, of thinking
in terms of phenomena ;

it is not very easy to give a clear idea

of phenomena to anyone who cannot recall in his imagination
a mental picture of what he sees and hears, like the poet and

artist, for example. Most closely akin is the peculiar power
of the musician, who, while composing, thinks in tones which

are as much connected by laws as the logically arranged con-

ceptions in a conclusion or series of conclusions. There is in

the chemist a form of thought by which all ideas become
visible to the mind as the strains of an imagined piece of music.

This form of thought is developed in Faraday in the highest

degree, whence it arises that to one who is not acquainted with

this method of thinking, his scientific works seem barren and

dry, and merely a series of researches strung together, while his

oral discourse when he teaches or explains, is intellectual,

elegant, and of wonderful clearness.

The faculty of thinking in phenomena can only be cultivated

if the mind is constantly trained, and this was effected in my
case by my endeavouring to perform, so far as my means would

allow me, all the experiments whose description I read in the

books. These means were very limited, and hence it arose

that, in order to satisfy my inclination, I repeatecT such experi-

ments as I was able to make a countless number of times, until

I ceased to see anything new in the process, or till I knew

thoroughly every aspect of the phenomenon which presented
itself. The natural consequence of this was the development
of a memory of the sense, that is to say, of the sight, a clear

perception of the resemblances or differences of things or of

phenomena, which afterwards stood me in good stead.

One will easily understand this if one imagines, for instance,

a white or coloured precipitate which is produced by mixing
two liquids ;

it is formed either at once or after some time, it

is cloudy or of a curdy or gelatinous character, sandy or

crystalline, dull or bright, it deposits easily or slowly, etc.
;

or if it is coloured it has a certain tint. Among the countless

white precipitates each has something peculiar to itself
;
and
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when one has experience in this sort of appearances, whatever

one sees during an investigation at once awakens the remem-

brance of what one has seen. The following example will make

clear what I mean by sight or eye memory. During our joint

research on uric acid, Wohler one day sent me a crystalline

body which he had obtained by the action of peroxide of lead

upon this acid
;

I immediately thereupon wrote to him with

great joy, and without having analysed the body, that it was

allantoin. Seven years before I had had this body in my
hands

;
it had been sent to me by C. Gmelin for investigation,

and I had published an analysis of it in Pogge'ndorffs Annalen ;

since that time I had not seen it again. But when we had

analysed the substance obtained from uric acid there appeared
a difference in the amount of carbon, the new body gave

1-| per cent, carbon less, and since the nitrogen had been

determined by the qualitative method a corresponding quantity

(4 per cent.) of nitrogen more
; consequently it could not

possibly be allantoin. However, I trusted my eye memory
more than my analysis, and was quite sure that it was allantoin,

and the thing now to be done was to find the remains of the

substance previously analysed in order to analyse it afresh. I

could describe the little glass in which it was with such precision

that my assistant at last succeeded in picking it out from

amongst a couple of thousand other preparations. It looked

exactly like our new body, except that examination under the

lens showed that Gmelin, in the preparation of his allantoin,

had purified it with animal charcoal, some of which, having

passed through the paper in the filtration, had become mixed

with the crystals.

Without the complete conviction which I had that the two

bodies were identical, the allantoin produced artificially from

uric acid would undoubtedly have been regarded as a new body,
and would have been designated by a new name, and one of

the most interesting relations of uric acid to one of the con-

stituents of the urine of the foetus of the cow would perhaps
have remained for a long time unobserved.
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In this manner it came to pass that everything I saw remained

intentionally or unintentionally fixed in my memory with

equal photographic fidelity. At a neighbouring soap boiler's

I saw the process of boiling soap, and learned what "
curd

soap
" and "

fitting
"

are, and how white soap is made
;
and

I had no little pleasure when I succeeded in showing a piece

of soap of my own making, perfumed with oil of turpentine.

In the workshop of the tanner and dyer, the smith and brass

founder, I was at home, and ready to do any hand's turn.

In the market at Darmstadt I watched how a peripatetic

dealer in odds and ends made fulminating silver for his pea-

crackers. I observed the red vapours which were formed

when he dissolved his silver, and that he added to it nitric

acid, and then a liquid which smelt of brandy, and with which

he cleaned dirty coat collars for the people.

With this bent of mind it is easy to understand that my
position at school was very deplorable ;

I had no ear-memory
and retained nothing or very little of what is learned through
this sense

;
I found myself in the most uncomfortable position

in which a boy could possibly be
; languages and everything

that is acquired by their means, that gains praise and honour

in the school, were out of my reach
;
and when the venerable

rector of the gymnasium (Zimmermann), on one occasion of

his examination of my class, came to me and made a most

cutting remonstrance with me for my want of diligence, how
I was the plague of my teachers and the sorrow of my parents,

and what did I think was to become of me, and when I answered

him that I would be a chemist, the whole school and the good
old man himself broke into, an uncontrollable fit of laughter,

for no one at the time had any idea that chemistry was a thing

that could be studied.

Since the ordinary career of a gymnasium student was not

open to me, my father took me to an apothecary at Heppen-

heim, in the Hessian Bergstrasse ; but at the end of ten months

he was so tired of me that he sent me home again to my father.

I wished to be a chemist, but not a druggist. The ten months
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sufficed to make me completely acquainted alike with the use

and the manifold applications of the thousand and one different

things which are found in a druggist's shop.

Left to myself in this way, without advice and direction, I

completed my sixteenth year, and my persistent importunity
at last induced my father to give me permission to go to the

University of Bonn
;

whence I followed to Erlangen the

Professor of Chemistry, Kastner, who had been called to the

Bavarian University. There arose at that time at the iiewly-

established University of Bonn an extraordinary quickening
of scientific life

; but the degenerate philosophical methods of

investigation, as they had been embodied in Oken, and still

worse in Wilbrand, had a most pernicious influence on the

branches of natural science, for it had led alike in lecture and

in study to a want of appreciation of experiment and of an

unprejudiced observation of nature, which was ruinous to many
talented young men.

From the professorial chair the pupil received an abundance

of ingenious contemplations ; but, bodiless as they were,

nothing could be made of them.

The lectures of Kastner, who was considered a most eminent

chemist, were without order, illogical, and arranged just like

the jumble of knowledge which I carried about in my head.

The relations which he discovered between phenomena were

somewhat after the following pattern :

" The influence of the moon upon the rain is clear, for as

soon as the moon is visible the thunder-storm ceases," or
"
the

influence of the sun's rays on water is shown by the rise of the

water in the shafts of mines, some of which cannot be worked

in the height of summer." That we see the moon when the

thunderstorm is dispelled, and that the water rises in the mine

when the brooks which drive the pumps dry up in summer, was,

of course, too blunt an explanation for a clever lecture.

It was then a very wretched time for chemistry in Germany.
At most of the universities there was no special chair for

chemistry ;
it was generally handed over to the professor of
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medicine, who taught it, as much as he knew of it, and that was

little enough, along with the branches of toxicology, pharma-

cology, materia medica, practical medicine, and pharmacy.

Many years after this, in Giessen, descriptive and com-

parative anatomy, physiology, zoology, natural history, and

botany were in one single hand.

While the labours of the great Swedish chemist, the English

and French natural philosophers, Humphry Davy, Wollaston,

Biot, Arago, Fresnel, Thenard, and Dulong opened up entirely

new spheres of investigation, all these inestimable acquisitions

found no soil in Germany where they could bear fruit. Long

years of war had undermined the well-being of the people, arid

external political pressure had brought in its train the desolation

of our universities, filled men with painful anxiety for many
years, and turned their desires and their strength in other

directions. The national spirit had*asserted its freedom and

independence in ideal spheres, and by the destruction of belief

in authority had brought rich blessings in many ways for

example, in medicine and philosophy ; only in physiology it

had broken through its natural limits, and wandered far beyond

experience.

The goal of science and the fact that it has value- only when

it is useful to life had almost dropped out of sight, and men
amused themselves in an ideal world which had no connection

with the real one. It was considered an almost debasing

sentiment, and one unworthy of an educated person, to believe

that in the body of a living being the crude and vulgar inorganic

forces played any part. Life and all its manifestations and

conditions were perfectly clear. Natural phenomena were

clothed in bewitchingly lovely dress, cut out and fitted by
clever men, and this was called philosophical investigation.

Experimental instruction in chemistry was all but extinct at

the universities, and only the highly-educated pharmacists,

Klaproth, Hermbstadt, Valentin Rose, Trommsdorff, and

Buchholz, had themselves preserved it, but in another

department.

E.A. 3
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I remember at a much later period, Professor Wurzer, who
held the chair of chemistry at Marburg, showing me a wooden

table drawer, which had the property of producing quicksilver

every three months. He possessed an apparatus which mainly
consisted of a long clay pipe stem, with which he converted

oxygen into nitrogen by making the porous pipe stem red hot

in charcoal, and passing oxygen through it.

Chemical laboratories, in which instruction in chemical

analysis was imparted, existed nowhere at that time. /What

passed by that name were more like kitchens filled with all sorts

of furnaces and utensils for the carrying out of metallurgical or

pharmaceutical processes. No one really understood how to

teach it.

I afterwards followed Kastner to Erlarigeii, wrhere he had

promised to analyse some minerals with me
J
but unfortunately

he did not himself know how to do it, and he never carried out

a single analysis with me.f
The benefit which I gained through intercourse with other

students during my sojourn in Bonn and Erlangen was the

discovery of my ignorance in very many subjects which they

brought with them from school to the university, and since I

got nothing to do in chemistry I laid out all my energies to make

up for my previously neglected school studies.

In Bonn and Erlangen small numbers of students joined with

me in a chemico -physical union, in which every member in

turn had to read a paper on the question of the day, which, of

course, consisted merely in a report on the subjects of the essays

which appeared monthly in Gilbert and Schweigger's Journal.

In/Erlangen, Schelling's lectures attracted me for a time,

but [jpchelling possessed no thorough knowledge in the province
of natural science, and the dressing up of natural phenomena
with analogies and in images, which was called exposition, did

not suit me.

.' I returned to Darmstadt fully persuaded that I could not

Attain my ends in Germany/
The dissertations of Berzelius, that is to say, the better trans-
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lation of his handbook, which had a large circulation at that

time, were as springs in the desert.

Mitscherlich, H. Rose, Wohler, and Magnus had then

repaired to Berzelius, in Stockholm
;

but Paris offered me
means of instruction in many other branches of natural science,

as, for instance, physics, such as could be found united in no

other place. I made up my mind to go to Paris. I was then

seventeen and a half years old. My journey to Paris, the way
and manner in which I came in contact with Thenard, Hum-

boldt, Dulong, and with Gay-Lussac, and how the boy found

favour in the sight of those men, borders on the fabulous, and

would be out of place here. Since then it has frequently been

my experience that marked talent awakens in all men, I

believe I may say without exception, an irrepressible desire to

bring about its development. Each helps in his own way, and

all together as if they were acting in concert
;
but talent only

compels success if it is united with a firm indomitable will.

External hindrances to its development are in most cases very
much less than those which lie in men themselves

;
for just as

no one of the forces of nature, however mighty it may be, ever

produces an effect by itself alone, but always only in conjunc-

tion with other forces, so a man can only make valuable that

which he learns without trouble, or acquires readily, for which,

as we say, he has a natural gift, if he learns many other things

in addition, which perhaps cost him more trouble to acquire

than other people.

Lessing says that talent really is will and work, and I am very

much inclined to agree with him.

The lectures of Gay-Lussac, Thenard, Dulong, etc., in the

Sorbonne, had for me an indescribable charm
;
the introduction

of astronomical or mathematical method into chemistry, which

changes every problem when possible into an equation, and

assumes in every uniform sequence of two phenomena a quite

certain connection of cause and effect, which, after it has been

searched for and discovered, is called
"
explanation

"
or

"
theory," had led the French chemists and physicists to their

32
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great discoveries. This kind of
"
theory

"
or

"
explanation

"

was as good as unknown in Germany, for by these expressions

was understood not something
"
experienced," but always

something which man must add on and which he fabricates.

French exposition has, through the genius of the language, a

logical clearness in the treatment of scientific subjects very

difficult of attainment in other languages, whereby Thenard

and Gay-Lussac acquired a mastery in experimental demon-

stration. The lecture consisted of a Ajudiciously arranged

succession of phenomena, that is to say, of experiments whose

connection was completed by oral explanations/' The experi-

ments were a real delight to me, for they spoke to me in a

language I understood, and they united with the lecture in

giving definite connection to the mass of shapeless facts which

lay mixed up in my head without order or arrangement. The

anti -phlogistic or French chemistry had, it is true, brought the

history of chemistry before Lavoisier to the guillotine ;
but

one observed that the knife only fell on the shadow, and I was

much more familiar with the phlogistic writings of Cavendish,

Watt, Priestley, Kirwan, Black, Scheele, and Bergmann, than

with the antiphlogistic ;
and what was represented in the Paris

lectures as new and original facts appeared to me to be in the

closest relation to previous facts, so much so, indeed, that when

the latter were imagined away the others could not be.

I recognised, or more correctly perhaps the consciousness

dawned upon me, that a connection in accordance with fixed

laws exists not only between two or three, but between all

chemical phenomena in the mineral, vegetable, and animal

kingdoms ;
that no one stands alone, but each being always

linked with another, and this again with another, and so on,

all are connected with each other, and that the genesis and

isappearance of things is an undulatory motion in an orbit.

What impressed me most in the French lectures was their

c^truthi and the careful avoidance of all pretence inTthe

explanations ;
it was the most complete contrast to the German

lectures, in which the whole scientific teaching had lost its solid
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construction through the preponderance of the deductive

methodj
An accidental occurrence drew A. von Humboldt's attention

to me in Paris, and the interest which he took in me induced

Gay-Lussac to complete in conjunction with me a piece of work

which I had begun.
In this manner I had the good fortune to enjoy the closest

intercourse with the great natural philosopher ;
he worked

with me as he had formerly worked with Thenard
;
and I can

well say that the foundation of all my later work and of my
whole course was laid in his laboratory in the arsenal.

I returned to Germany, where, through the school of Berze-

lius, H. Rose, Mitscherlich, Magnus, and Wohler, a great

revolution in inorganic chemistry had already commenced.

Through the support of von Humboldt's warm recommendation

an extraordinary professorship of chemistry at Giessen was

conferred upon me in my twenty-first year.

My career in Giessen commenced in May, 1824. I always 1

recall with pleasure the twenty-eight years which I spent there
;

*

it was as if Providence had led me to the little university. At

a larger university or in a larger place my energieiTwould have

been divided and dissipated, and it would have been much
more difficult, and perhaps impossible, to reach the goal at

which I aimed
;
but at Giessen everything was concentrated

in work, and in this I took passionate pleasure.

The need for an institution in which the students could be

instructed in the art of chemistry, by which I mean familiarity

with chemical analytical operations, and skill in the use of

apparatus, was then being felt
;
and hence it happened that on

the opening of my laboratory for teaching analytical chemistry

and the methods of chemical research, students by degrees

streamed to it from all sides. As the numbers increased I had

the greatest difficulty with the practical teaching itself. In

order to teach a large number at one time it was necessary to

have a systematic plan, or step by step method, which had

first to be thought out and put to the proof.
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The manuals which several of my pupils have published later

(Fresenius and Will) contain essentially, with little deviation,

the course which was followed at Giessen
;

it is now familiar

in almost every laboratory.

The production of chemical preparations was an object to

which I paid very particular attention
;

it is very much more

important than is usually believed, and one can more frequently

find men who can make very good analyses than such as are in

a position to produce a pure preparation in the most judicious

way. The formation of a preparation is an art, and at the same

time a qualitative analysis, and there is no other way of making
one's self acquainted with the various chemical properties of a

body than by first producing it out of the raw material, and

then converting it into its numerous compounds and so becom -

ing acquainted with them.

By ordinary analysis one does not learn by experience what

an important means of separation crystallisation is in skilful

hands
;
and just as little the value of an acquaintance with

the peculiarities of different solvents. Consider only an

extract of a plant or of flesh which contains half a dozen

crystalline bodies in very small quantities imbedded in ex-

traneous matter, which almost entirely masks the properties

of the others
;
and yet, in this magma, we can recognise by

means of chemical reactions the peculiarities of every single

body in the mixed mass, and learn to distinguish what is a

product of decomposition and what is not, in order to be able

to separate them afterwards by means which will exert no

decomposing influence. An example of the great difficulty

of finding the right way in such researches is afforded by the

analysis of bile by Berzelius. Of all the numerous substances

which he has described as its constituents no one is, properly

speaking, contained in the natural bile.

An extremely short time had been sufficient for the famous

pupils of the Swedish master to give a wonderful degree of

perfection to mineral analysis which depends on an accurate

knowledge of the properties of inorganic bodies
;

their com-
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pounds and their behaviour to each other were studied in all

directions by the Swedish school with a keenness quite unusual

previously and even now unsurpassed. Physical chemistry,

which investigates the uniform relations between physical

properties and chemical composition, had already gained a firm

foundation by the discoveries of Gay-Lussac and von Humboldt
on the combining proportions of bodies in the gaseous state,

and those of Mitscherlich on the relations between crystalline

form and chemical composition ;
and in chemical proportions

the structure appeared to have received its coping-stones and

to stand forth completed. All that foreign countries had

acquired in bygone times in the way of discoveries now

yielded rich fruit also in Germany.

Organic chemistry or what is now called organic chemistry
had then no existence. It is true that Thenard and Gay-

Lussac, Berzelius, Prout, and Dobereiner, had already laid the

foundations of organic analysis, but even the great investiga-

tions of Chevreul upon the fatty bodies excited but little

attention for many years. Inorganic chemistry demanded too

much attention, and, in fact, monopolised the best energies.

The bent which I acquired in Paris was in a quite different

direction. Through the work which Gay-Lussac had done with

me upon fulminating silver I was familiar with organic analysis,

and I very soon saw that all progress in organic chemistry

depended essentially upon its simplification ;
for in this

branch of chemistry one has to do, not with different elements

which can be recognised by their peculiar properties, but always
with the same elements whose relative proportions and arrange-

ment determine the properties of organic compounds.
In organic chemistry an analysis is necessary to do that for

which a reaction suffices in inorganic chemistry.

The first years of my career in Giessen I devoted almost

exclusively to the improvement of the methods of organic

analysis, and the immediate result was that there began
at this little university an activity which had never before

been seen.

v
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For the solution of innumerable questions connected with

plants and animals, on their constituents, and on the reactions

accompanying their transformation in the organism, a kindly

fate brought together the most talented young men from all

the countries of Europe, and anyone can imagine what an

abundance of facts and experiences I gained from so many
thousands of experiments and analyses, which were carried out

every year, and for so many years, by twenty and more

indefatigable and skilled young chemists.

Actual teaching in the laboratory, of which practised

assistants took charge, was only for the beginners ;
the progress

of my special students depended on themselves. I gave the

task and supervised the carrying out of it
;

as the radii of a

circle have all their common centre. There was no actual

instruction
;

I received from each individual every morning a

report upon what he had done on the previous day, as well as

his views on what he was engaged upon. I approved or made

my criticisms. Everyone was obliged to follow his own course.

In the association and constant intercourse with each other,

and by each participating in the work of all, everyone learned

from the others. Twice a week, in winter, I gave a sort of

review of the most important questions of the day ;
it was

mainly a report on my own and their work combined with the

researches of other chemists.

We worked from break of day till nightfall. Dissipations

and amusements were not to be had at Giessen. The only

complaint, which was continually repeated, was that of the

attendant (Aubel), who could not get the workers out of the

laboratory in the evening, when he wanted to clean it.

The remembrance of this sojourn at Giessen awakened in

most of my pupils, as I have frequently heard, an agreeable

sense of satisfaction for well-spent time.

I had the great good fortune, from the commencement of

my career at Giessen, to gain a friend of similar tastes and

similar aims, with whom, after so many years, I am still knit

in the bonds of warmest affection.
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While in me the predominating inclination was to seek out

the points of resemblance in the behaviour of bodies or their

compounds, he possessed an unparalleled faculty of perceiving
their differences. A keenness of observation was combined in

him with an artistic dexterity, and an ingeniousness in discover-

ing new means and methods of research or analysis such as few

men possess.

The achievement of our joint work upon uric acid and oil

of bitter almonds has frequently been praised ;
it was his work.

I cannot sufficiently highly estimate the advantage which the

association with Wohler brought to me in the attainment of

my own as well as our mutual aims, for by that association

were united the peculiarities of two schools the good that was

in each became effective by co-operation. Without envy and

without jealousy, hand in hand, we pursued our way ;
when

the one needed help, the other was ready. Some idea of this

relationship will be obtained if I mention that many of our

smaller pieces of work which bear our joint names were done

by one alone
; they were charming little gifts which one

presented .to the other.

After sixteen years of the most laborious activity I collected

the results gained, so far as they related to plants and animals,

in my Chemistry Applied to Agriculture and Physiology, two

years later in my Animal Chemistry, and the researches made
in other directions in my Chemical Letters. The last-mentioned

was generally received as a popular work, which, to those who

study it more closely, it really is not, or was not at the time

when it appeared.

Mistakes were made, not in the facts, but in the deductions

about organic reactions
;
we were the first pioneers in unknown

regions, and the difficulties in the way of keeping on the right

path were sometimes insuperable.

Now, when the paths of research are beaten roads, it is a

much easier matter
;
but all the wonderful discoveries which

recent times have brought forth were then our own dreams,

whose realisation we surely and without doubt anticipated.
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Here the manuscript ends, and it is to be hoped that more of

it will yet be found.

Liebig's reference to Wohler is very touching, and shows a

side of his character which all his pupils knew well
; they tell

many genial stories illustrating his unselfishness and kindness

of heart. One could have wished that he had not considered

the stories
"
bordering on the fabulous," of how he

" found

favour in the sight of Humboldt, Gay-Lussac, and Thenard,

out of place here." They would have been far from out of

place. Mr. Muspratt supplies one of these stories as he heard

it from Liebig's own lips, in the Munich Laboratory, as

follows :

Liebig frequently spoke, in most grateful terms, of the kind

manner in which he a youth barely eighteen was received

by Gay-Lussac, Thenard, and other eminent chemists, in

Paris.

In the summer of 1823 he gave an account of his analysis of

fulminating silver before the Academy. Having finished his

paper, as he was packing up his preparations, a gentleman
came up to him and questioned him as to his studies and future

plans, and, after a most exacting examination, ended by asking

him to dinner on the following Sunday. Liebig accepted the

invitation, but, through nervousness and confusion, forgot to

ask the name and address of his interviewer. Sunday came,

-and poor Liebig was in despair at not being able to keep his

engagement.
The next day a friend came to him, and said :

; ' What on

earth did you mean by not coming to dine with von Humboldt

yesterday, who had invited Gay-Lussac and other chemists to

meet you ?
" "

I was thunderstruck," said Liebig,
" and

rushed off, as fast as I could run, to von Humboldt 's lodgings,

and made the best excuses I could." The great traveller,

satisfied with the explanation, told him it was unfortunate, as

he had several members of the Academy at his house to meet

him, but thought he could make it all right if he would come
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to dinner next Sunday. He went, and there made the acquaint-

ance of Gay-Lussac, who was so struck with the genius and

enthusiasm of the youth that he took him into his private

laboratory, and continued, in conjunction with him, the

investigation of the fulminating compounds.
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(Communicated to the Journal of the Society of Chemical

Industry on April 30^, 1898.)

A RECENT writer in a French magazine
* attributes the

prodigious industrial development of Germany to several

causes. First, to the great increase in her population from

under forty millions in 1870 to fifty-two millions to-day which

has made the country, once chiefly agricultural, one of the most

powerful industrial communities in the world
;

this excess of

population requires more support than the soil can furnish,

and at the same time provides the labour necessary to exploit

the mineral treasures of the country, manufacture products,

and sell them abroad. At the last census, that of 1895, the

number of persons employed in Prussia in chemical industries

had increased 72 per cent., in engineering industries 57 per

cent., and in constructive industries 80 per cent., while the

agricultural population of Germany had decreased to 36 per

cent., from 42 per cent, in 1882.

A second cause is political unity, now more complete than

in the days of the Customs Union.

A potent influence has been the war of 1870 and its results.

The progress of industry has ameliorated the condition of

1 Abstract of an article in the
" Revue des Deux Mondes" February,

1898. The information, and warning, and exhortations addressed to

Frenchmen are equally important and applicable to Englishmen, who,

although they have all the education and materials at their own doors,

are too much in the habit of cutting short their education and neglecting
to apply capital in painstaking investigations by skilled employees,
and in the exploitation of many small items of manufacture, whose

aggregate would be very great.
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the working classes, and has reacted in the direction of effecting

some improvement in agricultural prospects, and by increasing

material prosperity has lowered the menacing tone of the

Socialist democracy.

Industry is the scene of the triumph of science. It is difficult

to find a more complete demonstration of this truth than is

afforded by the chemical industries of Germany. Proceeding
first from the laboratories of such savants as Liebig and

Hofmann, it continues to prosper, thanks to the incessant flow

from the universities of hundreds of chemists annually, some

of whom enter the service of special industries, others follow

a purely theoretical and scientific career, in constant communi-

cation with the former.

It was Liebig who initiated the new method. Not content

with working with the aid of one or two assistants, as did the

great French chemists, such as Gay-Lussac, Dumas, and others,

he wished to found laboratories where a great many young

people should work under his direction and form a school

destined to spread over the country. The results of this

system have been so apparent that there has been no need to

plead with any German Government to develop it. Germany
is covered with laboratories costing often 25,000 to 50,000

each, while maintenance costs annually an aggregate of

50.000. Not only Prussia but States of much less importance
and wealth vie with each other in furnishing with liberality

the means whereby students may instruct themselves, and

professors may multiply researches and demonstrations. For

electro -technics Professor Kittler at Darmstadt has asked for

a special laboratory, which has been granted at a cost of

130,000. Similarly at Berlin, Aix-la-Chapelle, and Hanover,

there are at once schools which turn out young electricians,

and centres of scientific work in communication with the

workers destined to apply their discoveries. Regular com-

munication is kept up between the chemical works and the

universities. Managers of works are always ready to place

their appliances at the service of a savant who seeks to make an
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experiment, who on his part never refuses to examine a problem
which they submit to him. This close collaboration between

service and industry has given the most brilliant results. A
single works at Ludwigshafen employs to-day more chemical

engineers than all England has for the same branch. England
has no school of chemical industry. France has not enough.
The Germans have, in their works, replaced foremen by

doctors of science, who add to their technical knowledge a

guarantee which has its value. Instead of blindly following

routine, their science gives these foremen authority, and the

workmen, who, in spite of socialism, have brought back from

their regiment habits of discipline, look upon them as officers

and the inspectors as subalterns. Many of the workmen belong
to soldier clubs, which maintain amongst them ties of

comradeship.

Laboratories of chemical works are centres of uninterrupted
labour which follow various lines, often unforeseen and almost

always fruitful. A crowd of young chemists, who have at

their disposal in their laboratories incomparable appliances,

pursue researches in a multitude of directions, which have led

to great discoveries. Science solves new problems_as fast as

industry presents them.

Formerly, one depended upon the season or the state of

the weather. At the present day, operations are carried on

at any temperature required, and at pressures which may be

as high as 150 atmospheres, by means of autoclaves. This

method, one of prime importance, has been applied for the

first time in France at the establishment of Poirrier at St. Denis.

Everyone knows that modern industry has converted tar and

oil into colours, perfumes, saccharine, powerful explosives,

febrifuges, and the like. One might say that every day a new

body is discovered
;
and such is the perfection of manufacturing

processes that industry no longer fears the publicity which is

involved in taking out a patent.
" The true secret of successful

manufacture," said Mr. Caro, an eminent contemporary German

chemist,
"
consists of scientific system, a constant communica-

B.A. 4
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tion between the research laboratory and the works, a rational

division of labour, a harmonious collaboration of all, from the

highest to the lowest in the scale."

Since the first discovery of aniline colours in England in

1856, the mere enumeration of the colours, the drugs and other

products manufactured from oil, would be a table of contents

of a text-book on chemistry. More than 800 patents for tar

products alone were taken out in Germany between 1877 and

1890.

Looking next at the means by which these vast manu-

factories enter into relations with customers, we see that it is

not sufficient to send out commercial travellers to offer their

products for sale
; it is essential that the manufacturer should

come into direct contact with those who buy, dyers and other

trades. Men capable of directing their customers, under-

standing their desires, and teaching them how to employ the

jjic^ucts. are an indispensable link. A mutual collaboration

is established between them and the customers whom they

advise, and who in their turn explain their constantly-changing

requirements. About the middle of the century the colour

industry seemed destined to be concentrated in England and

in France, in which countries the early discoveries were made,

but it is the Germans who have profited by these discoveries.

The annual production of tar products in Europe at the present

day represents a total of 5,000,000 sterling, of which Germany

produces 3,600,000, Switzerland 640,000, France 400,000,

and England 360,000. Notwithstanding the supremacy
which Germany has established for herself in the manufacture

of colours, she does not go to sleep in the confidence which this

pre-eminence might inspire. She labours incessantly to attain

new improvements, knowing that patents soon become public

property, and that industry will concentrate its attention

upon a small number of essential colours. But she is aware

of the strength which she derives from a powerful organisation,

alike industrial and scientific, abundance of appliances, and

capital. She knows that the soda industry is not so well
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developed in Germany as the colour industry ;
it is England

who has vast plant and an established organisation, against

which it is most difficult to contend
; nevertheless, during the

last twenty-five years she has made remarkable progress even

in the soda industry, a progress attributed by Mr. Robert

Hasenclever, in a report to the German Chemical Society in

1895, to a more rational system of work, a more stable Customs

policy, the new patent law, and the co-operation of engineers.

The law of 1884, establishing accident insurance for workmen,

obliges each branch of industry to form an association with

the special view of insurance, to divide the risks, and diminish

the burden of expense. The result of these incorporated

unions has been to develop, side by side with the union imposed

by law, a voluntary association composed of the same members

for the purpose of watching over the interests of their own

branch of industry, collating statistics, and expressing their

collective opinion regarding Customs legislation, treaties of

commerce, and similar laws. Groups of these industrial

associations are combined under the name of
" The Central

Alliance of German Industries for the Development of National

Labour." This alliance is a very powerful body.
The central bureau of each industry knows the details of

the smallest manufactory of its speciality, and is able to publish

precise statistics without revealing names, to supervise works

and prescribe methods and rules for diminishing the risk of

accidents, which are rigidly enforced and loyally obeyed by
those interested, because they are framed by their own delegates

and not by the Government.

As a result of this double organisation we have side by side

with the report of the official corporation, showing the increase

in the number of persons insured, and stating the percentage

of them who have been indemnified for accidents, another

report, that of the voluntary association, showing the increase

in the number of workshops engaged in chemical industries

in 1895
;

34 millions of days worked in place of 33 in the

preceding year; workmen employed, 114,000 in place of

42
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110,000 ;
an increase from 98 millions of marks to 103 millions

paid in wages, 927,000 tons exported of a value of 339 millions

of marks against 280 millions of marks imported. The mean

dividend of ninety-five works belonging to joint stock com-

panies was 12- 71 per cent. The manufacture of
"
heavy

chemicals," alkaloids and acids was less prosperous as a whole,

though that of soda and sulphuric acid gave very good returns.

Pharmaceutical and photographic products have suffered by

competition, while alcoholic preparations have benefited by
new legislation. Organic acids have fallen in price by one-fifth

owing to increased production. The manufacture of stearine

has been maintained, that of soap and perfumes has increased,

especially for export. Tar colours show steady progress, and

the mean dividend has grown from 10 per cent, in 1893 to

23| per cent, in 1895. The manufacture of explosives continues

to give brilliant results. The price of artificial lubricants has

fallen so low that the return on the capital employed is below

4 per cent. The Alliance secured the inclusion of measures for

the protection of manufacturing secrets in the law against

unfair competition ;
it has taken an active part in legislation

for the protection of industrial prosperity, and negotiated at

great length with the imperial patent office on the subject of

the trade-marks law. It has been concerned with the customs

law of Spain, Italian imports, railway tariffs, and everything

that affects the defence of chemical industry. Its congress

has been occupied with the Paris Exhibition of 1900, and has

unanimously pronounced against the sending of a commission

of experts to develop commercial relations with China and

Japan, but it has, on the other hand, nominated a commission

for obtaining from the Prussian Government the largest

subsidies possible for the teaching of chemistry in the higher

schools. The more we study the development of German

industry the more convinced we become that the determining

factor of its success has been not specially favourable conditions,

but the method of scientific training which has raised up in

that country a veritable army of chemists labouring without
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ceasing for the continual improvement of processes, in the

search for new ideas, and in the perfecting alike of details and

of the industry as a whole. It is to the fountain which fertilises

this vast field that we must go if we wish to understand what

is taking place amongst our neighbours, and draw therefrom

the necessary conclusions.

Mr. Lauth, reporter on the section of chemical products in

the Exposition Universelle de Paris, has recently demonstrated

by unanswerable arguments that our safety lies in the re-

organisation of the teaching of chemistry ; in the erection of

laboratories where our savants shall be occupied, not only in

the pursuit of their admirable discoveries, but in exploring
their applications and training pupils whose minds will be

directed towards this end. Let the universities give to French

industry 600 young chemists every year, prepared as they are

in Germany, and a transformation will be accomplished.

Science, we cannot too often repeat, has been a source of

incomparable riches. It was a pupil of Bunsen, Auer, who,

by laboratory experiments and reasoning, arrived at the idea

of the burner which bears his name, and which has made his

own fortune and that of numerous companies.
The last revolution in metallurgy dates from Thomas's

invention, which enables steel to be extracted from phosphatic
iron ores, which the Bessemer process, an acid method, did not

render available. The only considerable bed of phosphatic
iron minerals in Europe is in Lorraine, with an extension into

Luxemburg ;
the treaty of Frankfort has, unhappily, deprived

us of part, but we still possess sufficient to feed our factories.

The most southern part of the ore-bearing basin is at Neuves-

Maisons, twenty miles south of Nancy, where the Chatillon

Commentry Company has erected large steel works. We are

as well situated, and have as great advantages and equal

chances compared with the Germans
; why, then, have we

only four great steel works, while the Germans have a score,

several of them producing 400,000 tons of steel per annum

each, against hardly one-fourth of that amount as a maximum
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in one of ours. It is necessary to recognise here as elsewhere

that it is not material conditions which condemn us to a state

of inferiority, but the want of initiative on the part of our

manufacturers. The Germans do not wait till a want is ex-

pressed ; they create the demand. For example, their pro-

duction of iron beams reaches 800,000 tons per annum, of which

150,000 tons are exported ;
the French production is 230,000

tons, of which 30,000 tons are exported. It is evident that the

difference in extent and population of the two countries does

not account for the difference. In 1896 Germany exported

1,700,000 tons of iron, equal to the total French production of

iron and steel.

Among modern industries the applications of electricity

appears to be the one most full of promise. The Germans have

come to the front with remarkable energy. It is quite sur-

prising to see how a certain number of great houses or societies

have, without making any essential discovery, profited by

foreign discoveries and developed in fifteen years an industry

which is cited as a model for the whole world. Is it not strange

to think that at home in Paris it is a Berlin company that has

bought the Edison patents, and that we have not the courage

to raise appliances similar to those which we cannot but admire

at Berlin and elsewhere, and which our engineers are certainly

capable of raising and directing with equal success ? A list

of German electro-technical works, exclusive of urban electric

supply companies and constructors of accumulators, shows a

total share capital of 267 million marks (13,350,000) and loan

capital. of 89t million marks (4,475,000). One of these

companies employs 6,711 hands
;

it has constructed 4,000

dynamos and electro-motors, with a total power of 50 millions

of watts. A smaller compan}^ with a capital of 22,500,000

marks has orders on its books for 62,000,000 marks, of which

36 millions are for Germany and 26 millions for abroad.

Let our financiers, then, set themselves to work
;

the

personnel will not be wanting. It is for them to form companies
with sufficient capital to inspire confidence in public authorities
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or in the manufacturers with whom they have to deal. Our

neighbours have shown us by what combination of qualities

they have made their undertakings prosperous ; it is for us to

adopt their principles and follow their example.
A visitor to the Berlin establishments would be surprised

to see the appearance of health and strength in the majority
of the workmen

; comfortably installed in vast halls, cool in

summer, well warmed in winter, where nothing has been spared
to place each one in such conditions as to give the maximum
effect to his labour. Once again the American adage is verified,

' The highest salaries yield the cheapest work."

In other establishments in Germany, along with material

progress, and the multiplication of appliances, and of works,

there is a continual improvement of the lot of the workman.

In five years the total salaries paid have risen from 106,000,000

sterling to 134,800,000, an increase of 25 per cent.

The necessity of selling beyond "the frontier part of what

is produced on national territory is a source of disquietude to

a certain school which deplores the evolution which makes

Germany more industrial than agricultural and dependent

on the foreigner for part of her food, for which she pays in

machines, rails, textiles, cloths, in short the produce of her

industry.
"
Along with certain advantages, grave incon-

veniences attend the increase of the industrial population

relatively to the total population, and the tendency of capital,

always seeking to find its most remunerative employment, to

draw hands from the country in ever-increasing numbers,

produces a kind of progress which is nothing but a change in

the things consumed, a kind of progress which is deplorable ;

the whole rests on an uncertain base. It is bad for a country

to depend for its sustenance on foreign countries which could

at any moment refuse to supply its needs."

Professor A. Wagner thinks that statistics show that the

exportation of English products is decreasing in value and

sometimes in total quantity. He is certain that in Germany
the exportation of manufactured products is in several cases
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stationary or even retrograde, and suffers from the competition

of Japan and the United States. It is easy to answer these

fears by showing that even if there were not a compensating
increase in the demand for every kind of labour, the change
has enriched Germany much more rapidly than a simple

development of agriculture would have done, and that the

latter has proceeded side by side with industrial progress, and

one ought not to be disquieted by that industrial extension which

is a law of modern progress. Such anxiety would be justified

only if agriculture were imperilled in consequence of desertion

of the country, and if there were actually insufficient hands for

agricultural and forest labour. (Such desertion of the country

has begun in some districts of Great Britain, and anxiety for the

agricultural industry of Britain would not be unjustifiable.)

What would the growing population of Germany do if the

national industry were to become stationary or recede ? It

certainly could not find relief by occupying itself in the fields.

Iron, steel, and textile fabrics are hardly less indispensable to

man than bread
;

the community which produces them in

abundance is not inferior to that which purchases them. The

economic ideal of a people is to be like the United States of

North America, at once the purveyor to the rest of the world

of cereals, petroleum, certain of the metals, and the producer
of the majority of manufactured articles which it needs. But

nations less favoured by nature may yet find in a just

equilibrium between the two orders of production, agricultural

and industrial, the means of securing a prosperous existence.

This is the spectacle which contemporaneous Germany offers

to the eyes of an impartial observer.
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(Address to the University College Students' Chemical Society,

Liverpool, on March 9th, 1899.)

IT does not matter in what year August Wilhelm von

Hofmann was born. The chemical date is of more importance.
The investigation of oxygen and its compounds had com-

pletely established the true nature of calces, and the metals

sodium, potassium, calcium and others, had been reduced from

their calces by Davy. An electro -chemical theory, more or

less imperfect, had been propounded, but Faraday had not yet
laid the foundation of electrical science.

Iodine had been discovered, but not bromine, and Davy
had proved that chlorine and iodine were both simple elements,

while Berthollet had suggested the use of chlorine as a bleaching

agent, a suggestion which was rapidly developing into the

chloride of lime industry in Glasgow and Liverpool. But I

think Berzelius had not yet accepted Davy's views on chlorine.

Berthollet, having seen the ruin of his friend, pupil and patron,

Napoleon Bonaparte, was still alive.

The constancy of the composition of chemical compounds
was fully established. Dalton had propounded the atomic

theory, and had seen it accepted by nearly all chemists, in-

cluding Berzelius, who had applied the theory to the arrange-

ment of minerals as definite chemical compounds, and had

published his earlier determinations of the atomic weights,

but not his later and more accurate series. He had just

published a more exact method of organic analysis ;
but Liebig

had not yet risen on the organic horizon.
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Prussiates and fulminates were beginning to be favourite

subjects of investigation. Dumas, that grand French chemist,

was quite a young man. Professor Smithson Tennant, of

Cambridge, had discovered osmium and iridium, and had

recently died. Gay-Lussac had propounded his law of com-

bination of gases by volume, and had published researches on

expansion of fluid bodies, also on iodine and chlorine com-

pounds, hydrocyanic acid, fermentation, and on ethers.

Thenard, also, was busy working and publishing.

Although chemistry had commenced to advance on the

true scientific lines which have led to the development which

we see to-day, treatises in book form, available for reading,

were still mainly the phlogistic writings of Cavendish, Watt,

Priestley, Kirwan, Black, Scheele and Bergman. Such was

the state of chemistry when Hofmann was born.

Hofmann was trained first for the legal profession, and took

the degree of LL.D., and he had consequently studied also

philology at the university ;
so that in after life he was able

to lecture or make an intelligible speech in at least four

languages. He also studied mathematics and physics. This

was at Giessen
; and, although he was not in Liebig's labora-

tory, he mingled with students who were there engaged in very

active investigations, and came indirectly under the influence

of that most fascinating man.

While Hofmann was growing up from the cradle to the

university, and acquiring a wide general culture before he fell

in love with the great science, which held his affections and

engaged his powers to the last year of his life, chemistry, too,

had been growing up, deepening and expanding as it grew.

The idea of radicals was developed and had a secure place in

the chemical theory, owing to Liebig's and Wohler's work on

benzoyl compounds (1832) ;
but radicals used rather in support

of the dualistic idea of salts and compounds. Gerhardt had

not yet put clearly forward the unitary theory of salts. Liebig

had laid the foundation of organic chemistry by means of his

simplified and perfected combustion furnace, for determining
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the ultimate composition of carbon compounds, and the work

which he and his pupils did with it. Wohler had begun to

break down the distinction between organic and inorganic

chemistry by his synthesis of urea in 1828. Dumas and

Laurent had just put forward their laws of substitution, and

developed these laws by numerous substitution compounds

produced by themselves and others, whereby the electro-

negative chlorine was shown to replace the electro -positive

hydrogen. Avogadro and Ampere had propounded their

theory, but it had not yet borne fruit, for CO meant six of

carbon to eight of oxygen, and nitrous oxide was considered to

contain fourteen of nitrogen to eight of oxygen and was

formulated NO. Faraday had by this time published his

experimental researches on electricity, and Liebig was engaged
in one of his great pieces of work which did so much alike for

the science and the art of agriculture.

It was at this time that Hofmann, well educated, as I have

said, entered Liebig 's laboratory. His first research was on

coal-tar, to which I shall refer later, and which became the

foundation of most of his work in later life. He soon became

Liebig's assistant. About this time Dumas propounded the

theory of types, which arose out of the work which he did in

the course of the discussion of the substitution theory of

Laurent and Dumas. During these discussions, Berzelius

and Liebig had been in the thick of the fray, experimenting

and arguing, first against, and finally in favour, of the views of

their friends and colleagues. The struggle ensued between

Berzelius 's form of electro-chemical dualistic theory and the

type theory, in which struggle the radical theory was twisted

to support either the one or the other, according to the

idiosyncrasy of the particular combatant. This struggle was

going on while Hofmann was yet at work in Liebig's laboratory.

Hofmann, young and eager, was at the most absorptive

period of his life, and we may be sure he took a deep interest

in these discussions and had his own views, and his own

experiments on every important theory. In fact, Hofmann had
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clear theoretical ideas regarding type structure of the coal-tar

bases, the dependence of the properties more on the position

of an element, than on its individual nature, that is to say, a

conception of an adherence to type, far in advance of other

chemists of his time and these clear theoretical ideas guided

his work and led him to many discoveries.

It must have been at this period that he picked up a story,

which I have heard him tell about Liebig in connection with

nitrous oxide, or, as it was called, laughing gas. When Liebig

was assistant to Gay-Lussac, a lecture on laughing gas was to

be delivered to some of the royal princes and princesses ;

and Liebig was entrusted with the task of preparing the bags

of nitrous oxide which were to be inhaled. Liebig was busy
with his researches, and forgot all about the laughing gas till

just before the lecture, so he filled the bags with ordinary air

of the laboratory, which was administered during the lecture

to the royal auditors
;
and Liebig afterwards said the effect

on the princesses was all that could be wished in the way of

making them laugh.

The example of Liebig in setting up a laboratory in which

students might learn to conduct chemical research was

influencing other States of Germany and other countries.

About this time England, which was becoming a very

important agricultural country, became greatly interested in

chemistry, owing to Liebig 's work on the physiology of plants,

and on agriculture, especially with reference to the food of

plants and manures. Queen Victoria had recently married

Prince Albert of Saxe Coburg Gotha, who knew Liebig's

laboratory ;
and by his influence advantage was taken of

this popularity of chemistry in England not only to found the

Royal College of Chemistry, but to endeavour to get one of

Liebig's distinguished pupils to be its head. Of the two earlier

assistants Fresenius devoted himself to agricultural and

analytical chemistry, but he was established at Wiesbaden.

Will was assistant professor at Giessen, and neither of the two

was inclined to emigrate. Hofmann was "
privat-docent

"
at
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Bonn, on the Rhine. His reputation, with the combined

recommendation of Liebig and of Prince Albert, whose old

student's room at Bonn Hofmann had converted into a labora-

tory, and whom Hofmann interested in some experiments,

secured for him the invitation to come to London. Of course,

he had doubts about accepting. Would the new venture

succeed ? Would he succeed in England ? He was devoted to

science for its own sake others could apply it. He would

lose his position at Bonn and all that it might grow to, and he

would be stranded if the London venture failed.

At this juncture Prince Albert was staying with the Queen

at Briihl, and he was able, with Baron Bunsen's help, to get

Hofmann appointed extraordinary professor at Bonn, with

two years leave of absence, in order to let him try if the English

venture would succeed. In 1845 he came to England, and

commenced with twenty-six students, all eager to learn to

work, in the kitchen and principal room of a house in George

Street, Hanover Square. A building was erected in Oxford

Street, next door to the Orthopaedic Hospital, which was the

home of chemists for twenty-five years, and in this nine-tenths

of English chemists were, if not born, at any rate nursed.

The students who frequented the R.C.C. in its early years

were altogether devoted to chemistry, and spent their whole

time either in actual investigation or in fitting themselves for

undertaking chemical research. They had no degrees and had

no examinations before them. They were the examiners, and

nature was at once their field and their judge.

Nor was Hofmann tied down by any restrictions and con-

ventions. He did not lecture for one hour or any other stated

time. When he warmed up to his subject, he would go on

for two or even two and a half hours at a stretch, pouring out

explanations, criticisms, suggestions and expositions of experi-

ment after experiment. And the students listened, oblivious

of other engagements and even of meals. His assistants had

rather a hard time.

In my time the R.C.C. had merged into the School of Mines,
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and lectures were restricted to one hour each. Immediately
before the establishment of the R.C.C. the Chemical Society
was founded (in 1841) ; Hofmann was Foreign Secretary, and,

early in 1849, became an ordinary member and took a

prominent part in the proceedings as long as he remained in

England. All his students had to read papers on their own
work at the society before they became Fellows a good rule,

or, rather, practice, which has long ceased to be observed.

That fellowship was then better than a degree.

For fifty years Hofmann was the leading spirit in the progress

of chemical science, and was mainly instrumental in promoting
the teaching of chemistry in this country ;

his pupils having
formed nine-tenths of the teachers and workers in this field

from 1850 to 1880 just as in Germany and elsewhere somewhat

earlier all chemists descended directly from Liebig. More-

over, it was directly due to Hofmann's influence that the

application of chemistry to manufactures received such a

development in England between 1851 and 1870, while it is

to be noted that in Germany, since Hofmann went to Berlin,

there has been the most remarkable development of chemical

manufactures by scientific chemists that the world has ever

seen.

An example which illustrates his influence in all three

directions is found in the history of the substances with which

Hofmann's name is most intimately associated aniline and

coal-tar products. The early history of aniline dates from :

Unverdorben, 1826, who got crystallin from distillation of

indigo.

Fritsche, 1840, got anilirie by KHO on indigo.

Runge, 1834, got Kyanol in coal-tar.

Zinin, 1842, got benzidam from nitro-benzene by NH^HS,
and proved that it gave crystalline salts and had formula CHN.

Erdmann showed that crystalline aniline and benzidam are

identical.

Hofmann thoroughly investigated the whole subject in

Liebig's laboratory, made clear the identity of crystalline
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aniline and benzidam, and showed, also, that it was the same

as Runge's kyanol (1834) from coal-tar. He named it phenyl-
amine. Finally, Griess showed that it is amidobenzene. He

produced mono- di- and tri- chloraniline, the former a basic

and the latter a neutral body. Then followed nitraniline and

nitrotoluidine and other products.

The bearing of these substituted bodies on the electro-

chemical theory brought Hofmann into the central whirlpool

of controversy. In the course of his researches on aniline and

other tar products, Hofmann opened up the paths and founded

the lines of research which have proved fruitful in such a

multitude of hands.

Soon after the first great International Exhibition in 1851,

in which Prince Albert the Good took so much active interest,

Hofmann obtained from coal-tar the rare substance which

Faraday obtained, in 1826, from the destructive distillation

of resins and fats in the manufacture of illuminating gas. This

was benzol, which we now call, in the purified state, benzene.

The use of sulphuric acid along with nitric for facilitating the

nitrating of benzene was first discovered by Hofmann and

Sheridan Muspratt,whose widow afterwards devoted some of her

late husband's means to aiding senior students in this college.

Hofmann had previously, in 1845, reduced nitrobenzene to

aniline by zinc and sulphuric acid, and thus showed the way
to produce a multitude of similar ammonia derivatives by a

process available on a manufacturing scale. He carried on

this work at the Royal College of Chemistry in Oxford Street,

and, of course, prepared much raw aniline in the kitchen of

the institution. You know how disagreeable the odour of

aniline is when dilute. A strong whiff of the concentrated

vapour has a sweetish and by no means offensive smell. In

the days of aniline, a clothier on the other side of Oxford

Street was much annoyed by the diluted odour which reached

his premises, and he made many complaints. At last Hofmann

invited him to come into the college and point out to him what

the substance was of whose odour he complained. He was

E.A. 5
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conducted through all the rooms, sniffing diligently with his

long nose, and was led up to the very pot where aniline was

being heated, and was asked if that was the substance.
"
No,

no," he said.
' You have hid it away." Whereupon Hofmann

assured him there was no other substance that could be giving

an odour from the R.C.C., and he bowed his visitor out with

great satisfaction.

In 1845, his work on aniline had led him to a clear recognition

of the ammonia type ;
from this he was led through a number

of cyanogen derivatives to enrich science, in 1850, with the

large class of substituted ammonias and anilines which contain

alcohol radicals in place of hydrogen and gave us the method

of preparation which has been so fruitful. At this period
aniline was viewed either as a conjugated compound of

ammonia with a hydrocarbon, or as a compound of the electro-

positive radical NH2 with the electro -positive radical C6H5 .

In 1849, Wurtz had prepared a body, C2H7N, by distillation of

cyanic ether with KOH.
Hofmann instantly set to work in a new way, and revealed

the true nature of this body and of aniline by acting upon
their alcoholic solutions by ethyl iodide, and replacing two

atoms of hydrogen in aniline, three in ammonia, and four in

ammonium chloride by alcohol radicals. And by this he fore-

shadowed the production of innumerable organic bases, all

constituted on the type of ammonia. The importance of this

work and its bearing on the development of the type theory
are now evident.

I have said that Hofmann often went on lecturing long after

the ordinary time. His assistant, who was charged with the

task of fitting up the apparatus for distilling with KOH the

product of the action of EtI on alcoholic ammonia, and of

being the first to see the properties of the first drops of what

afterwards proved to be ethylamine, told me that, on the

eventful day, Hofmann directed him to have everything ready
and the product distilling over when he should come from his

lecture. This was done, but no Hofmann came. The assistant
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found that the first drop smelled of NH3 , was alkaline, but

burned with a smoky flame. He went into the lecture room
and asked Hofmann to come out and see the product, but the

lecturer was full of some subject, and went on, heedless of what
he was missing ;

he lectured two and a half hours that day,
and when he came out and went upstairs, the few drops of

very volatile ethylamine had vanished. The properties and
behaviour were described to him, and were very satisfactory ;

but that was not enough.
"
This moost be repeated, I moost

myself see it." And a whole week's work went for nothing ;

the sealed tube operation had to be done again and the

whole process repeated, in the hope that the next time the

critical moment arrived Hofmann would be there to see.

Seven or eight years later he presented the world with

phosphine bases and their remarkable compounds with sulphur ;

while his work had led others to arsine and stibine bases.

Then followed the poly-ammonias. Those who know the

little thick black manuals published by Churchill, which were

the constant companions of junior students in my day, will see,

if they look, that the editions which were edited by Hofmann
between the fifties and sixties have a very large proportion of

the pages devoted to ammonia derivatives of one kind or other,

all due to Hofmann's work.

In 1856 W. H. Perkin, senior, was the assistant who obtained

the colouring matter mauve in a separate and permanent form,

and thus began the marvellous coal-tar colour industry, which

has multiplied compounds and colours in apparently unending
series during forty years. At this period neither Hofmann nor

Perkin ever required to wear gloves their hands appeared

always clothed in the loveliest kid gloves of wonderful tints,

dyed by the materials they were working with. He was

asked once why he wore purple gloves at a dance
; but he only

wore aniline dye applied to his epidermis.

From the investigation of mauve and rose -aniline came the

recognition of condensed triple bases as the constitution of the

rose -aniline group. Hofmann's pupils were the pioneers in

52
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this field. Some of them were the first great manufacturers

of colours on an industrial scale. But it is remarkable that,

while nearly all the great discoveries of industrial importance
were made in England and in France, the industry has not

been developed in either country. It is in Germany that the

industry has been developed and carried on, and it is to

Germany that England sends millions sterling per annum,

notwithstanding that England is the principal tar producer
of the world. The reasons for this anomaly are three -fold ;

but it would lead me too far afield to enter into this question

to-night.

Hofmann's students were nearly all men of conspicuous

ability, and their ability manifested itself, not in easy discovery
of wonders, but in working with tireless industry both for

themselves and for Hofmann. Hofmann became editor of

Churchill's Manual of Chemistry. When the book was entirely

re-written it had to be indexed. Here is the way in which he

accomplished that uninteresting task. One day he invited

all his assistants to dine with him. He was living in Fitzroy

Square, in one of those tall, narrow houses characteristic of

London. After dinner he said to them,
"

I have got a new

gamfc. We will all play at this game." He produced the

sheets of the book, gave each a section, and all sat down and

worked at the table of contents till two o'clock in the morning,

not breaking up the party until the whole was finished.

His students were all men who wanted to learn. There

were none sent there to get a certificate of attendance while

learning as little as possible. None were preparing for any

examination, except the examination of serious life, in which

fortune favoured only those who had the power that comes

of knowledge. A man of no ability, though of good intention,

occasionally strayed into the college lost his way in the world,

and did not know in the least where he was. I remember one

named Weaver. He wished to impress Hofmann with his

desire to learn, or possibly his curiosity may have been really

aroused. There was in those days a pot of grease, a mixture
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of lard and beeswax, which was used for greasing the ends of bell

jars on the top of gas cylinders, to keep the gas from escaping

when a glass plate was pressed on to them. When Hofmann went

round the laboratory one day after the daily lecture, he was

startled by the question from Mr. Weaver,
"

I should like to

know how you make pomatum." Hofmann started, looked

at him steadily until he grasped the situation. Then his eyes

twinkled, as I have seen no eyes but his twinkle, and he replied,
"
Mistre Veaver, ve are not barberrs."

One more serious student, after making an elaborate com-

bustion of a new substance which he had prepared and investi-

gated, informed the admiring laboratory, not as a joke, but

in all seriousness, that he had discovered a new alcohol which

contained no carbon, and whose boiling point was 212 and

specific gravity 1,000. It was rather a surprise to many to

see that, in after years, when the great cause celebre took place,

which determined the value of the several patents for the manu-

facture of rose -aniline dyes, at the time when the seat of that

manufacture was still in England, that the chief controlling

patent, the only one that came out at once valid and effective,

from manufacturing and legal points of view, was that standing

in the name of the gentleman who discovered the new alcohol,

whose formula was H 2O.

Not only did Hofmann enrich science with groups of new

compounds, with new methods innumerable, with apparatus,

and by a more philosophical method of teaching, but his

services also to manufactures and to civilisation are so great

as to be perhaps without a parallel. He pointed out with

clearness and force the importance to a nation of a full know-

ledge and appreciation, alike by rulers and people, of natural

science, and particularly of experimental science, and the

dependence of national prosperity upon an enlightened

employment of natural products and forces. He influenced

manufacturers to employ the most advanced chemical know-

ledge in promotion of industries, and continually directed

the minds of his students to the application of their work
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and discoveries to manufactures. Hence, during the twenty

years in which his influence was directly felt in England,
chemical manufactures attained to a rate of progress and

prosperity to which they had been strangers before and have

been since
;

and some of his pupils have been pioneers in

chemical industries. And he did this while devoting himself to

pure science.

We learn from his teachings and practice that the best way
to succeed in manufactures is to study pure science for its own

sake, but to take always a keen interest in the bearing of what

you learn upon practical application ; while, at the same time,

we see how the connection between science and its applications,

thus maintained, conduces most powerfully to the progress of

pure science.

It was in the period between the Exhibitions of 1851 and

1862 that this scientific progress of manufactures was most

prominently displayed in England. Hofmann was a juror at

the first
;
he was not only a juror at the second, but reporter

on Class II., Section A, Chemical Products and Processes.

He was thus acquainted with the state of manufactures in

1851, and he had the best opportunities of knowing all that

was done in the interval when he reported in 1862. Scientific

men have been too apt to look upon their work as a thing

removed far above any utilitarian application, and affect to

despise anything that is ordinarily called useful. While

manufacturers considered scientific men as quite useless to

them, they wanted what they called a practical man ; by which-

they meant a clever but ignorant man.

Hofmann wrote English with a clearness, force and elegance

which are striking, and he lectured with an impressiveness

which carried the whole soul of the listener along with him.

It is remarkable, nevertheless, that he never acquired an

English accent. And, although he employed good and even

elegant as well as impressive English, there were some

customary English phrases which he never acquired. He

spoke of a precipitate, but never of a precipitate falling. I
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remember him saying, at a time when he had been lecturing

for twenty years in English and mingling with good English

society :

"
If we add to a solution calcium chloride in vawter,

a small quantity of a solution of sodium phosphate, observe

the boolky vyte precipitate will slowly, gradooally ... go to

the bottom."

His skill in devising experiments, whether for investigation

or for lecture illustrations, was equalled by very few. I shall

never forget the effect of his first exposition of elementary

chemistry treated by the method of types. In place of the

old disconnected treatment usual in medical school lectures,

he commenced with the hydrochloric acid type, then passed

to the water type, the NH3 type and CH4 type, grouping other

compounds under these heads and devising the simple and

complete apparatus with which we are now familiar for decom-

posing or synthesising typical bodies, and for showing the

volume relations between the compound and its free con-

stituents. From an intellectual point of view, his experiments

were as perfect, as clear and as elegant as his language. When
he got a substance for examination, he would apply, with what

seemed an unerring instinct, a few searching experiments in

rapid succession, which would generally bring out its main

characters. And he had a very keen scent for new compounds.
He would often produce a series of new compounds before his

followers had grasped the bearings of his first experiments.

He used to say, there are new compounds everywhere, they

are
"
in the air." Equally remarkable was the persistence

with which he followed up a course of investigations until it

had yielded all there was to know,

The finished character of his work was characteristic of the

man. Nevertheless, he was a most awkward manipulator.

Too eager, he would upset everything on his lecture table. I

have mentioned the Exhibition of 1851, Hofmann was one of

the jurors, and had to meet many great and eminent men.

For this reason he got a new broad -cloth coat, not a very

common occurrence with a London professor whose salary was
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250 and a share of fees. One day when he was lecturing in

his new coat, he did something which set fire to a mass of

phosphorus and burnt both his fingers and the coat. His

assistant, John Spiller, was not in any way responsible, but

after the lecture he politely took the responsibility and expressed
his regret, and hoped Hofmann's fingers were not badly burned.

Hofmann replied :

"
Oh, Mr. Spiller. Mr. Spiller, my flesh will

grow again, but my coat will not."

I remember his impatience at the delay caused by a stopper.

After one or two attempts to remove it, he muttered,
"
There

is yet another way of opening a bottle," seized a ruler, struck

the neck off, and poured out his reagent in triumph. His

eagerness in performing an experiment was followed by an

almost childlike delight in its accomplishment, and this eager-

ness was contagious. A somewhat old Italian, between forty

and fifty years ago, came to begin the study of the very
elements

;
he could not perform some simple reactions.

Hofmann patiently told him exactly what to do, and sent him

back to his bench to repeat the attempt. There was silence

in the laboratory for some time, which was suddenly disturbed

by the Italian rushing through the room, coat tails flying,

test-tube between finger and thumb, seeking Hofmann. As

soon as he found him, he rushed up to him, holding out his test

tube and saying,
"
I have succeedit, I have succeedit, I have

succeedit," with delight of a child with a new toy. Hofmann
never snubbed enthusiasm such as this. It was embarrassing

and out of place sometimes, but he knew that it led a man on

to accomplish things that a more phlegmatic man would

not even attempt.

He had a strong sympathy with all zealous men, but with

idlers he had no patience. He has been known to say to

former assistants, who worked well under his guidance, but

who did nothing after they were removed from his influence :

k ' Ah ! you do not vork
; you do not vork." But his human

sympathy was strong.

That same Italian fell ill of a fever in London. Hofmann
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was full of engrossing work, but he left it and went to visit

his pupil, who was a stranger in a strange land, and see that he

had what he needed.

In 1864, Hofmann was invited to accept the chair at Bonn,

and plan the new laboratories which the Government was

about to erect there. Many attempts were made to retain him

in England. He was offered the post of Master of the Mint,

a sinecure which had lain dormant since the death of Graham.

But it was too late. Prince Albert was dead
;

the Royal

College of Chemistry had become part of the School of Mines,

and was no longer supported as it had once been as a place

devoted purely to training men in chemical research. Very

possibly he saw that Englishmen would not for a long time

realise the importance of using the highest powers of the most

skilled scientific chemists in chemical industries, and he may
have foreseen that in his own country, with an awakened

Government and under his stimulus, that great industrial, as

well as scientific, development would take place which the last

quarter of this century has seen in Germany. He went to

Bonn in 1865, but, before the laboratories there had risen,

Mitscherlich died, and Hofmann was invited to take his chair

in Berlin, with the promise of 50,000, to plan and build a

still larger and more magnificent set of laboratories. To

Berlin, then, he went, bringing all his English experience with

him to aid his still unimpaired intelligence and activity. He

very soon founded and fostered the Deutsche Chemische

Gesellschaft in Berlin, on the model of the Chemical Society of

London. But he made it a cosmopolitan society, and the

Berichte publishes not merely select papers, but all papers of

any scientific merit which are presented to it. Kekule

succeeded him at Bonn, and Kekule's exposition of the benzene

ring was followed by Hofmann's production of a number of

condensed bodies of cycloid structure. Then followed iso-

nitriles, formaldehyde, thioamides and thio -acids (acids such

as thioformic acid), mustard oil, substituted biurets, thio-

cyanuric acid and iso-thiocyanurates, isomeric inclamines and
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related products, substituted urethanes and thio -urethanes,

structure of piperidine, and many more researches in rapid

succession. Nor did his interest flag up to the time of his

death. When I last spoke to him, his eyes sparkled as of yore,

though his motions were more slow and sedate. I made some

remark on his mental activity, and he replied,
"
Ah, mein

friend, we do get old : we do get old
"

he was only seventy at

that time.

His influence on science can be appreciated now. His

influence on manufactures, on the development of nations, is

far greater than can be fully realised yet. The combination

of incessant industry in the laboratory with constant intellectual

activity was the secret of his success and of his greatness. A
man of merely brilliant imagination can do little in chemical

science
;

one who is merely a good manipulator cannot be

more than a diligent drudge. He was a man of ideas and one

who delayed not a moment in trying to test his ideas by

practice. It is not enough for you to work, still less to read.

You must cultivate the power of work
;
but you must also

think. A distinguished scientific man, who has been most

successful in manufactures also, said to me lately :

" The

English colleges are turning out scores of trained chemists

every year who have been well taught to work
;
but they have

not a single idea amongst them all." You must therefore

think for yourselves, and grow ideas of your own. The

German universities are pouring out hundreds of well trained

chemists every year into the manufactories. That is a great

help to them. But many of these have so trained their

minds to think that they become successful inventors. They
then do good not only to their employers, but also to themselves

and to Germany. I know one firm who has 120 chemical

inventors on their staff
;
another firm has a still larger number

men who live by their wits as well as their hands, and live

well too. They start work at 8 a.m., as, indeed, students do

in the laboratories. They have done a days' work by two

o'clock, but they work on till a much later hour, and, after two
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hours' recreation they usefully employ their evenings, and

retire to rest earlier than we are wont to do. At the R.C.d
we students used to come several miles to commence work at

9 a.m., and we continued till six o'clock no ten to five habits

in those days while Hofmann's assistants used to return to

college after dinner to work privately till a late hour. That is

the kind of work which tells. An eight-hours day may be all

very well for working men who have no ambition and who
are content with daily bread (and beer) ;

but a gentleman
has to work much harder.
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WHAT IS TECHNICAL EDUCATION?

(An Address to the Verdin Technical School, January, 1899.)

IN considering how I could most usefully employ the half-

hour during which I hope you will honour me with your

attention, I have thought that there is so much vagueness in

the public mind, sometimes even misunderstanding, of what

TECHNICAL EDUCATION is, or should be, that it is perhaps not

inappropriate, and may not be altogether without use, if I try

for part of the evening in this noble building which has been

so generously provided for the accommodation of this technical

school by Sir Joseph Verdin to occupy your minds with the

question, What is technical education ? The pith of the whole

matter lies in the difference between mere instruction and educa-

tion. Instruction is filling in, building in, knowledge, whether in

scraps or in quantity modern word,
"
cramming." Educa-

tion is drawing out the powers of the mind. That is the literal

meaning of the word.

The use or object of education, then, is, not to impart a

number of facts useful or otherwise, nor even to give useful

hints and receipts that will enable the scholar to pursue some

particular occupation ;
not to enable him to earn a living, or

to earn a better living. That will follow, of course, as a

secondary result of education, but its direct objects are of a

far higher character.

(1) To train the mind and its various powers, memory,
reason, habit of precise observation, and arranging together

things which resemble each other and distinguishing things

which differ.

(2) Not so much to impart knowledge as to awaken the
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faculties and give the power of acquiring unlimited knowledge
for oneself.

(3) To cultivate the sense of the beautiful, not only of artistic

beauty, which is of a material and physical kind, but a sense of

intellectual order and beauty also.

(4) And in all these ways to increase the happiness and the

capacity for happiness of human beings.

So far as any course of education accomplishes any of these

objects, it is a partial success. So far as it fails in any of these,

it is imperfect.

I do not know how far you, whom I have the honour of

addressing, pupils, parents and friends, have or have not these

objects in view in seeking education, or in seeking to promote
education

;
but I think it is just possible that some may have

too narrow an ideal and, therefore, too limited an aim.

The public mind in this country has for some years past

realised the fact that technical education is a great national

want, and that, if that want is not now supplied, other countries,

which have been long before us in this matter, will continue

to distance us in the race for pre-eminence alike in manu-

factures and commerce. I am afraid that comparatively few

realise the thorough nature of that education which is the

great source of strength to some Continental nations. With

us the word "
technical

"
seems to be printed in large capitals,

and the word "
education

"
in the smallest italics.

If, in the course of education, some store of facts can be

acquired at the same time, so far so good for life is short

but that is not the first object of education. A lad who knows

the difference between a turnip and a potato may be better

fitted for agricultural pursuits than a denizen of the city slums

or an African savage who does not, but I should not, on that

account alone, say that the lad was better educated. A lad

who can distinguish a piece of ash from a piece of birch -wood,

and who has been taught to make certain cuts and fit pieces

of wood together to make a joint, may be better fitted to be

a joiner than one who has never handled any tool except a
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pen. Another lad may be able to draw straight lines and

curved, and to handle a brush
; may know that if you mix

blue and yellow you get green (which is not always true), and

so may be more useful to an artist than one who has never

handled anything but a typewriter or a telescope. All these

have some useful technical knowledge, but no technical

education.

On the other hand, if one has been trained to know the

functions of the different parts of plants, to compare the forms

of one plant with those in another, to classify them, and to

follow the life -history of any one plant from the germination
of its seed to the ripening of the fruit in the full-grown plant

and the chemical changes which its food undergoes ;
and

another has been taught systematically the growth and

appearance of timber
;
the mechanical powers, the properties

of materials, the forms and uses and mode of handling of

different tools
;
the meaning and advantages of different kinds

of joints and the principles of carpentry ; and another is

trained to note with precise though rapid glance every form

and tint and shade of every surrounding object or landscape,

to compare them with previous images recorded in the memory
or sketch book, to know the nature of light and colour, and

to understand its laws ; each of these has received a technical

education, and every one of them will be a better farmer,

joiner or artist, if he should afterwards direct his energies in

that one direction, even if it is a different direction from that

in which he has been the subject of (trained ?) education,

than one who has merely got technical knowledge of his own

narrow occupation without education or drawing out his

faculties in any direction. A man who has been trained and

accustomed to compare and systematise one set of facts,

circumstances or actions, will always be able to do the same

with another different set. He will also, when thus trained,

be able to teach himself and acquire other knowledge

systematically by his own endeavours.

And so we see that the object of education is to train the

E.A. 6
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mind and its various powers, and that it is not of so much

consequence what the subject-matter of education is, the main

object is not so much to acquire knowledge as to acquire the

power of acquiring it. In making a choice of subjects each one

will, no doubt, be influenced by his own tastes, or by a desire

to choose a subject which will be useful in practical life : and

I do not mean to suggest that in this choice he would be wrong.
What I do press on your attention is that the subject of study
is of much less importance than the way in which it is studied.

And I ought to point out the importance of adopting a well-

chosen curriculum of study ;
in that your teachers will assist

;

it should extend over years, and each one should outline in a

general plan his future studies, even in the early years of

attendance in these classes. To you, who are most of you

busy during the day, it will no doubt be impossible to take a

number of subjects in any one year, and it is always inadvisable

to attempt more than you can possibly accomplish ;
but I

may perhaps point out that it is as easy to study two subjects

as one
; thus, when you are taking into your mind all that you

can of chemical science, you can, without appreciable further

strain, be making yourselves fairly well acquainted with the

laws of heat or light, or learning a language, or practising

drawing. In education, three times one are not three, but

perhaps only two
; or, again, the human memory is so con-

structed that, if you want to remember anything, the best

way is to associate it with something else and remember both :

thus, suppose you want to remember something, say the

proper medical treatment of one who has worked at the bench

too hard all day, and studied too late at night he goes to a

doctor, and is told to take regularly a moderately warm bath

and to take some medicine containing iron, and then to take

plenty of exercise in the fresh air. You can remember these

three things by associating them with something else, say, with

laundry work, say, a dirty collar. How do you treat it ?

Think now for a moment, all of you, with me, of the man

taking warm baths and washing the collar
; now, again, think
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intently of giving the man some iron medicines and ironing

the collar
;
once more think intently of walks in the country

in the fresh air, and hanging up the collar to dry. And now,

if you have done that, if you are asked this time next year if

you remember how to treat a pale, worn-out student, everyone
of you will remember, I think, that you wash him and iron him

and hang him out to dry. The digression was a propos of it

being more economical to learn two things than one. I do not

need to press this upon you, but I thought I should like to let

you realise something of the reasons for the rule of the school.

Two words more in reference to choice of subjects. The

importance of science has been so widely recognised that I

do not intend to dwell on the desirability of everyone, even

literary or art students, studying one science as part of their

education. I shall only say that it is not a multitude of facts

of a science that is required ;
the study of these facts may, and

will, give him pleasure, but it is the scientific method that is

wanted. The term science is too much thought of in connection

with natural science or physical science, with what are called
"
the sciences," but the word "

science
" means simply know-

ledge. The true scientific method was introduced to us chiefly

by Francis Bacon, and it is applicable to language, to art,

to business, to everything, just as much as to what are called

sciences. Without scientific method a man wastes much time

in a busy world.

I pass on to the converse proposition that everyone should

include in his or her education, be it scientific, artistic or

mechanical, the study of a language. I do not need to point

out the great advantage of being able to express your ideas in

clear and well-chosen sentences. It is, of course, much more

important that you should have some facts and ideas to

express than that you should be able to say nothing well.

But, having the matter to express, it is an immense advantage

to have a command of clear and elegant diction. For that

purpose it is necessary to study a language other than your

native tongue in a systematic, scientific manner. And I do

62
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not mean French or German. These are very useful indeed,

and it would be well if everyone could read and speak them,

but they are of very little use for educational training. They
are, I firmly believe, quite capable, each of them, of being so

taught as to be a valuable training, and I have long desired to

see them so taught. I was glad to see Mr. Joseph Chamberlain

lately urging at Birmingham that these languages should be

so taught in a commercial university that they might replace

the study of the classical languages for educational purposes,

and I hope we may all live to see them so taught ;
but at

present they are not so taught. They are taught as living

languages, with the aim of enabling the student to read and

speak the language as speedily as possible. They are taught

for what are called practical purposes, and are not taught in

that scientific way which alone would make them as valuable

a means of training the mind in language as the dead classical

languages have been for centuries. And, therefore, I say, not

French or German at first. It is a great advantage of a real

and practical kind to anyone who can include in his curriculum

of study Latin, before any other language, except English,

and to study it well and earnestly, not merely for the pleasure

of reading Virgil and Livy, but because in no other way does

one arrive at the understanding of language and acquire a

command of our own. I do hope that some liberal and en-

lightened man will follow up Sir Joseph Verdin's noble gift of

this building by providing such an endowment as will enable

the managers to provide a good teacher of Latin, as well as

good teachers of biology and of agriculture and some other

things which they very probably think are still more pressing.

In saying this I am not advocating any fad of my own. I

well remember doubting, when I was at school, whether all the

time and labour I was devoting to Latin and Greek was not

thrown away ;
I never intended to use them : would it not be

better to get on sooner to some study that would be of use ? and

so on. Such thoughts will, no doubt, pass through your

minds, but I have long ceased to have any doubts of that kind.
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Let me tell you there is an Institute of Chemistry of Great

Britain and Ireland which does for practical chemists what the

Royal College of Surgeons does for medical men, and what the

Institute of Civil Engineers does for engineers. It sees that,

as far as possible, practising chemists shall be sufficiently

skilled and trained men. Now this institution requires

evidence of sufficient preliminary training before entering any
candidate on their books as having commenced the professional

study of chemistry. The council of the institute is always

composed of men saturated with science, men looking at it

from the practical side, and they have within the last few years

laid down the rule that, amongst the certificates to be presented

as evidence of sufficient preliminary education, there must be

not merely a certificate for a language, but a certificate for

Latin.

Then, again, mathematics is invaluable both to literary and

to science students. I know that there are some minds that

cannot master mathematics, and to many it is a difficult study.

But everyone should try very hard. It will well repay the

labour which is spent upon it, and it should be studied while

you are young.

Let me mention now another object of education to

cultivate the sense of the beautiful, that we may thus receive

the highest pleasure that education can give. Instruction

often gives some pleasure ;
even scraps of information gratify

our curiosity and give a certain kind of pleasure. It interests

us to know what comets are made of, and how the earth is

kept whirling round the sun without either running away or

falling into it. It gratifies our curiosity sometimes to learn

what are the gases in the atmosphere and who discovered

them
;
and we may be pleased to hear that Chester derives

its name from having once been a Roman camp, and that at

one time all the inhabitants of London spoke Welsh. But

education, whether it is technical or abstract, brings a far

higher kind of pleasure than scraps of information can ever

bring. To enter into this matter fully would require several
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evenings instead of part of one
;

and I can only pause to

indicate that just as the trained senses derive pleasure from

music, or form, or harmonious colour, so the educated mind

derives the highest joy from the harmonies of literature, of

science, or of other intellectual pursuits.

I fancy I hear someone object and say
"
Nonsense. What

good can Latin or natural philosophy do to a farmer or an

engine -fitter ?
"

Well, I have always heard that the farmers

in some districts of Scotland were among the best farmers in

the world. I have seen men who held the plough, and men

who earned their living by catching and stuffing animals, solace

their leisure by pulling a Latin author out of their pockets, and

enjoying its perusal in place of the penny weekly, which I

suppose our friend the objector would hardly say he would

recommend, but which is, I fear, what he himself would prefer.

Do you think the working farmer worked any worse or any less

for enjoying Virgil's Georgics in the winter evenings ? A small

farmer's son, who was hoeing turnips and carting sods last

summer, gained a scholarship to a Scotch university and is a

student at this moment
;
next summer he will be at the plough

and the hoe again. Nor are such cases uncommon. On the

other hand, why is it different in Cheshire ? In the course of

thirty years I have known one working farmer's son pass to

the university. There may be other cases, but they are rare.

If the advantages and pleasures of education were better under-

stood such cases might be as common here as they have long

been in Scotland. One other instance I remember, of a poor

Swiss boy trained to make watches at the district technical

school ;
in the early years of electrical science he studied what

he could of that science and became an inventor, and, using his

electrical knowledge, his training in watchmaking and his own

brains, he invented the most ingenious and perfect system of

electric clocks that I am acquainted with, and was, when I

knew him, the designer and maker of all the clocks and tele-

graphic and other instruments in use at all the observatories

and railway stations in Switzerland.
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There are, I believe, many hundreds of young employees in

various works and mines in this neighbourhood and they are

not all here to-night. If I could send a message to those who
are not here, I would tell them that it is not merely by attending

faithfully to their routine duties and performing them to the

satisfaction of their employers that the Germans are beating
them as clerks, beating them as inventors, beating them as

workmen, beating them as manufacturers, beating them

steadily in the markets of the world for it is true that the

Germans are doing all this but because every German boy
and girl, for more than two generations, has received a broad

and thorough education, at institutions where everyone is

compelled, not merely to do routine lessons, but to think and

train his intelligence ;
to learn principles and to apply these

principles in many practical ways ; and, unless the young

Englishman engaged in industrial or commercial pursuits will

set to work earnestly to broaden and deepen his education by

systematic study after he has left the ordinary school, it is

certain that the German, who is rapidly replacing the English-

man in some of the markets of the world, will replace the

Englishman at home also. I do not doubt that the Englishman

can, by his energy, beat the German as he has done in the past,

but at present he is not doing so, and he is not even training

himself in the right way for the struggle of life.

The educated artisan, as distinguished from the artisan who

has merely had instruction in his daily work, has not only more

pleasures in his work and in his life, but he does his work

better, with more intelligence, and is worth more money to his

employer. Moreover, he can rise to a higher position ;
he may

possibly become an inventor
;
he is a man of ideas as well as a

worker. When his present sphere of work fails him, as work

often will, he is able to turn his hand to some different kind of

work instead of being helpless, and he will continue to prosper,

for the requirements of the world are ever varying.

There is in this district a large agricultural population.

How does that population prepare itself for the struggle of
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life ? a struggle nowhere more keen than in agriculture.

Agriculture is the most ancient industry, one of the most

important, if not the most important, in this country ;
it is

the most healthy and invigorating, and, in my opinion, the

most delightful industry without exception. But it requires

skill alike of the kind imparted by experience and by the

practical teaching of the older farmers, and of the kind that

comes by learning the scientific principles involved, and

applying these to the new conditions that are continually

arising. In these days, when colonial and foreign competition,

aided by cheap transport, presses hard on the home-grown

markets, it is necessary that the farmer should be ready to

adapt himself to new conditions, select not only new methods,

but new crops and products suitable to his land and climate,

by which he can gain the profits which have departed from his

old familiar crops. While the farmers of England are adhering

with too great an excess of conservatism (a good thing in its

way) to old familiar farm products, millions of money are being

paid every year by home consumers for each of the following

products, which might be profitably supplied by enterprising

English agriculturists : poultry, eggs, honey and fruit, butter

and cheese, and every kind of hog product. I do not mention

the sugar-beet, or tobacco, because these require co-operation

on a large scale between farmers and manufacturers, and an

organisation beyond the reach of individual farmers. I do

mention cheese, because I know, from my own observation,

that the glory has departed from Cheshire cheese, and I ask

why ? Do the farmers' sons and farm servants come to the

classes of this school ? If not, why are they so blind to their

own interest ? If they do, it might be well to add classes on

agricultural zoology and agricultural botany, and a small

outdoor agricultural station. Perhaps these would add an

interest that would draw young farmers to the school.

In Canada, a sparsely populated country, far from markets,

enterprise is at once stimulated and displayed by scores of

experimental agricultural stations, which are doing active
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educational and research work. We have one at Crewe, one

at Preston, one at Leeds, and a few other places. But

agricultural schools, either by themselves or associated with

such institutions as this, should be multiplied, so that every

young farmer may have his mind stimulated to think, and

take a broad view and a keen interest in the progress of his

industry. Not only would he be better off, but he would enjoy

his life more and much of the money would go into his pocket
which now goes across the sea.

During my last visit to some of the industrial parts of

Germany, I was very much struck, as everyone would be, by
the immense advance which was apparent as compared with

a previous visit. Not only the employers, but the employed,
are men of education. The managers and heads of depart-

ments, often those who are analagous to what we should call

foremen in England, have had a university education
;
some

of them have a university degree. All have spent many more

years on their education than is usual in England.
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THE USE AND ABUSE OF HYPOTHESIS

(Address to the Students' Chemical Society, Liverpool

University, April, 1900.)

IN the seventeenth century Becher and Stahl propounded
an hypothesis to explain the then known facts of combustion.

This is as good an example as one can find of an hypothesis
which first rendered great service to the development of

science, and afterwards retarded its progress, by being retained

as a superstition after it had been shown to be incorrect.

Up to the time of Becher such obvious phenomena were

recognised as that when wood is burned, flame is produced,

something disappears, and a calx or ash remains which is

incombustible ;
and that when metals are heated they also

lose their combustibility and an ash or calx remains. But

no attempt had been made to connect these or any other

phenomena together, by any common explanation : by any

general principle. Chemistry did not exist as a science. It

was a multitude of crudely observed isolated facts.

Stahl grouped together as one phenomenon all cases of the

alteration of bodies by fire organic bodies, metals and non-

metallic elements and compounds attributing to a common
constituent the common property of all combustible bodies.

This hypothetical common constituent was named Phlogiston.

Sulphur, bitumen, fats, etc., yield an oil rich in phlogiston.

When wood or a metal is burnt, the property goes because

phlogiston goes off ;
and the residue in each case is the calx

or ash. It follows from this that a metal = calx + phlogiston,

while calcification and combustion are a preparation, a decom-

position of the combustible body ;
the metal, into its con-
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stituents ; i.e., the removal of the phlogiston from combination

with the calx.

Under the influence of the first connected hypothesis

chemistry became a science
; thought, and therefore research,

was stimulated and a comparatively rapid progress secured.

Nor were attempts to isolate phlogiston wanting carbon,

coal-gas, the colouring matter of Prussian blue, and hydrogen
were successively supposed to be pure phlogiston. When acids

act on different metals, various definite proportions of the

inflammable gas from metals was obtained. Hence the

inference that different metals contain different definite

proportions of phlogiston.

Under the influence of this false hypothesis, hydrogen was

discovered by Cavendish, carbon dioxide by Black, chlorine by

Scheele, and even oxygen by Priestley. Specific heat and

latent heat were discovered and investigated by Black. While

the use of a working hypothesis is illustrated in a striking

manner by the history of phlogiston, the same history shows

how a misuse of hypothesis retards progress and leads to

error. Notwithstanding their valuable experimental work and

their discoveries, and the consequent notable advance in their

knowledge of chemical science, Cavendish, Bergman, Black,

Scheele, Priestley and their contemporaries remained adherents

of the phlogiston theory.

Individual chemists in more than one country had, indeed,

proved that metals increase in weight when converted into

calces. As early as 1490 Paul Eck found that a metal increases

in weight by calcification. In 1553 Cardanus attributed the

increase in weight of lead, when calcified, to its taking up
caloric or fire matter. Otto Tachenius found that lead increases

its weight by one-tenth when it becomes litharge, and takes its

old weight on being reduced. Duclos, in France, found a

similar increase in antimony. Boyle, in England in 1673,

wrote a pamphlet on the subject of the increase in weight of

metals under the action of flame
;
and believed that the metal

took up ponderable particles from the flame. Homberg wrote
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to the French Academy about 1700 on the matter of fire

being introduced into certain bodies
; while Newton, about

the same time, wrote that red-hot iron is a fire, and that, while

metals do not fume and waste by burning, coal, wax, wood,

sulphur and other bodies waste by burning, and that flame is

heated smoke or vapour or fume. Jean Rey, in 1630, wrote
an essay on the cause of the increase in weight of lead and tin

when they are calcined
;
and he maintained that the increase

came from the air. Hooke, of Oxford, in 1665, showed that,
in burning, something was taken from the air which was also

contained in nitre
;

while his successor, Mayow, in 1669,

recognised this substance and called it by the very appropriate
name of Spiritus nitrocereus. Here was undoubtedly an

early discovery of oxygen. But all these views and discoveries

made no impression, and were forgotten; and the phlogiston

theory became so far a superstition that, when Priestley had
first converted mercury into its calx, and then, by heating the

red calx of mercury, obtained the gas which had converted

mercury into its calx, he called it dephlogisticated air (deprived
of phlogiston), considered it the very negative of a combustible,
and remained a phlogistonist to his dying day.

-

Bergman, who was a qualitative chemist, estimated what
he thought was the relative quantities of phlogiston which

different metals took up. He did it in this way : 135 parts

quicksilver precipitate 100 parts of silver from
"

solution.

These quantities must contain equal parts of phlogiston. Call

the quantity of phlogiston in a certain quantity of silver 100,

then the same quantity of quicksilver will contain 100 . -}g =
74 parts of phlogiston. In a similar way he determined

the quantities of phlogiston in the same weight of other

metals.

Cavendish, whose experimental work was thorough and

painstaking, and who clearly proved the composition of water,

did not recognise what he had proved, but considered his

inflammable air as identical with phlogiston, or, at least, very
rich in phlogiston, while oxygen was water deprived of its
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phlogiston. According to this, he must have considered water

to be a compound of oxygen and phlogiston.

So Scheele, the other independent discoverer of oxygen,
blinded by a devoted acceptance of the phlogiston theory,

considered oxygen to be a compound of phlogiston, which was

a simple body, with water and a hypothetical acid. Successive

withdrawal of phlogiston converted this compound into nitro-

gen, or saltpetre gas, or saltpetre acid. Successively, by the

addition of phlogiston to the same, heat arises, and with more

phlogiston, light. Similar views were held by Bergman.
And Priestley, whose view was somewhat at variance with

Scheele's, yet thought that air, by taking up phlogiston, formed

successively nitrogen (phlogisticated air) and fixed air

(carbon dioxide).

These men were not wanting in ability or in industry, they

were the most capable men of their day, and, if they had lived

in the present day, would be amongst the most eminent men
of this generation, as they were of the time in which they lived.

Why, then, did they so entirely fail to arrive at the truth ? It is

important for us to know. It often happens that the same kind

of errors as appear in the early development of a nation, or of a

science, mar the early efforts of an individual. It is of paramount

importance for us to inquire the causes of their failure and

arrive at the truth, and how we are to avoid similar failure to

follow up any facts that we may come across in our own work.

These able experimenters were untrained in the practice of

that form of logic which alone is applicable to the interpretation

of scientific observations, and their minds were hampered by
theoretical views, which, though better than none at all, were

absolutely false.

What is the process of reasoning to which I refer ? You will

find the combined process of inductive and deductive reasoning

fully explained in Mill's Logic. And there is an excellent

short epitome of it in a small book, Stebbings' Analysis of Mr.

Mill's System of Logic, which is out of print. There is also in

a. more recent book, Killick Students' Handbook to Mill's Logic,
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besides a not too lengthy exposition of formal logic, which

you wiJl find useful, a very good account of Mill's principles.

All of you who can should go through the logic class at college ;

but those who cannot do that can at least study one of those

small books.

Some men are born logicians, some attain logic, and some

have logic thrust upon them. I have known men who, either

by heredity or by the mental atmosphere in which they were

brought up, seemed to have a naturally logical mind without

formal study of logic but I do not think I see any such around

me at present. The great majority of men have not that

faculty naturally in any marked degree, and I would urge

every student to make himself acquainted with the principles

of inductive logic. It need not be a prolonged study, but it

should be undertaken quite seriously. You might read formal

logic briefly, as an introduction to let you understand the

nature and use of the syllogism, that is, only the dry
bones as a preparation ;

the real thing should follow, viz.,

the principles of inductive logic as epitomised in any similar

book.

The deductive method, which is the mainstay of our know-

ledge as scientific men, consists of these processes :

(1) Induction or generalisation from experience. A few short

chapters in connection with this subject will be of great

use to you.

(2) Ratiocination or reasoning. It is in connection with this

that a brief course of formal logic will be of service.

(3) Verification.

If, instead of elevating this hypothesis of phlogiston into an

accepted theory, and allowing it not merely to suggest experi-

ment, but to fill their minds so that they ignored the teaching

of manifest contradictions, or contradictions which an unbiassed

mind would find manifest, they had used it only as a working

hypothesis, for which more evidence for verification or

correction was impartially sought, the rise of modern

chemistry, which we have reason to believe is more or less

E.A. 7
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the true chemistry, would have been antedated an entire

century.

The phlogiston theory, and the contradictory explanations

of phenomena which it inspired, seem very absurd to you ;

but even at the present day, if I could exclude all books, I

think I could, by a series of experiments, deceive a student

into beliefs not dissimilar to those with which the chemists of

last century deceived themselves.

If I take a piece of wood or coal in one hand, and a piece of

magnesium wire in the other, and burn them at a lamp, I

produce two calces. This calx, is it not analagous to the

other ? does not something pass off from each ? How, other-

wise, does the fume arise
;
and is not the difference between

them mainly that magnesium metal is richer in phlogiston than

coal ? If not, what, then, does the experiment teach ?

A first year's student has to learn his chemistry, both facts

and principles, pretty much as he gets them, either from his

teacher or his text-book
;
he has learned to derive his know-

ledge by a strict process of reasoning from observation and his

own or other trustworthy experiments. He has not learned

to practise the process of inductive logic. The great chemists

of last century, who did so much notable work, were first year's

students, without either teachers or text-books. That was the

character of the chemistry of the age. But in the second year

a student should begin to reason for himself, and to progress,

not directly by reading, but by laboratory work, and to acquire

the habit of questioning the correctness of every inference, and

satisfying himself whether it is correct or not. In this way he

not only gives his knowledge more firm foundation, but acquires

the habits which will lead him to increase the sum of human

knowledge by discoveries of his own.

Again, Scheele, when, in 1774, he isolated the gas liberated

by the action of spirit of salt or muriatic acid on pyrolusite,

was so biassed by the phlogiston theory that he considered the

gas to be dephlogisticated muriatic acid
;
he thought that the

acid phlogisticated the pyrolusite, because he recognised that
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the latter, in forming a salt, suffered a change analogous
somewhat to the change produced in reducing a calx to metal

;

this change was, in the language of the phlogiston theory, a

process of phlogistication. Pyrolusite also phlogisticated

itself when heated with oil of vitriol. In this case the

phlogiston came from the heat : and heat was a compound
of phlogiston and oxygen, consequently, by this method of

phlogisticating pyrolusite, oxygen was set free. In the case

of the action of marine acid on pyrolusite, the phlogiston could

only come from the marine acid
;
and since, by the loss of

phlogiston, chlorine appeared, the inference was that the acid

was a compound of phlogiston and chlorine, and, consequently,

chlorine was dephlogisticated marine acid. Such was his

reasoning.

If you follow the course of thought pursued by these great

chemists of the 18th century, you will see how greatly hindered

they were by their acceptance of the phlogiston theory and

their adhesion to it as a true fundamental principle, instead

of merely using it as a working hypothesis to be verified

or disproved by further investigations and observations.

Lavoisier himself was not free from the vice of erecting hasty

inferences from partial facts into general principles, which he

used as fundamental theories. His long investigation of oxygen
and its action and combinations, and the supreme importance

of the results which he obtained, led him not only to the mistake

of supposing oxygen to be the acid maker, and naming it

accordingly, but to the further rash assumption that all acids

contain oxygen. This theory, good enough as a working

hypothesis until facts were found inconsistent with it,

dominated his mind, so that when such facts came to light he

twisted them to make them fit into his theory, instead of trying

to ascertain whether or not the facts involved a modification

of his hypothesis. He assumed that marine acid, or spirit of

salt, is a compound of oxygen and an unknown body which

he went so far as to name the
"
radical muriatique." Then,

when Berthollet; in 1785-86, established the relationship

72
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between chlorine and marine acid, it was ascertained that

pyrolusite gave off oxygen ;
it was also observed that chlorine

water developed oxygen under the influence of light, while

muriatic acid remained behind. The inference was drawn

that chlorine was decomposed by sunlight into its constituents

oxygen and muriatic acid, and, as muriatic acid necessarily

contained oxygen, otherwise it would not be an acid, chlorine

must be richer in oxygen or oxy-muriatic acid, as Kirwan

called it.

On the discovery by Gay-Lussac and Thenard that equal

volumes of hydrogen and chlorine combine to form muriatic

acid, the following were the views held : muriatic acid cannot

exist anhydrous, but only as hydrate, and the gas is actually

the hydrate ; chlorine, which they believed to be oxymuriatic

acid, is a compound of oxygen with the hypothetical anhydrous

muriatic acid. In chlorine there is just as much oxygen as

there is in the water which is necessary to convert the hypo-

thetical anhydrous muriatic acid into the hydrate or real

muriatic acid. Muriatic gas is thus converted into chlorine

by losing its hydrogen, while chlorine is converted into muriatic

acid hydrate, which is muriatic acid gas, by union with hydro-

gen, one part of its oxygen being converted thereby into the

water of hydration. You see how these elaborate and far-

fetched explanations of the experimental relations of chlorine

and muriatic acid were necessitated by the determination to

retain the belief that muriatic acid contains oxygen, and Gay-

Lussac and Thenard gave themselves a great deal of quite

useless labour to determine how much oxygen chlorine does

contain.

Humphry Davy, on the other hand, applied the process of

inductive reasoning to the solution of this problem, and, having,

as soon as he had isolated metallic potassium, obtained hydro-

gen gas by the action of potassium on muriatic gas, he made

many fruitless endeavours to obtain the hypothetical anhydrous

muriatic acid. Again, he got a negative result in every

attempt to determine the amount of oxygen in chlorine, as
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previous experimenters had done
; and, instead of making an

indirect calculation of the quantity of oxygen, as Gay-Lussac
and Thenard had done, from its formation of muriates with

metals, Davy drew the logical conclusion that muriatic acid

gas contains no water, and that chlorine is a simple body like

oxygen itself. Davy's view became identical with Scheele's

view, that chlorine is dephlogisticated muriatic acid gas, if

you read hydrogen for phlogiston. Chlorine is dehydrogenated
muriatic gas. Davy's view is the simple expression of facts,

while the views hitherto held, as Davy himself argued in 1810,

presupposed, required the assumption, unwarranted by

experiments, of the existence of bodies which could not be

produced, and assumed that many substances contain con-

stituents which could not be authenticated. From this time

he considered muriatic acid to be an anhydrous compound of

hydrogen and chlorine, and the muriates to be compounds of

chlorine and metals, and chlorine to be an element. In order

to maintain the opposite view, Berzelius had to assume the

existence of an element, Murium, of which the hypothetical

anhydrous muriatic acid was the binoxide, and muriatic gas

to be a compound of an equal number of atoms of the hypo-

thetical anhydrous muriatic acid (or binoxide of murium) and

water, and so on.

As an example of one of the early hypotheses which was not

abused by being prematurely accepted as a theory, mention

may be made of Prout's hypothesis, of which it may fairly be

said, that it was a working theory which did a great deal to

stimulate research with the view of determining atomic weights

with precision from the lifelong labours of Berzelius to those

of Stas, until at length it was proved to be untenable. It was

in 1815 that Prout suggested, as a law of nature, that the

atomic weights of all the elements are multiples or submultiples,

by a simple number, of the atomic weight of hydrogen.

Dr. F. Thomson, from 1821 to 1825, made numerous determina-

tions of atomic weights with a view to verify and establish this

law, which experiments he published in 1825 in a book, An
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Attempt to Establish the First Principles of Chemistry by Experi-

ment. Although his conclusions were wrong, owing to imperfect

methods of atomic weight determinations, the attempt was

wholly right an attempt to verify a good working hypothesis.

Thereupon Berzelius devoted himself, with immense assiduity

and ingenuity, to redetermine his atomic weights. Tn his

earlier list some agreed, others disagreed, with Prout's law.

For something like twenty years he laboured to re-determine

atomic weights, and came to the conclusion that facts were not

in accord with Prout's law.

From this time, while there was a hankering after Prout's

law, and repeated endeavours to find evidence which would

more precisely verify or contradict it, a long succession of

experimenters, notably Turner, Dumas and Stas, had to

declare that it was contradicted by the results of the most

precise analyses. During all this time I do not think that

anyone was led into accepting an erroneous atomic weight, in

defiance of facts, by his belief in Prout's law.

The idea of Prout arose not entirely as an induction from

observed facts. The errors incidental to all chemical analyses

allowed it to appear possible that all the elements might
have atomic weights which were multiples of that of hydrogen.

But that was all. The idea was the outcome of a tendency

of the human mind, or of some minds, at least, to unify, not

only their God, but His works, not only the forces of nature,

but the material universe. One of the earliest known results

of this philosophical tendency was the Egyptian habit of

representing all similar things by a similar symbol, e.g., all

liquids by the symbol
"
water," as well as the sign for the

specific kind of liquid, and all stones or minerals by the sign

for a stone as well as the specific sign. These generic signs are

called idiographic signs. The same tendency was shown

strongly in the Greek notion that all metals were one, and the

consequent attempt to transmute one into another, which

deluded alchemists into wasting their time and ingenuity for

more than two thousand years.
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If the origin of this hypothesis was not a true induction

from observed facts, the further treatment of the hypothesis
was strictly in accordance with the best logical methods. If

Prout obtained results which enabled him to believe in the

modified form of his hypothesis, that all elements have atomic

weights which are multiples of one -half or one -quarter of

the atomic weight of hydrogen, Berzelius and others made
numerous determinations, and, finally, Stas was so stimulated

by a desire to submit the hypothesis to verification or correction

by experiment, that he devoted twenty years of his life to

the elaborate determination in the most precise manner of

the atomic weights of the elements, with the result, as you

know, that it is now clear that no such relationship exists
;

and a wider generalisation, and more true connection between

atomic weights and properties, has been arrived at by
Mendeleeff.

The history of the progress of electro -chemical theory affords

an example of an hypothesis started as a working theory,

accepted prematurely as a theory, and then leading to errors,

modified, and again used as a working hypothesis leading to

fruitful work, and again undergoing modification somewhat

in the direction of its original form.

In 1772, Priestley doubled the volume of ammonia gas

by the passage of electric sparks, and Berthollet, in 1785,

recognised this as due to decomposition of the gas. In

1789, Diemann and Van Troostwyk decomposed water by
frictional electricity. But the recognition of the connection

with chemical action did not follow until Galvani discovered

what has since been called the galvanic source of electricity in

1790, and Volta's formation of the voltaic pile in 1800. It

was then, in 1800, that two Englishmen, Nicholson and Carlisle,

first recognised galvanic electricity as a chemical agent in

the decomposition of water by the voltaic pile, whereby

tincture of litmus was reddened at the positive electrode as

by an acid, and Cruikshank observed the opposite effect by
the negative electrode in the case of other decompositions also.
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Berzelius and Hisinger published, in 1803, researches on

decomposition of salts and some bases by the voltaic pile,

showing that the combustible constituent, alkali or earth of

a salt was always liberated at the negative pole ;
and oxygen,

acids or oxidised bodies always at the positive pole. In short,

Berzelius recognised the electrical distinction between acids

and bases. Humphry Davy extended these observations from

1800 to 1807, and connected them by an electro -chemical

theory or hypothesis (Phil. Trans., 1807). His fundamental

fact was that substances which can combine chemically with

each other become oppositely electrified upon contact when

insulated, e.g., copper -{- sulphuric acid. Heating increased

the difference of potential until it disappeared upon the

combination of the substances. The union is simultaneous

with the equalisation of the potential. He inferred that the

greater the difference of potential before combination, the

greater must be the chemical affinity of the two substances for

each other. Therefore, by the addition of electricity to the

compounds, the constituents receive the same electrical charges

which they had before union
;
the positive constituents go to

the negative pole, and the negative constituents to the positive.

He conceived that electrical processes and chemical affinity

have a cause in common.

The idea that contact is the occasion alike of opposite

electrical charge and of chemical union seems absurd to us,

but it did not appear so in 1807-1812, as propounded by the

man who isolated potassium and other metals, nor until further

facts were brought to light by Wollaston, Berzelius and others.

Schweigger first attributed electric polarity to the atoms of

matter as a property. Retaining many of Davy's ideas,

Berzelius (1814), writing upon the theory of atomic propor-

tions, deduced from facts this electro -chemical theory, \\hich

held an important place for twenty years. He assumed that

the atoms are themselves electric : with two poles, the quan-

tities of the two electricities at the two poles being unequal,

so that one or the other predominated, producing positive or
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negative atoms. He determined whether an atom was positive

or negative by ascertaining at which pole it was separated upon

electrolysis by a galvanic battery. The separations were the

facts, the polarity of the atoms was his deduction, requiring

confirmation or correction. The intensity of polarity was the

measure of the excess of the one or the other kind of electricity.

As the strength of affinity depended on temperature, so was

the polarity to be considered a function of this temperature.

Chemical combination was due to the attraction of dissimilar

poles of the atoms and consequent neutralisation of their

opposite electricities. This theory sufficed to account for the

most important facts of the period. Electrolytic decomposition

was explained by supposing that the galvanic current restored

their polarity to the atoms of compound bodies. The theory

led to the binary idea of the constitution of salts, which, though

an assumption, did not break down in classifying and expressing

mineral salts, but led to hopeless confusion in the attempt to

express the constitution of carbon compounds.
First Davy's demonstration of hydrogen acids, then Laurent

and Dumas' substitution theory, then the type theory, led to

the overthrow of Berzelius' dualistic doctrines, and naturally

his form of electro -chemical theory fell with it
;

in fact, his

electro -chemical theory could never stand in the face of a

substitution of hydrogen by chlorine. In the light of accumu-

lating facts, the only remnants of Davy's and Berzelius' views

which survived were that electrical polarity appeared on

contact, and that there is some connection between electricity

and chemical energy. But neither the quantity nor the nature

of chemical affinity was learned by the study of electricity.

Faraday made known by his researches the laws of electrolysis,

and showed that the same quantity of electricity sets free

proportions of different elements varying in the ratio of their

atomic weights, but explained nothing about the intensity of

chemical affinity. %

In quite recent years there has been a return to a semblance

of Berzelius' dualistic views in the doctrine of ionic dissocia-
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tion
;
and it may be that the ions play a part alike in chemical

decompositions and in electrolysis, more important than

Berzelius ever conceived. The modus operandi is, however,

very different from Berzelius' idea. The hydrogen and

metallic ions charged with positive electricity by electrolysis,

give up their charges at the negatively charged pole when

they escape as free hydrogen, and the chlorine atoms and the

like give up their negative electricity at the positively charged

pole when they become free. All these changing views have

been the result of experiment, induction, formation of hypo-
thesis by reasoning, and correction by experimental endeavours

to verify the successive hypotheses.

The history of our knowledge of fermentation affords

examples alike of the misuse and of the proper use of hypo-
thesis. The most interesting kind of fermentation to mankind,

to the ignorant savage as well as to the fastidious sesthete, is

that by which the crude nutriment, which is cast into the

stomach in a promiscuous manner, is converted into a liquid

or emulsion which can be taken into the circulation and used

alike for supplying fuel to maintain heat and motion, and for

building up the structure of the body. Three hundred years

ago Van Helmont, an original investigator of the first rank,

who was in many ways ahead of his time, and was the first

to distinguish several kinds of gases and to name them, they

having all been previously considered air, was, nevertheless, so

entirely devoid of training in what is now considered the true

logical methods, that he formed a theory, by employing the

deductive method before he had laid a foundation for it, by
induction from observed facts or experiments. He accounted

for digestion and for the growth of plants and animals, by

saying that an archceus gave direction to the formation of the

new growth from a suitable pabulum, which he called a ferment,

by which everything was formed out of water ;
but his ferment,

in the sense in which we understand the term
"
ferment," was

the archceus. This archceus was like the sailors' little cherub,

that sits up aloft and watches over the life of poor Jack !
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Stahl and Dr. Willis assumed that the motion of fermenting

particles extended itself to a large number of other particles.

As soon as the basis of modern chemistry was laid, facts

regarding fermentations began to be accumulated. First

Lavoisier himself recognised that alcohol and carbonic acid,

the two main products of ordinary fermentation, came from

the sugar present, and worked out the quantitative relation-

ships. Berzelius and Mitscherlich had contact theories,

katalytic actions
;
but these were not explanations, they were

statements of facts only. Liebig, in 1839, viewed ferments, in

the case of alcoholic and other similar fermentations, as bodies

easily decomposable, which extended the decomposability to

the fermentable substance somewhat in the same way that the

explosion of the fulminate in a detonating fuse extends to a

charge of dynamite. This was an induction from observed

facts.

Up to this time it was not known that yeast was composed
of living and growing cells. The discovery that yeast consists

of self -propagating cells was made simultaneously by several

observers about 1836. When this became known, a new

induction became necessary ;
and the theory arose that the

decomposition of the sugar is the result of the vitality and

activity of the growing yeast cells. As verification of this

theory, we have the splendid work of Pasteur on the acetic

acid and lactic fermentations, which he showed were also the

result of the growth of cell fungi ;
the later discovery of fission

fungi as the cause of various kinds of fermentations ;
and the

sub -division of cell growths into those which take place in

presence of free oxygen, and those which take place in absence

of free oxygen. Liebig considered putrefaction to have a

similar chemico-mechanical cause to fermentation, and now

putrefaction is shown to be dependent also upon the growth

of certain organisms. The brilliant practical results which

have followed from the investigation of the theory of fermenta -

tion are evidence of the value of the modern logical method of

investigation and of the correct use of hypothesis.
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The knowledge of the nature of many diseases, with the

resultant power to prevent them as well as to cure, the applica-

tion of antiseptics to surgery, which has already saved the lives

of millions, as it will of many millions in the future, the dis-

covery of numerous new chemical substances and new methods

of investigating and producing these, like Pasteur's treatment

of substances having an asymmetric carbon atom indol, the

amide acids, the ptomaines and other putrefaction products,
and the improvement in the manufacture of wine and beer

are all examples of the rich harvest reaped, and to be reaped,

by this one application of the method of combined induction

and deduction. Nor is the application of the method complete

yet, even in this one instance. Some of the active substances

are known to be not the organisms, but unorganised chemical

products of the organisms. And there are those who still

cling to a belief not very different from that of Liebig, that it

is the products of cell -life exerting chemical action, and not

the cell growth exerting physiological action, which are the

direct agents in fermentations generally. Further observation

and experiment will settle this point, and one may safely

predict that, when it is settled, the border line between chemical

action and physiological action will have been reached, where

each is both and both are one.

The investigation of living ferments has already brought to

light changes which are due to sometimes the co-operation,

sometimes the independent action, of more than one organism,

both actions being necessary to obtain the given result. These

phenomena are classed together at present under the common
name of Symbiosis. These actions are not to be confounded

with such cases as the growth of the common tape-worm in

dogs, the functions of the nitrifying bacteria on the roots of

leguminous plants, or the development of the plague bacillus

in a genus of mosquito, which, in its turn, introduces it into

the human blood. Although it reminds one of these phe-

nomena, symbiosis is true fermentation by two different

organisms. For example, a certain bacterium (Clostridium
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Pasteurionium) will fix atmospheric nitrogen only in absence

of oxygen ; hence, for its action, it must be surrounded by
active aerobic bacteria which use up the oxygen around it

and prevent access. In another case nitrification of nitro-

genous organic matter is effected by the co-operation of three

organisms, none of which can nitrify by itself :

(1) Bacillus ramosus breaks down gelatine and forms

ammonia
;

(2) Nitroso monas oxidises this to nitrous acid
;
and

(3) Nitrbbacter converts nitrous acid into nitric.

The Japanese beer, or sake, made from rice, requires

symbiosis for its production. The steamed and softened rice

is treated with a mould, Aspergillus oryzae, which secretes a

diastase or enzyme, which converts the starch into sugar.

The mouldy rice is then fermented by a true yeast, and the

double action, almost, but not quite, simultaneous, produces

sake.

In the action of many cells which produce secretions or

excretions, the accumulation of the product checks the action,

as lactic acid checks lactic fermentations. The accumulation

may be prevented by intervention of another action which

decomposes the product ; or, again, action of one kind of cell

may be stimulated and increased by the product of the action

of another ferment.

All these are cases of symbiosis, and the contrast between

our knowledge of these actions and Van Helmont's notions

about ferments is a most eloquent recommendation of the

logical methods which developed modern knowledge, and an

instructive lesson on the use and abuse of hypothesis.
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CHEMISTRY IN LIVERPOOL IN 1801

(Address to the Chemical Society, Liverpool, in 1901.)

IN order to be prepared to appreciate what has been done

in Liverpool during the last century, it is first necessary to

try to realise what a chemist in Great Britain knew and did

not know one hundred years ago. In the first place the

atomic theory was in no man's mind, except that Democritus,

Leucretius, and other literary men had vaguely imagined that

matter was composed of small particles which they called

atoms. But this idea was so vague that some of them thought
that mind was composed of atoms also.

It was, indeed, recognised by scientific men that chemical

compounds are of constant composition, and are not variously

compounded, according as the quantities of their several

constituents present at the time they are compounded vary
in proportion.

Oxygen had only recently been discovered, but its place in

combustion was already recognised by the learned
; and,

although heat was not understood to be a mode of motion, yet

the true nature of combustion had already, through the work

of Lavoisier, been proved, and the phantom of phlogiston had

been displaced in the minds of the few who were au courant

with the progress of science, by the views which we still hold ;

but to the mass of educated people heat was still a substance,

and combustion a mysterious act.

Chlorine had been discovered and many of its compounds
had been prepared, but it was not yet believed to be an element

;

it was thought to be an oxygen compound of muriatic acid.

Black's work had made latent heat and the nature of carbonated

and caustic alkalies common knowledge.

E.A. 8
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Not only were there no alkali works and no bleach works,

but it was not until the seventh year of the century that the

existence of sodium and potassium was made known. In the

year 1801 Davy had not at his command the means and the

knowledge of electric currents which enabled him to isolate the

metals. Many people played with frictional electricity, and

Galvani's ideas were known to philosophers ;
but the year

before it was known to no one except Volta himself that

electric phenomena could result from the contact of metals,

and it took some years for the application of that knowledge

to develop into useful apparatus, even in the hands of foremost

men like Sir Humphry Davy.
Lucifer matches were not thought of until long after, and

were at that time impossible.

The nature and composition of water had, indeed, been made

known by Cavendish and Watt within the last twenty -five

years ;
but to the great mass of educated men, to men of

business, to the man on the street, even to the doctor, it was

simply a liquid which fell from the clouds and filled rivers and

seas, and which was sometimes good to drink.

In fact, the state of chemical science in Liverpool might have

been described in similar words to those of the chapter of a

work on natural history, headed "
Snakes in Ireland." The

chapter proceeded thus :

"
There are no snakes in Ireland."

There was no chemical science in Liverpool. There was no

public water supply in Liverpool ;
but there was a famous

well of water on Shaws Brow, owned by Mr. Parker, who

advertised it as being so soft as to be excellent for washing and

boiling peas. In 1758 it was advertised in the Weekly Adver-

tiser for sale at 9d. per butt. Women hawked water through

the town in barrelled carts, and sold it at so much per Hessian

bucketful. It was in 1799 that water was supplied by pipes,

which were made of logs pierced and fitted together, end to

end. These pipes were made and stored in Pumpfields.

Parliamentary powers were obtained privately, in 1709 and

in 1786, to bring water from wells and supply it to the
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inhabitants of Liverpool ;
but these powers were not exercised

until 1799, when wells were sunk in Berry Street and in Hotham

Street, off Copperas Hill. These wells remained in use until

1868, when one of the first public services which I rendered to

Liverpool was to bring about the closing of these and other

wells in the now densely populated parts of the city.

In 1799 a private Act of Parliament was obtained to enable

a company to bring water from streams in the parish of Bootle.

In 1822 another private Act was obtained to take over the

powers contained in the Act of 1786, and these two companies
excavated wells in Bootle, erected pumps, laid wooden mains,

and brought the water into Liverpool. In 1800 two wells

were sunk at Copperas Hill, 144 feet deep. Also two at

Bevington Bush, 156 feet deep. In 1823 two wells were sunk

at Soho, 156 feet deep, with bore holes 100 feet deeper. All

these wells were given up in 1868, with the exception of those

at Bootle, which were not closed till 1892.

In order to get an analysis of drinking water which was to

be supplied for public use from the Harrington Wells at

Bootle, and from the wells of Brownlow Hill, situated in

Hotham Street, recourse was had to one Michael Renwick,

who appears in the Liverpool Directory for 1796 as a surgeon

at 16, Hanover Street, and as having a surgery at 20, Peter's

Lane. Mr. Renwick's analysis did not seem convincing, and

in 1800 a further analysis and report was obtained from Signer

Tiberius Cavallo, a gentleman who, though an Italian and

practising in Italy, was known as a Fellow of the Royal Society

of London.
If we go back to the earliest times of which we have any

certain knowledge, and ascertain what chemical arts were the

first to receive attention we may then observe what place

these same earliest arts had in Liverpool in 1801.

(1) The Egyptians used, and therefore extracted metals,

iron, copper, silver, gold and lead.

(2) They had skill in manufactures of glass, pottery, and

enamels.

82
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(3) Many beautiful dyes and other colours were made and

used.

(4) They were skilled in the preparation of drugs.

(5) Salt,

(6) Sugar.

(7) Mortars and burnt lime.

(8) Soap.

(9) Alkali.

(10) Miscellaneous chemical manufactures.

Let us try to find what was done in Liverpool in any of

these classes of chemical manufactures at the beginning of the

century.

(1) In Regard to Metals. Mr. Froysell has turned up the

Liverpool Directory for 1800, and finds the following : Bateman,
Kerfoot and Greaves, iron works, North Shore

;
Brook and

Owens, iron foundry, 2, Greenland Street
;

Burrow & Co.,

Mersey Iron Foundry, Marybone ;
the Carron Co. had a cast

iron warehouse at 5, Strand Street, but of course no works ;

the Coalbrook Dale Iron Foundry, 6, York Street, Duke Street,

of which I shall have something more to say ;
Jackson & Son,

pewterer and brass founder, 14, Water Street, lead works,

Mill Lane
; Roe, Williams & Co., of Macclesfield, copper works,

had an office and warehouse at 35, Salthouse Dock
;
John

Watson had an iron foundry at 30, Sir Thomas Buildings ;

and Thomas Webster was a brass founder at 5, Brook Street,

Oldhall Street. That is all.

The Coalbrook Dale foundry was at 6, York Street, adjoining

the new street in Duke Street Walk. The proprietor's name

was George Perry, and he was the originator of what is now

Fawcett, Preston & Co. He married a lady named Lydia Anne

de la Croix, whose name is given to Lydia Anne Street even

to this day. In 1800, Copperas Hill and Brownlow Hill were

entirely unbuilt upon. Copperas Hill had been previously

called Elliot Hill, a name which survives in Elliot Street. Near

Silver Street, on this hill there wrere copper works in 1766

whose proprietor was Richard Hughes. He resided in North
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John Street. He had been mayor in 1756. In 1770 the

Corporation indicted this Hughes and his partners at the

Lancaster Assizes for carrying on a nuisance. Thirty -five

witnesses testified that the fumes from the works were preju-
dicial to animal and vegetable life. The proprietors were

condemned to remove the calcining portion at once, and the

whole works in two years ;
and it was suggested that they

should go to Hilbre Island. Copperas Hill was, however,

quite in the country, and Lord Sefton's hounds chased hares

down it as far as the house at the bottom, where lived a family
named Harvey. A little girl ran one day out of the back door

so suddenly as to turn the hare and throw the dogs off the

scent,
"
at which," said the little girl telling the story after

she was grown up,
"
his lordship and the gentlemen all swore

lustily." In those days the White House and Ranelagh
Gardens occupied the site of the Adelphi Hotel, where ladies

and servant girls brought children to feed the fish in the fish

pond, to pick and eat
"
strawberries buttered with cream "

in the summer season, and to get tea and refreshments in

alcoves at other times of the year. The admission was one

shilling each.

(2) Glass, Pottery, and Enamels. Liverpool was most

famous for its pottery. Liverpool ware is now prized by
collectors as a rare and valued curiosity. Specimens can be

seen in 'the Free Public Museum in William Brown Street.

In 1766 there was a pottery in Pothouse Lane carried on by

George Drinkwater. James Drinkwater, of the same potteries,

was mayor in 1810, and married Miss Leece, of Water Street,

whose name survives in Leece Street. In the 1800 Directory

we find : Guy Green, china manufacturer, Brownlow Hill
;

Samuel Worthington, Herculaneum Pottery, Sefton Street,

Toxteth
;
Miles Mason, china manufacturer, Upper Islington ;

Pennington and Edwards, china manufactory, Shaws Brow
;

James Ward, china manufactory, Fenwick Street ;
Thomas

Wolfe, china manufactory, 1, Upper Islington.

The first works which destroyed the picturesque appearance
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of the south shore near the dingle in Toxteth Park were

copper works. The next was the Herculaneum Pottery

(Herculaneum Dock, 1841), started in 1794 by a potter named

Abbey. He sold it, 1796, to a company of leading Liverpool

men, who engaged a foreman and manager named Mansfield.

This man brought with him from Staffordshire a large number

of skilled men. The Herculaneum earthenware was of a

greenish tint, caused by small particles of copper blown by
the air into the materials. The works were enlarged and carried

on till 1833, when the Herculaneum was sold to Mr. Ambrose

Lace for 25,000. The show rooms were at the bottom of

Duke Street. The chief centre of the potteries was round

Shaws Brow. Shaws Brow was a narrow steep road leading

out of Town's End by way of Dale Street to the South of

England ; it also was the road to the potteries on the rising

ground. It is now widened and called William Brown Street.

Shaw's potteries were, at one time, behind his residence in

Fontenoy Street, not far from the tanneries at Town's End

Lane, afterwards called Byron Street, at the back of wrhat

are now Cook and Townshend's shops. Mr. Shaw was mayor
in 1794, and gave away the whole of his mayor's allowance

to charities. The amount was then 800. After Shaw, many
other

" banks
"

or potteries arose in the same vicinity until

it became quite a potters' colony. There were one hundred

years ago seventy-four potters' houses inhabited by 374

persons. Mr. Chaffer's extensive works were on the north

side of the Brow. His moulding houses were on the site of

Islington Flags. He resided in Dale Street in the town.

He introduced a higher class of ware, made of a superior clay

discovered by him in Cornwall and imported by sea. His

ware became celebrated for its elegance and for its beautiful

colours. Examples are now rare and much prized.

A Mr. Pennington had large works in the Brow. His eldest

son, James, had a manufactory on Copperas Hill. His second

son, John, had a " bank "
or pottery near St. Anne Street.

Seth, the youngest son, had works in the Brow extending as
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far as Clayton Street. These Penningtons were famous for

ornamental ware and very large, handsome punch bowls,

a very necessary article in those days for after-dinner

sederunts. Specimens of all these productions can be seen

in our Free Public Museum, where the Mayer collection is

located in the very spot where the articles were originally

manufactured.

Higher up, on the site of Islington Flags, Phillip Christian

had large works, which took the lead after Mr. Chaffers died

of typhus fever, which he contracted by visiting the sick bed

of his foreman Podmore. Christian was famous for elegant

sets of dinner, dessert, tea and breakfast services.

Zachariah Barnes was another famous potter HI Old Hay-
market, at the back of what is now Pooley's foundry in

Manchester Street. Up the south side of Shaw's Brow were

the potters' dwellings. The bottom of the Brow was called

St. John's Village.

The method of printing on pottery was invented by the

children of an engraver named Sadler, in Harrington Street,

Liverpool, and replaced the much more expensive hand paint-

ing. Mr. Sadler, an engraver, was led to the discovery by

seeing his children stick prints on pieces of broken pottery.

Messrs. Sadler and Green carried on the work of printing and

kept the secret for many years.

There was a house in Paradise Street, afterwards a cloth

mart, opposite College Lane. Dr. Priestley resided at this

house whenever he stayed in Liverpool. In this house a

famous partnership was arranged between the great Wedge -

wood, who visited Liverpool, and Mr. Thomas Bently, of

Bently and Boardmen, Manchester warehousemen. This was

a partnership of national importance. Bently was born in

Devonshire in 1730, and died at Town Lane Green in 1780.

Who does not know Wedgewood ware ? and who does not

know the inimitable blue enamel on some of that ware ? The

Wedgewood ware was brought to Liverpool in its raw state,

received its blue colouring at the works with which Bently and
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Wedgewood were connected, and was then shipped back to

Wedgewood to be finished and distributed for sale.

In the 1800 Directory we find : Gregory Knight, glass manu-

factory, Vauxhall Road
; Sowerby, Rycroft & Co., flint glass

manufactory, bottom of Queen Street, Oldhall Street. If we
had gone down to one of the Moor Fields, near where Messrs.

Macfie afterwards erected their sugar works in Batchelor's

Weint, we should have found glass works which gave the name
to Glass House Weint. Further on in the same lane, through
another field, there was a tennis court, where the easy-going

young merchants played and exercised their muscles
;

also

glasshouses in Argyle Street, on the west side of the Brook,

the road to which lay along the common shore, afterwards

Paradise Street, when the Brook was covered. Some of the

lost secrets of the art of staining glass were rediscovered by
Dr. Matthew Turner, a surgeon of John Street, who was a

skilled chemist and who, with his partner, designed and

executed the south window of St. Anne's Church.

(3) Dyes. Liverpool never made or used dyes to any great

extent. In the Liverpool Directory for 1800 we find : John

Atkinson, colour manufactory, Gore Street (that was paints) ;

Peter Hall, dyer, 6, Spitalfields, Whitechapel ; Henry Holmes

& Co., Cudbear and Archill Works, 23, Haymarket ; Myers,

Marshall, Wood & Co., white lead works, Drury Lane, Water

Street ;
J. Peters, silk dyer, 43, Cable Street.

(4) Drugs. In the 1800 Directory there are no manufacturers

of drugs mentioned
;
no predecessors of Messrs. Evans, Sons

& Co., Messrs. Raines & Co., Messrs. Clay, Dod and Case,

Messrs. Clay and Abraham, or Messrs. Symes & Co.

(5) Salt Works. There were, however, salt works on the

margin of the river at the bottom of Mersey Street, where

Salthouse Yard was situated, now Salthouse Dock. Vessels

from Northwich brought cargoes of rock salt and discharged

on the south side of a haven called the
"
Strand/' They also

brought coals to the same place. Fifteen tons of rock salt

were refined with forty-five tons of river water, and produced
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thirteen tons of fine salt. Liverpool salt was esteemed for

its fineness, purity, whiteness, etc., for table use. When the

Romans came to Britain they found the natives evaporating

the brine by pouring it on to ignited faggots of wood. The

Romans improved the manufacture by using pans. This

method of evaporation in pans was used at the Liverpool

salthouse. At the beginning of the century salt paid a duty
of from 12s. to 156'. per bushel. In 1825 the duty was removed,

to the great delight of the people. The value of salt was 18s.

per bushel, and much smuggling went on from the boats.

These salt works were a nuisance, and were removed to Garston

Creek in 1793, and the old works were sold in 1798. Ultimately

the Garston works were sold to the London and North-Western

Railway to make Garston Docks, in the excavation of which a

remarkable red rock, called
"
rock dross," was discovered.

This was the red residue thrown out when rock salt was

dissolved in brine. The dross ultimately sold at a good price

for making glass beer bottles.

(6) Sugar. Sugar has always been an important industry

in Liverpool. In 1770 the total imports of raw sugar were

11,000 hogsheads per annum. The first recorded name is

Smith, who, in 1667, built a refinery in Sugar Hottse Weint, or

close to, very nearly on, the site of Macfie's present works.

Shortly after that date one of the Tarleton family built a sugar

refinery on the opposite side of Dale Street. In 1800 Peter

Branker lived at Wavertree, and had a sugar house in town
;

Downward and Buller had a sugar house in Temple Court,

St. Catherine's
;

John Copple, sugar maker, at 164, Dale

Street
; Joseph Newman, sugar boiler, at 19, Riley's Gardens ;

and William Skelhorne, sugar boiler, at 2, Gunpowder Court,

Castle Street. Macfie opened in Greenock in 1802, and James

Fairrie & Co., Greenock, in 1809. The descendants of these are

in Liverpool now. In 1829 there were twenty-nine sugar

refineries in Liverpool. The number has decreased here, as

elsewhere, during the last few years ;
but it may increase when

Fair Trade is re-established, together with better methods of
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growing the sugar cane to compete with highly -skilled beet

sugar-growing, artificially supported by bounties.

(7) Mortar, Lime, etc. Lime was made in Liverpool in 1800.

Lime Street is associated with the London and North -Western

Railway station and things connected with it. But originally

it was called Lime Kiln Lane, and lime kilns were on the site

of the station. These kilns were suppressed in 1804. The

infirmary was on the site of St. George's Hall, and the physicians

attending the infirmary gave evidence at the trial of the

injurious effects on the patients suffering from pulmonary

complaints of the
"
azotic gas

"
emitted by the kilns. The

state of chemistry amongst medical men is shown by their

confounding carbon monoxide with nitrogen.

Talking of Lime Street reminds one of the days when rail-

ways were not, and when coaches with scarlet drivers drove

down London Road. A hundred stage coaches went in and

out along London Road before the opening of the railway.

An old coach driver on the Liverpool Oxford line, looking

at the bus drivers said,
" There ain't no drivers now -a -days,

Mister, thems only horse whackers. When I was on the

Oxford line I used to get many a half sov' for letting gents,

Mister, tool along for a few stages. They was joking gents.

Mister, them was. The team I drove into Oxford they called

the Classics, Sir. One horse they said was Homer, cos he knew

his way home to the stable so well the moment he got out of

the traces
;

another they called Odye'see cos he'd only von

heye, Sir ;
a leader they said was Jerkses, cos he had a sort of

jerking step with him
;
and a wheeler was Arterjerkses, cos

he corned arter him. Them chaps is only horse whackers."

(8) Soap. In 1800, James Moreton was a soap and candle

manufacturer at 114. Dale Street; Lund and Unsworth in

Bonney Place, Key Street
;
John Leigh in 11, Dawson Street ;

and Samuel Harvey in 33, Cheapside. These appear to be all.

They did not make as much soap as one small factory makes

now. But few are left in the city. They have all gone outside

to Widnes, Runcorn, Port Sunlight and other country places,
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where they annoy no one. The processes have greatly changed
since prolonged boiling with alkaline carbonates was the only

process known. Now a single factory turns out 200,000 tons

per annum of one variety of soap alone, and it makes and

sells in all sixty varieties.

Akin to the soap boilers are the following from the 1800

Directory : Thomas Dean, pot ash maker, at 1, Temple Street,

St. Catherine's
;
and William Hamerton, pot ash maker, at

22, Mount Pleasant.

(9) Alkali. In 1800 we find that William Hamerton was

a pot ash manufacturer at 22, Mount Pleasant, and Benji

Hill was a pot ash manufacturer at 11, Johnson Street,

Dale Street.

The Leblanc process was not then invented. That great

industry arose in Vauxhall Road, flourished, made numerous

large fortunes, spread to the neighbouring towns of Widnes,

Runcorn and St. Helens, and during the last decade it has

disappeared from Liverpool. But Liverpool is still the seat

and centre of the alkali trade, whose manufacture is carried

on not only at neighbouring towns but at many distant centres,

and in other lands, under the one organisation of the United

Alkali Co.

The process invented by Leblanc, and first carried on by
Mr. James Muspratt in 1823 in Liverpool, is now being steadily

superseded by the ammonia soda process. The Liverpool

district near to coal fields and salt deposits, with a port in

direct communication on the one hand with the countries

whence sulphur pyrites and nitrates are derived, and with the

countries consuming alkali products on the other, was, and is,

well fitted to be the chief seat of this immense industry. In

1823 the prime cost of producing oil of vitriol was 70s. per ton.

To-day it is 205. or a few shillings more. The substitution of

pyrites for sulphur as the raw material was effected by Mr. Hill

in Liverpool before 1830. Wicklow and Welsh pyrites were

used on a large scale in Liverpool in 1840, and became general

about the middle of the century, while the use of the Gay-
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Lussac tower, dating from 1843, and Glover tower at a much
later date, to economise nitric compounds, effected a saving
in the cost of production which equalled the whole profit on

the sale.

Connected with the alkali industry there is the soap industry

already alluded to, and the profitable industries of bleach,

dating from early in the century, and chlorate manufacture,

dating from 1847, started originally to utilise some of the waste

hydrochloric acid. All of these were carried on in Liverpool,

but have now been removed to districts outside the city.

(10) Miscellaneous Chemical Works. In 1800 Christopher

Christian was a starch maker at 1, Prussia Street
;
John Glenny

was a starch maker in Vauxhall Road
; Joseph Austen, vinegar

manufactory, 12, Springfield Street
;
John McCullock, vinegar

manufactory, Stanhope Street
; Joseph Richardson, vinegar

manufactory, 10, Crooked Lane.

One great chemical industry flourished then as now. Brewers

were even more numerous every alehouse brewed its own

beer. But while breweries are fewer in number, they are more

palatial in size and equipment. It is a manufacture which

will last while England is a nation, and I need say no more

about it.

Phosphorus was a mere laboratory curiosity in 1800, even

Congreve matches without phosphorus were a novelty in

1830 a fact we can hardly realise at the present day. There

is one lucifer match manufactory in Liverpool to-day.

Numerous minor industries which have since sprung up were

then unknown, such as vulcanised rubber works, galvanised,

i.e., zinc-coated iron, electroplating, borax, artificial manure.

One large industry with numerous offshoots remains to be

mentioned the manufacture of gas from coal. Illuminating

gas was unknown in Liverpool in 1800
;
now every street is

intersected with mains and branches bringing gas to every

house. This great industry, of peculiarly English origin, has

risen, flourished, and has begun to be superseded in the course

of the one century. And what of its innumerable corollaries ?
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Beginning with tar, whose distillation and first treatment is

now performed in Liverpool, a long, innumerable and intricate

array of coal-tar products runs into every department of

life
; colours, preservatives, antiseptics, drugs, solvents,

explosives, and the still more numerous array of compounds
and groups of compounds, and classes of groups of compounds,
of carbon are of interest and sometimes of importance to

science. Most of these have become known to us through the

study of the by-product (tar) of gas manufacture.

What of all these when terrestrial coal has become

exhausted ? We may be less brilliantly clothed
;
we may have

to fall back on ancient drugs ;
carbolic acid may become rare

and costly ;
but the vast domain of carbon compounds has

been conquered and made a possession of the human race

so long as human intellect remains to hold and prize the

possession.

With regard to teaching chemistry little can be said until

well into the nineteenth century. Chemistry and physics were

not separated until later, and, therefore, I group them together.

In 1777 Egerton Smith was mathematical instrument maker,
and also a lecturer and natural philosopher, at 17, Poole Lane.

In 1813 the Liverpool Academy of Arts was situated in Duke

Street, where William Strachan was a chemist and lecturer on

the chemistry of colours in 1813-1814. In the 1816 Directory,

William Strachan is mentioned as residing at 55, Duke Street,

and his shop was at 41
,
Lord Street. But there is no mention of

the Academy of Arts . In the period from 1814 to 1818 the Royal
Institution was founded by a number of gentlemen, who
subscribed 13,500 to secure a seat of learning in Liverpool. A

laboratory was built and lectures on natural philosophy and

chemistry were given. I borrowed some of their instruments,

which had long been disused and were stored in a room in

Colquhitt Street, for a course of lectures which I gave in Dover

Street, in the year 1870
; and, after returning them, they were

again stored until, about ten years afterwards, some of them

were given to the science and art classes
;
and others were
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given to University College when it was founded. Lately a

further quantity of apparatus has been handed over for pre-

servation and use to the University of Liverpool. Physical and

Chemical Departments.
In 1829 the Mechanics' Institute was established in Slater

Street, which later became the Liverpool Institute. Lectures

were there given on chemistry and natural philosophy. There,

in 1834, John Wilson lectured on chemistry for some years,

and Mr. L. Phillips on natural philosophy. In 1835 Thomas

Atkinson, a chemist, 33, Banelagh Street, published an adver-

tisement of chemical and philosophical instruments and

reagents for sale at his shop, indicating that by that time there

was sufficient study of these subjects to make a demand for

materials and apparatus.

In 1835, also, mention is made of a Literary, Scientific, and

Commercial Institution at 28, St. Anne Street, and in the 1839

Directory the address is given as 57, St. Anne Street. In

1839-40 the present institute was built in Mount Street, and

there John Wilson was head of the chemical department.

Immediately after this date W. H. Balmain was the lecturer

on chemistry, and Hugo Reid on natural philosophy. Balmain

was succeeded by Dr. Scott
; and, later, when Queen's College

was established at the same Liverpool institute, Professor

Hamilton was lecturer on chemistry and natural philosophy

until the Queen's College was given up on the foundation of

University College.

From 1834 the School of Medicine had lectures at the Royal
Institution in Colquhitt Street, and J. B. Edwards, Ph.D.,

was the lecturer on chemistry ;
and an excellent lecturer he

was. In 1866, or thereabout, he accepted the Canadian agency

for Messrs. Evans, Sons & Co., which took him to Montreal,

where he soon obtained a more congenial position as professor

at the MeGill College now one of the finest university labora-

tories in the world. He was succeeded by E. H. Birkenhead,

D.Sc., who was established in a small room in the Royal

Infirmary School of Medicine, in Dover Street. This so-called
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laboratory was really a den chiefly devoted to the breeding of

typhoid fever. It had no less than three large cesspools

ventilating directly into it, and in October, 1867, Dr. Birken-

head succumbed to typhoid, after having lectured for one season

only, within less than a year of his occupancy of that den. In

November of the same year, the present lecturer succeeded

Dr. Birkenhead, and, the cesspools having been reduced to

one, I managed to maintain a somewhat precarious existence

and develop the teaching of both chemistry and physics until

the foundation of University College in 1882, and the erection

of the laboratories in which we now meet, in the year 1886.

The cesspool remained until 1888, when the men who were

engaged to clear it out told me that they believed it was bottom -

less, although it was full up to within three feet of the floor of

the laboratory, which by that time had become the Materia

Medica room.

We have been looking back on the past century ; every

newspaper and journal has been full of reviews of the progress

of spience, industry and everything else during the period.

We see to-day the results of that progress. You who are on

the threshold of your career are looking forward to the century

just begun. It is by you and your fellow citizens that the

progress of the coming years will be carried on. It would be

wise to look facts in the face. The progress of the past century

is the result, not only of scientific study and discovery, but of

the adoption of scientific methods in every department of life.

What is science ? It is exact knowledge of facts, knowledge

of laws gained by correlating facts
;
and exact knowledge of

proximate causes. What is scientific method ? The method

of acquiring knowledge and verifying it by exact observation

and correct thinking, especially as methodically formulated and

arranged in a rational system.

Does all the knowledge which has been acquired, all the

innumerable and striking conveniences and powers which we

have as the results of the scientific progress of the century,

all the training we have had in scientific methods, make the
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struggle of life any less keen
;

the necessity of putting forth

strenuous endeavour any less urgent ? On the contrary, the

struggle, the competition, the striving for progress, for

supremacy, will be as much stronger in the new century as the

nineteenth century has excelled the eighteenth. A century

ago new facts and principles were on the surface, to be picked

up like nuggets in river gravel ;
now they have to be searched

for by cunning and laborious methods, like the invisible specks
of metal, few and far between, in the hard quartz rock.

In industries, as in science, the days of the
"
rule of thumb "

are over. The scientific method is necessary for all purposes,

except for writing fables or poetry, and for, perhaps, some of the

decorative arts. But for the finest of all the arts, music, and

the grandest architecture, scientific method is essential. Will

England continue to lead ? She has ruled the seas and spread

her dominion and influence over the whole world
;

she has

led the way alike in science and in the application of science

to industries. Will she maintain her position ? Other nations

are fast overtaking her and soon will rival her. Will they

beat her ? The pluck and perseverance and almost reckless

daring which made England mistress of the seas would probably
win still, if they could be applied with the same facility as

when Britain's wooden walls were her strength. But that

daring and perseverance cannot reach the enemy's ships under

modern conditions without the previous application of the

highest mathematical engineering and chemical skill combined

in the construction, management and working of a modern

war vessel. If the enemy excels in applied science, the daring

and tough fighting Briton will never be able to reach him. We
hope and believe that the same love of struggle and the habit

of it, which has made the Anglo-Saxon race the leading

civilising factor in the nineteenth century, will be able to keep
it there by overcoming the dread effects of that greed and

laziness from which few are altogether free.

But it is for England's sons, you and your fellows, to decide.

It is not merely the German who has to be outrivailed.
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Another nation, largely Anglo-Saxon in origin, with many of

our good qualities, but with a quickness and alertness which

we as a nation do not possess, is fast qualifying itself to rival

both England and Germany, alike in science and in industries.

In what pertains to engineering it is already superior to both.

The Americans have long had a universal love of knowledge ;

and, although it has been rather for a broad and superficial

knowledge that they mainly strove, they all strove successfully

for it, and now they are rapidly becoming profound and

thorough, alike in scientific research and in the clever applica-

tion of scientific results and scientific methods to industrial

pursuits. It is the Americans, and not the Germans, whom

you will have to beat before your beards are grey. Are you

equipped for the struggle ? Are your brains armed for the

intellectual fight ?

E.A.
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AQUICULTURE: A STUDY OF DEPOSITS
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(This paper was read to the Institution of Civil Engineers on

December 15th, 1903, and is reprinted in this collection with the

kind permission of the Council of the Institution. The paper,

together with another, was submitted to discussion and criticism

before the Institution in 1903, and both papers, with a report of

the discussion thereon, are published in Vol. 156 of the Minutes

of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.)

THE various deposits which lessen the carrying capacity of

water-pipes, culverts and tunnels, range themselves naturally

under three classes :

I. Incrustations on unprotected or imperfectly protected

iron pipes.

II. Deposits on the inner surface alike of iron pipes, whether

protected or unprotected, and of culverts, rock

tunnels and other channels
;
the deposits depending

in their nature on the composition of the water,

and occurring over the whole of the surface covered

by the water.

III. Accumulations of debris in inverts, on hollows and

irregularities in the water-channels, and in the culs-

de-sac.

I. INCRUSTATIONS ON UNPROTECTED IRON PIPES

Incrustations are formed by the corrosion of iron pipes,

valves and other ironwork, where the inner surfaces are not

protected by a layer of pitch, or where the protecting layer is

imperfect.
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These incrustations begin as minute projections dotted all

over the pipes in very varied numbers sometimes in rows,

sometimes in an irregular manner. In form they resemble

the limpets to be found on a rocky sea -coast
; they are more

or less conical in shape, often with a steep and a more sloping

side, and grow by addition of concentric layers. The steep

side faces the current. They increase in size and number,

until in badly-protected pipes they ultimately become con-

fluent, and form a coating of considerable thickness. This

kind of incrustation may be nearly uniform from the com-

mencement, in which case nodules are not then seen
;
but the

nature of the incrustation is the same. A pipe of small calibre

FIG. 1. Old Pipe with Incrustations.

is sometimes completely blocked by the incrustation. In

large pipes the thickness of the deposit does not appear to be

unlimited. In old pipes, when the incrustation is about

1 inch to 1J inch thick it does not seem to increase, possibly

owing to the density of the incrustation acting as a protection ;

but if the incrustation is removed, or if the conical tips of the
"
limpets

"
are broken off, it begins to grow again with renewed

activity. For this reason it is unadvisable to use a scraper

for removing the nodules or incrustations. The obstruction

is only temporarily removed, and if the use of the scraper is

continued, the life of the pipe is greatly reduced by the more

rapid corrosion of the iron.

Fig. 1 shows a broken iron pipe with incrustations. Fig. 2

shows limpet-shaped incrustations beginning to become
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confluent. Fig. 3 is a section of one of the limpets. The central

portion is black when fresh, and soft. It often contains a little

sulphide of iron as well as oxide
;

it becomes red on exposure
to air

;
the middle layers are often orange -red ferric oxide,

FIG. 2. Old Incrustations on Iron Pipe.

and sometimes contain iron-organisms of the well-known

rosary form (Figs. 4 and 5), which a high magnification resolves

into a double ribbon-shaped spiral twisted closely upon itself.

The limpet-shaped cones vary in consistence ;
when well

FIG. 3. Section of Limpet.

developed they are hard outside and softer within. The

outer concentric layers are denser, sometimes quite hard ;

they are composed of ferric oxide, but include hard black

layers of magnetic oxide of iron, in which dead organisms can.

occasionally be found. The interior is softer
; generally black

when fresh, but becoming red on exposure. Sometimes there
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are orange layers between the black interior and the hard

outer crust.

It has been suggested that the incrustations are produced or

started by iron-organisms ;
and again, that they are the result

of acids in the water acting on the iron of the

pipes. Observation of a variety of examples
in Great Britain and Ireland and in other

countries disproves each of these conjectures.

Although organisms are found in some

incrustations, and may modify their com-

F
**

fOraa*^ position, yet incrustations are often free

ism. Magnified from every trace of life. They occur
350 diameters. > -i ,

equally in waters which contain no iron-

organisms (Nos. 1 and 9 in Table III. of the Appendix),

and in waters from which all organisms have been removed

(Nos. 1, 4, 5, and 12 after nitration, Table III.) ;
and although

acid waters and waters containing manganous salts no doubt

hasten the corrosion of iron, nevertheless the author finds

incrustations to be formed

not only by acid waters

(Nos. 1, 2, 3, 12, 13 and 17),

but by water which is neutral

(No. 7), and even alkaline

(Nos. 5, 9, 14 and 15). No
incrustations are formed,

however, when the iron is

effectively protected by any
means from contact with the

water.

The iron of the incrustation
. . T, i i < ^i FIG. 5. Rosary Form of Organism.
is in all cases derived from the

iron of the pipe. The incrustations occur in water containing

no iron in solution, such as Nos. 7, 9, 14, 15
;
the iron of the

pipe is always dissolved out to a considerable extent where

they occur
;
and the pipe is soft, black, and spongy beneath

the limpets. In a piece of incrusted pipe which had been
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subjected to the action of an alkaline water flowing through
it for upwards of forty years, the iron when fresh could be cut

by a knife half-way through from the inner surface. The

action is therefore not due to acidity in the water.

Many incrustations contain no trace of organisms ;
but so

far as the author's observations go, when present, organisms

appear to modify the composition of the limpet. The rosary

shaped form (Figs. 4 and 5) does not belong to one organism

only, but is assumed by several different organisms at a certain

stage of growth. Wherever it occurs the author has always
found the usually black iron compound converted into red

ferric oxide ;
he has frequently found remains of dead organ-

isms forming a layer close to the hard magnetic oxide -layers

near the exterior. These are short, and have not the rosary

form
;
but they may be the same organism. The occurrence

of sulphide in the interior may be due to reduction of sulphates

in the water, either by anaerobic organisms, which the author

has never been able to detect, or by the chemical action of

metallic iron. In the laboratory, weak solutions of sulphates

have been reduced alike by the cultivations of the soft black

internal portions of limpets, and by filings of metallic iron.

There is not enough sulphur in the metal of any pipe which the

author has analysed, to account for the sulphur sometimes

found. The compositions of five specimens of incrustations

are given in Table I. of the Appendix.
No chemical treatment, not even the neutralisation of acid

waters by slight excess of lime or of caustic soda, prevents

the corrosion and incrustation of iron pipes. The only treat-

ment quite effective is the coating of the iron pipe by a smooth

and perfect layer of pitch. For this purpose the pitch must be

as free as possible from such hydrocarbons as either volatilise

or dissolve by long exposure to flowing water. It should be

laid on to the hot clean iron
;
and as the first coat is liable to

have pin-holes or air-holes, which become centres of
"
limpets,"

the pipes should always receive a second coat. The coating

of pitch must be continuous and complete ;
it should be smooth
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and hard, but not so hard as to be brittle. It is difficult to

secure a perfect coating, and not easy to find a supply of

suitable pitch. Although the process is essentially the same as

that employed by Dr. Angus Smith, the material and the

process which go by his name in commerce are not very satis-

factory. The first coat must be cooled before the second is

applied, and the second
"
dip

" must be neither so hot nor

so prolonged as to melt the first coat. To repair the coating

on a laid pipe -line, it is possible to lay on the pitch with a brush,

but it is very difficult to make the layer sufficiently perfect

in this way.

II. DEPOSITS AND GROWTHS DEPENDING ON THE COMPOSITION

OF THE WATER.

Calcium Carbonate. The first deposit depending on peculiar

composition of the water is the translucent and semi -crystallised

scale of calcium carbonate, formed by the escape of carbonic

acid from water containing bicarbonate of lime. This kind

of deposit has been so long and so well known that there

is no necessity to do more than mention it. A good example of

it is found in the ancient Roman aqueduct of the Pont du Gard,

in France (Fig. 22), where a lining of about 1 foot in thickness

was formed in the course of centuries, and reduced the carrying-

capacity by something like one -half before the aqueduct was

broken. Other examples are familiar in the pipes, large and

small, which convey many hard waters. Boiling the water

or agitating it hastens the deposition. The best treatment is

the well-known process of Dr. Clark, which consists in adding an

equivalent quantity of milk of lime and running off the clear

water after settlement.

The organisms growing in these calcareous waters are chiefly

Confervae, Desmids, and other plants in which green predomi-

nates
;
and these sometimes form a slimy layer on the inner

surface of cold pipes.

Black Slime. A second kind of deposit is a black, slimy

lining formed wherever the flowing water is in contact with the
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sides of pipes, culverts or tunnels. This deposit contains a

great deal of iron
;

but the iron is not derived from pipes,

because the deposit occurs on protected as well as on unprotected

pipes, and on stonework, woodwork, brick and rock surfaces,

where the water has never been in contact with pipes, nor

with ironwork of any kind. The deposit lessens the flow of

water, not only by diminishing the sectional area of the pipes,

but also by greatly decreasing the velocity of the water. This

slimy layer has been called peaty, but the author has never

been able to find any particle of peat in it.

The slime has been attributed to the deposition of matters

suspended in the water
;

but matter mechanically carried

down is deposited chiefly at the invert of a pipe or culvert,

and accumulates in siphons and in other depressions in the

water-channels when the current is not strong enough to carry

it forward
; whereas the slime here referred to forms as thick

a layer at the top and on the sides of pitch -coated pipes as at

the invert. The composition is essentially the same all round

the pipe, except that more siliceous and rock or clay particles

are entangled in it at the invert (see Analyses of Slimes Nos. 1

and 2, in Table II.). Further, the composition is similar at

the beginning and at the end of a pipe many miles^ long, after

it has been conveying water for years (see Analysis No. 3).

It has also been imagined that the particles adhere all round the

pipe by their consistency and stickiness, and vortex action

has been invoked to account for their equal distribution :

but particles breaking loose do not, in fact, adhere to the sides

of pipes ; they are either carried along or fall to the bottom
;

while vortex action, if any, bears them along, rather than causes

them to adhere to the top of the pipe.

Chemical Composition of Slime. The chemical composition

is shown by the analyses appended (Table II.). Examination of

a large number of these deposits from several sources has shown

that the dried slime contains a small quantity of vegetable

carbon compounds, but no trace of peat ;
and that it consists

mainly of organic matter containing much ferric hydrate
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together with manganic and manganous oxides, giving a black

colour to the whole
;
while entangled in the mass are minute

particles of rock, diatoms, and remains of various organisms
with a small quantity of precipitated iron oxides.

That the iron comes from the water, and not from the iron

of the pipes, is proved by the following facts :

(1) Similar slime is found in rock tunnels before the water

has been in contact with iron.

(2) The slime is found as plentifully on the sides of pipes

completely protected by a coating of pitch as on uncoated iron.

(3) The water always contains iron when slime is found

(see Analyses of Waters Nos. 2, 3, 12, 13, etc.), while water

from similar gathering grounds, but containing little or no

iron, does not produce this kind of slime (Analyses of Waters

Nos. 5, 7, 9, 15, etc.).

(4) In a very long length of pipe, iron was found to pre-

dominate in the first few miles, while the quantity of iron

decreased, and manganese increased, in the last few miles.

(Compare Analysis of Slime No. 3 with Nos. 1 and 2.) The

water was saturated with oxygen throughout the length of

the main.

(5) The amount of iron in a certain water was determined at

different points on the same pipe -line on the same day, with the

following result :

Parts per 100,000.

Water at starting contained total iron . 0-045

After 15 miles in iron pipes imperfectly

protected . . . . .0-04
After filtration 0'024

During the winter of 1899, when examining specimens of

slime, the author observed besides diatoms, broken crus-

taceans and other organisms frequently found in water from

catchment-areas a large number of the hyphae of what are

known as iron -bacteria. These consist of threads or tubes

which are at first pale, then coloured yellow ;
as they grow

older they acquire a gelatinous sheath in which ferric hydrate

is deposited ; this thickens until it entirely obscures the original
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FIG. 6. Old Iron-organisms in Slime

(Water No. 12).

FIG. 7. Growing Iron-organisms in Slime.

Magnified 150 diameters.

FIG. 8. Slime Organisms in Water No. 2.
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structure and apparently kills the oldest end of the organism,

which breaks up into a tanglqd mass of gelatinous ferruginous

FIG. 9. Slime Organisms in Water No. 12.

organic matter, in which the structure is lost (Figs. 6, 9, 13).

The author observed that while the dead jelly adhered to the

pipes, the tips were still growing (Fig. 7).

The relation of the remains of the original carbon compound

FIG. 10. Slime Organisms shown in Fig. 9,
after removal of Iron by Oxalic Acid.

to the ferric deposit in the mass of the dead slime is shown by

observing a certain portion of slime, fixed under the microscope,

and then slowly dissolving away the iron and manganese by
oxalic acid, taking care to prevent as far as possible a change
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in the relative position of the parts. The gas evolved byjthe

action of manganese dioxide on oxalic acid always spreads

FIG. 11. Slime after Eemoval of Iron

by Oxalic Acid.

out the lighter parts of the structure in spite of every care

(compare Figs. 9 and 13 with Figs. 10 and 14). The organic

FIG. 12. Slime after Eemoval of Iron by
Oxalic Acid and Staining.

residue is paler than in the figure. In order to render it more

distinct for a photograph it is stained with methylene blue

(Figs. 11, 12 and 14). These pale residues, after treatment by
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oxalic acid, are proved to be the broken-down remains of the

carbon compounds of the organisms.

That the black slime is not due to peat is shown by the

following facts :

(1) By analysis the dried substance yields :

5 Months Old.
Per Cent.

Carbon . . . 41-77

Hydrogen . . . 8-77

Nitrogen . . .4-68
Oxygen . . .44-78

100-00 100-00

(2) No trace of peat has been found in any deposit from these

waters
;
and in other waters in which particles of peat have

been found at the consumer's tap, no appreciable quantity

of slime is found in the pipes. Peat is not decolorised by oxalic

FIG. 13. Slime Organisms from Water No. 2.

acid, while the dark slime is. Fig. 17 shows decayed particles

of peat after treatment with oxalic acid, but not stained by

methylene blue.

(3) Although decomposed peat does not give all the reactions

of cellulose, the vegetable matter being somewhat altered by

decomposition, yet it gives different reactions from the

slime residues and has different composition, the slime
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residue nearly resembling the composition of fresh organic
jelly.

Old Peat Residues
Treated with Oxalic and

Hydrochloric Acids.

^ Per Cent.

Carbon ...,.
Hydrogen . .

Nitrogen
Oxygen . . -;

'

:]
<

100-00
Oxide ot iron removed by hydrochloric

acid ... . . 5-2
Other mineral matters in ash . . 5-6

110-8

(4) The slime does not accumulate for several years, whereas

peat would begin to be deposited in the first year.

(5) The organic filaments are found in the covered-up mass
where no peat, even if present in the water, could reach, on

Bi **,
| JBHBBBl

FIG. 14. Slime Organisms shown in Fig. 13, after

treatment with Oxalic Acid and Staining.

account of the ferruginous sheath. Everything except rock

particles has come from solution in the flowing water.

(6) An experiment was made by taking from a rock tunnel

water which came in contact with no ironwork, carefully

straining out all minute particles of peat or other solid matter,

including growing organisms, through an exceedingly fine sieve,

E.A. 10
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and then allowing the water to flow into pipes well protected by
a layer of pitch. After' five months a coating of black slime

FIG. 15. Organisms from Slime developed
in the Laboratory.

was formed all round the interior of the pipes, which had the

composition shown in the analysis of slime No. 4.

The formation of this coating was watched by means of the

FIG. 16. Organisms developed in a Stream.

microscope. First there appears a living and growing jelly

adhering to the surface of the pipe ;
dots, and, some months

later, spirilla-shaped organisms, appear in this jelly. Iron
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begins to be deposited not on but in the jelly ;
and ultimately

there are long threads in the jelly, which acquire a sheath.

FIG. 17. Peat after treatment with Oxalic Acid.

The sheath thickens by deposition of iron oxide, and the living

thread elongates more and more, the sheath following up the

thread. A tangled mass results : the older portions become

A
**

\
!

FIG. 18. Jelly developed on New Pipes.

Magnified 430 diameters.

more tangled and dense : and all the time particles are mechani-

cally entangled. Finally, the organism dies at the older end

and breaks down, losing its form, and becoming a gelatinous,

flocculent mass of dark ochreous deposit, with the younger
102
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.

sheaths and living threads growing out of it, like Fig. 7. Treated

with oxalic acid at this stage, the metals are dissolved, and dis-

close faintly the broken down and shapeless carbon compound
of the disintegrated threads, some of the sheaths occasionally

remaining visible. Figs. 18, 19, and 20 show stages in the

first year's growth on the surface of coated pipes.

Theories of the Growth, etc. of Iron Organisms. Organisms
allied to those here described caused a great deal of trouble in

1879 in the Berlin waterworks, in 1889 at Rotterdam, and at

various times in many other waterworks in Germany and Italy.

Early observers saw that there are various organisms peculiar

FIG. 19 Jelly developed on New Pipes.

to waters containing iron, and it was thought that they could

not live without iron. Cohn l

thought iron oxide had some

relation to the vegetable activity of the cell. Zopf
2
thought

Cohn was wrong. Writing in 1882-5, Zopf considered the

collection of the iron oxide to be a mere mechanical process,

because, according to his observations, empty cells become

coloured if placed in ferruginous waters by the iron passing
into them. There is a fallacy in Zopf's reasoning, because in

1 F. Cohn, "Beitrage zur Biologie der Pflanzen," Pt. ii. p. 127.

Breslau, 1872.
a W. Zopf, "Die Spaltpilze." 3rd ed. In A. Schenk's " Handbuch

der Botanik," Vol. iii. Pt. i. Breslau, 1884.
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these and some similar organisms the iron oxide gets into the

full and active cell.

Next, a student named Winogradsky
1 wrote a graduation

essay, affirming, somewhat rashly, his opinion that these

organisms use ferrous bicarbonate as food, whose decomposition
and oxidation sustains vital energy, and plays a part in life

similar to that which sulphuretted hydrogen plays in the

sulphur bacteria. This certainly cannot be true
;
for in some

of the waters to which the author has paid most attention

n

FIG. 20. Jelly developing into Slime.

Magnified 430 diameters.

there was no ferrous bicarbonate at all, in fact, no bicarbonate

of any kind
;
and in others there was hardly a trace of cadbonate

or bicarbonate. The author had difficulty in getting these

organisms to remain alive in very dilute ferrous bicarbonate

without hay-infusion
;
but he succeeded in cultivating them

in water containing simply an infusion of hay, when they of

course excreted no iron
;
while on addition of ferric salts to

the hay infusion they developed ferruginous tangle as they did

in a stream (Figs. 15 and 16). Fig. 15 shows organisms from

slime developed in the laboratory in an infusion of hay with

1 S. Winogradsky,
" Ueber Eisenbacterien," Botanische Zeitung, 1888,

p. 261.
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a little ferric salt added. Fig. 16 shows the same organisms

developed in a Welsh stream.

Molisch 1 of Graz, in 1892, arrived at the conclusion that

the colour is not exclusively due to iron, and that Cohn's and

Zopf's organisms developed well without the smallest quantity

of iron being present. He disputes the opinion that the organ-

isms take up ferrous iron. He points out that it should be

possible to recognize iron in the cell, but he says it never is
;

and he thinks the jelly surrounding the sheath acts chiefly

as a filter to keep back, store, and, if necessary, oxidise the iron

without letting it pass into the cell. The author's observations

satisfy him that in this last respect Molisch was not correct,

although his criticism of Winogradsky's views is undoubtedly

correct, and it is certain that the oxidation of ferrous iron does

not supply the vital energy.

The best account and classification of these organisms were

given by Migula
2 of Carlsruhe. He names them Chlamy-

doihrix.

According to the author's observations, therefore, this kind

of slimy deposit arises in the following way : The germs and

young forms of Chlamydothrix come down with the water,

and can be found in it by filtration or centrifugal separation.

They attach themselves to, and grow on, the inner surface

of the pipes and channels. It is known to botanists that these

organisms grow attached to something, rather than freely

floating in water. First, there is a jelly with specks in it.

These specks enlarge and become spiral, then long and twisted,

and then become threads (Figs. 18, 19, 20) having a gelatinous

sheath. Iron oxide is deposited in the gelatinous sheaths,

which continue to thicken. The older part becomes choked

and intertwined, dries, and disintegrates ;
while the thread-

like organism pushes out at the free end, and the thickening

sheath follows it up (Fig. 7). While these tangled filaments

1 H. Molisch, "Die Pflanze in ihren Beziehungen zum Eisen," p. 63.

Jena, 1892.
2 W. Migula, "System der Bakterien," vol. i. Jena, 1897.
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are growing, the solid particles in the water and broken-off

floating organisms are caught and retained by the gelatinous

threads. There may possibly be some chemical separation

of the oxide of iron
;

if so, this becomes entangled also
;
but

the oxide of iron comes chiefly from the well-known deposition

in the jelly of the organisms ;
and in the waters which the

author has studied the iron is not set free from solution,

except by the destruction of the carbon compounds which hold

it in solution. The consumption of the carbon compounds is

caused by the organisms living upon them. The oxide an&

dioxide of manganese, which occur in black patches and particles

in the slime, have a different origin. Water containing traces

of manganese salts forms by oxidation small concretions oi

dioxide or mixed oxides. This has been proved by^examination

of natural waters,
1 and by experiment in the laboratory.

Particles of oxides of manganese thus chemically deposited

are entangled also, and blacken the slime. If they and other

solid particles were not entangled in the slime, they would be

found at the bottom of the culvert, and not equally at the top
and sides.

Conditions of the Growth of Slime in Natural Waters. A
comparison of natural waters will be of serviceTm considering

what conditions are favourable to the growth of slime, and what

conditions are unfavourable.

Referring to the analyses of water (Appendix, Table No. III.),

No. 12 is water collected from a surface having several peat-

bogs and much upland pasture, and hardly any cultivation,

on a bed of Silurian rock. There are several ferruginous

springs on the gathering -ground. The water is always acid,

although it contains neither carbonic acid nor carbonates, and

no free mineral acid. It contains both iron and manganese ;

and only about 4 parts of total solids per 100,000, with a rela-

tively large proportion of carbon compounds. This water

yields much slime.

1 H. S. Pattinson, Trans. Newcastle-on-Tyne Chemical Society,

vol. iv., 1880, p. 219.
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No. 2 is from a very similar gathering -ground. It contains

51 parts of dissolved matter per 100,000, including organic

acids, no ferrous iron, but 0-016 part ferric iron, and a trace

of manganese. The hardness is 2-2, of which 0-52 is removed

by boiling, and 1-69 is permanent. It is comparatively very

acid, but contains few carbonates and no free mineral acids,

yet much of the acidity remains on boiling. This water yields

much slime, like Fig. 8. (See Analysis of Slime No. 7.)

The gathering-ground of water No. 3 is similar, but has more

cultivation on it. The water has 5-6 parts of dissolved matter,

0-6 organic carbon, 0-1 nitrogen. It is very soft, contains a

quantity of iron and a trace of manganese. The acidity is

equivalent to 0-22 lime, and is not removed by boiling. This

water yields* slime with long strings of iron organisms.

No. 13 is from a similar gathering-ground on Old Red

Sandstone. It contained iron organisms as well as other

organisms, and yielded both slime and incrustations. All the

above waters yielded slime full of the hyphae and remains of

iron organisms.

No. 14 water is from a similar gathering-ground to No. 13,

on Upper Silurian rock. It contains 16-06 parts of dissolved

matter per 100,000, only a trace of iron, and no manganese ;

but it contains large quantities of carbonates, and has an

alkaline reaction. This water contained no iron -bacteria and

formed no slime
;
but it did form an incrustation by the oxida-

tion of iron pipes.

No. 1 is from an upland gathering-ground with pasture and

mossland very little cultivated. It is slightly acid to test

paper. Although a few iron organisms have been found in

it, there is no growth of slime in the pipes ;
but there is the

usual incrustation on unprotected pipes.

No. 9 water is from a surface having a large area of peat

moss, upland pasture, barren hills, and some cultivated land

on gneiss and schist. It is almost neutral, but slightly alkaline.

It forms no slime
;
the growth in the water channels is repre-

sented by Fig. 21, Plate 1, and consists of freshwater sponges,
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with a few fungi and diatoms and other organisms. Incrustation

on pipes carrying this water have the usual composition, as

shown in Table I., Nos. 2, 3, and 4.

No. 7 water is from upland pasture and hill surface on

crystalline schists, slate and grits, with peat and scarcely

any cultivated land. It is nearly neutral, and if sometimes

slightly acid it becomes alkaline on boiling, through escape of

carbonic acid gas. It contains some peat, 0-21 part of organic

carbon per 100,000, only a minute trace of iron, and no man-

FIG. 21. Freshwater Sponge.
From Water No. 9.

ganese. It forms incrustation on iron pipes, but no growth

of slime.

No. 4 is from a hill gathering-ground with much peat, on

primitive rocks, and is filtered. It contains 6- 7 parts of dis-

solved matters per 100,000, including much organic matter,

but hardly any iron. It has an acid reaction, but this dis-

appears on boiling, and is therefore due to carbonic acid ;

after boiling, the water is just perceptibly alkaline. This water

forms no slime, but forms incrustations on iron.

No. 5 is from low hills of primitive rock and some limestone.

It contains in solution 9'9 parts of solids per 100,000, including

a large proportion of organic matter and very little iron. The

reaction is alkaline. The water forms no slime and no iron
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organisms ;
the organisms found in it are chiefly of a green

vegetable character, such as Desmids, etc.

No. 15 is from Lake Ontario. It contains 18-48 parts per

100,000 of total solids in solution and only 0-006 of iron. It

is alkaline, forms no slime, and contains no iron organisms.

It does form incrustations on iron.

Two questions may now be considered, namely, what is the

cause of the growth of ferruginous slime ? and how can it be

prevented ?

Cause. It is evident that acidity other than carbonic acid

always characterises water which produces this ferruginous

slime
;

alkaline water never grows any, so far as the author

has seen, nor does neutral water. Bicarbonates, which imply
lime and magnesia, seem to be opposed rather than favourable

to the growth : organic matter alone does not produce it :

and a trace of iron in neutral and alkaline water is quite con-

sistent with absence of slime. But an appreciable quantity

of iron in solution, in combination with organic matter of an

acid character, is an invariable accompaniment of the slime.

Traces of manganese are often present also, and produce a

deposit of particles of manganese dioxide which darken the

slime
;
but these are not essential. This is a purely chemical

and mechanical phenomenon, and appears in water which

exhibits no growth of slime for example, the water analysed

by Mr. H. S. Pattinson in 1879, which has already been

referred to.

It is hazardous to conjecture a solution of the iron phenomena
when so many observers have propounded, one after another,

quite incorrect theories
;

but many circumstances point to

some such explanation as the following : The slime organisms

live on the carbon compounds in a soluble organic compound
of iron, which penetrates into their substance, even into the

inner tube. Whether the iron performs any function or not,

the carbon compounds support life, and the iron oxide is neces-

sarily deposited throughout the whole mass of living matter,

but chiefly in the active .parts. It thickens the sheath, *until
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the organism, throwing out fresh tips at one end, dies at the

other end and breaks up into the gelatinous matter which is

seen when iron is removed from masses of slime by oxalic

acid (Figs. 10, 11, 12, 14).

The deposition of manganese dioxide 1
is, the author is

satisfied, the result of oxidation by the oxygen dissolved in

the water. Oxygen dissolves in water very quickly to the

extent of about 6 volumes per 1,000 ;
and water was found

to be saturated with oxygen after passing through nineteen

FIG. 22. Roman at Pont du Gard.

miles of pipe in which slime was growing. During its passage

it had opportunities of replenishing its oxygen. On the other

hand, the dissolved iron was reduced from 0-028 to 0-02 on

passing through the same nineteen miles.

Prevention. Two modes of attack are open for the purpose

of checking the growth of ferruginous slime on the inner surface

of water channels, namely, either by introducing conditions

fatal to the growth of the organism, or by removing its food.

1 The Author has seen a mass deposit of manganese dioxide on brick-

work in a culvert accumulated in many years from water containing

only a minute quantity of manganese salts.
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Neutralisation of the acidity of the water, by lime and by
soda, has been tried experimentally. A modification of the

Clark softening process was employed, with the result that no

iron organism grew in the completely neutralised or slightly

alkaline water, although side by side with the treated water,

other pipes carrying untreated water developed jelly and well

marked iron organisms in the same period of time.

The action of an alkali, or alkaline earth, does not precipitate

the iron oxide
;
on the contrary, alkali causes the solution of

the organic compound of iron by distilled water. Straining

through the finest gauze does not prevent the growth of slime

in the water afterwards, although it greatly delays it, and lessens

the quantity in a given time. It is, however, only a question of

time, and, ultimately, the slime grows again as before.

The result appears, so far, to be different with filtration,

if thorough. In more than one water, within the author's

knowledge, filtration has prevented the appearance of the

growth of slime beyond the filter bed, although it does not

diminish the growth of incrustations. Efficient filtration

removes the organic matter, and so removes much of the iron

held in combination with the organic acid
;
and the author

has never seen slime grow to any extent in water after good
filtration. But there is evidence of a growth Of organic jelly,

containing oxide of iron, forming a thin film in pipes beyond
efficient filter beds

;
and it is conceivable that this may, after

the lapse of sufficient time, grow in the same manner as before

filtration, though at a slower rate.

The temporary removal of slimy growths can be effected by
a convenient form of brush, devised by Mr. G. F. Deacon,

M.Inst.C.E. This must be so soft as not to detach or break

the incrustations, if any, beneath the slime. But it is far better

to prevent the growth of slime, in waters favourable to it.

III. LOOSE DEPOSITS.

These consist of mud, particles of rock and clay, remains of

dead organisms ;
with which, in the case of ferruginous
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waters, are mixed portions of the slime broken off from the

growth in the pipes by the flow of the water. Such deposits

lie in the hollows of the pipe line, and impede the flow at the

lower parts and on the upward inclines. They are not confined

to waters growing the ferruginous slime. These deposits can

be removed by rapid sluicing or by brushing, and need no

further mention here.

The author has to thank Mr. James Mansergh, Past-President

Inst.C.E., Mr. G. F. Deacon, Mr. Joseph Parry, Mr. W. M.

Gale, Mr. W. Dyack, MM.Inst.C.E., and many other engineers,

for information, samples and assistance in the course of these

investigations ; Mr. R. R. Tatlock of Glasgow, Mr. T. Jameson

of Aberdeen, and other chemists, for analyses and information
;

and Professor R. J. Harvey Gibson, of Liverpool, for valuable

advice.
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CHEMISTRY AS A PROFESSION

(Address to the Chemical Society at the University, Liverpool,

in 1902.)

I PROPOSE this evening, not to give you a philosophical

dissertation, nor a historical review, nor an experimental

demonstration, but to place before you a miscellaneous collec-

tion of notes on matters which I have observed students would

be benefited by knowing. Some of these refer to the career

in after life, some to the period of college study.

To begin with the later epoch. What are the prospects of

a chemist in after life, and how can he prepare to make the

best of them ? I may tell you that, when a full course of

training was first provided here, I had some fear lest, with the

proximity of the long established and well developed School of

Chemistry, presided over by Professor Roscoe, in Manchester,

our graduates might find difficulty in getting posts when' they
left us. That fear has been entirely groundless. On the

whole, up to the present, I have been asked for more trained

chemists than I have had well-trained chemists to supply from

this college. Some have done well as teachers in universities

and colleges. Some have been school teachers ;
some have

most successfully managed laboratories or chemical works.

Some have risen to be manufacturers, writers, investigators,

analysts, in the cities and manufactories, abroad in Canada,

North and South America, India, Australia, New Zealand, and

Africa, on the Continent of Europe, and in England, Scotland,

Ireland and Wales.

The great necessity is that a man should be first class. No
one should be content with less than that. Only a few can be

at the head of the first class, but everyone can be first class at

112
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something, if he determines that he shall be so and adheres to

that determination with British bull-dog tenacity. It is wise,

however, to make some choice as to the line which one should

take up inclination, natural talent in a certain direction, or

opportunity, may fairly determine the kind of chemical work

that a man will take up. A man who cannot read the minutes

of a meeting so as to be heard and understood by the meeting,

who speaks as if he were addressing an audience seated in the

interior of his own stomach, should not dream of becoming a

professor. Nor should a man who finds that he has no talent

for original research, who cannot strike out an idea, nor follow

up an idea by cunningly devised experiments, think of staking

his success in life on his getting into an industrial or other

research laboratory. Every man has his own peculiar talents,

and he should try to find out what they are, cultivate and

develop them, and be ready when the chance offers, as it will

sooner or later, to make the best of them.

I have seen a foolish habit of following each others' example
like a flock of sheep. I mention two illustrations of sheepish-

ness. In an examination it happens in every laboratory that

a number of men get each a different substance for examination.

The best man is seen by the others to get out some characteristic

apparatus for detecting a particular substance say, Marsh's

apparatus for arsenic or he produces eosin from resorcin.

Immediately a number of others get out similar apparatus, or

perform similar experiments ;
and some will even find arsenic

or resorcin when these substances are not present, all because

they saw another man succeed. Another illustration. A man
devotes himself to organic chemistry and succeeds well. At

once a number of students, perhaps all, choose organic

chemistry as their special branch, leaving no one to be specially

acquainted with mineral chemistry, metals, physical chemistry,

physiological chemistry and metallurgy. This is like a flock

of sheep to whom several fields of rich pasture are open. One

sheep goes into No. 1 field, and the whole flock follows, finding

pasture insufficient in that field, and allowing the pasture in
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the other fields to go to Avaste. This is a very common mistake,

alike in the Continent of Europe and in this country, and to

some extent in America. There are far too many organic

chemists, and hardly anyone devotes himself to research in

mineral chemistry, although for five -and-twenty years there

has been a rich, uncultivated field in the metallic branch of

our science, open to cultivation and much requiring skilled

attention. At the present moment the best opening for

successful and distinguished work is in the applications of

electricity to chemical work, especially to chemical manu-

factures. The field is too large, no one can see a limit to it

and how much has been done ? There are two electric pro-

cesses for preparing aluminium, there is electrolytic deposition

of metals, and there are some applications to the preparation

of alkali and bleach
;
there is carborundum. Can you mention

a fifth example of any importance ?

The Americans and Germans are going to exploit this

enticing and lucrative branch. Why are British students

neglecting it ? Electricity is a peculiarly British science.

Why should we allow other nations to get all the good things

which it contains in its application to chemistry ?

Amongst teachers, again, how very few young men are

qualifying themselves for teaching physical chemistry prac-

tically as well as theoretically. There is very little demand

for organic chemists, either as teachers or as workers, and the

supply of them should be diminished, not stopped, but

diminished by some of you turning your attention to other

branches. A clever merchant finds a market when the supply

of something is short, and supplies that. Students follow the

opposite course. They find out the kind of knowledge which

is most widely cultivated already, and they cultivate that

they try to carry coals to Newcastle.

Now I pass from these remarks on what it is wise to study,

to consider how you should study ;
what should be your

mental attitude during your student career. At school a boy

must begin by learning what others know. He accepts as
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gospel what his teacher tells him, or what his books tell him,

and if he is a good student he gets that up and knows it as his

own. Many students never get beyond the school-boy stage

when they come to college, nor even in after life.

When you pass from school to college, you should begin to

exercise your own judgment inquire into the reasons of things,

and think out for yourselves what you can learn from the

experiments you make or see or read about. An excellent

method of teaching is adopted by a friend of mine. He allows

no books
;
he gives no explanations at his lectures. He makes

an experiment, the students write an account of the experiment,

and he then asks each student what he learns from the experi-

ment. It is an excellent method, but slow. Want of time

prevents me from adopting it, but I mention it because it

indicates the mental attitude which you would do well to

adopt habitually. Do not depend mainly on others to give

you cut-and-dry information, but reason out your own know-

ledge from experiments, either your own or those of others.

And now I go a step further, and say that, although you
should not too early begin to do original research, not until

you have had experience of experimental methods and tech-

nique, and learned many facts, yet you should begin at once

to keep an alert watchfulness for any new observation or fact,

and for any obscure reaction that is in want of investigation.

The mental attitude which I mentioned just now will help to

lead you to find subjects for research. Let me tell you this,

that you will never get well paid for merely performing the

routine work of analysis or synthesis, either on a small scale

or on a large scale. It is true that you must be able to do this,

and will have to do it correctly, but to stop at that means that

you will be as a hewer of wood and drawer of water is to a

master architect or engineer. The architect has to build new

descriptions of buildings, the engineer has to design and

construct ever new kinds of structures and machinery.

A very eminent and successful chemist and manufacturer

once said to me :

" Here are the colleges turning out so many
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hundred trained chemists every year in this country, and there

is not an idea amongst them. Give me a man with ideas, and

I will pay him
;
but I do not want chemists who can only do

the old things which they have been taught to do. I can teach

the laboratory boy who washes up to do routine work as well

as the trained chemist, and he is glad to get 50 a year. Tell

your students to get ideas." And, gentlemen, I am telling

you now because it is while you are at college that you must

begin to train yourselves to develop ideas. It is mainly a

habit of mind, and it is your best policy to cultivate it. No one

can make your way in the scientific world for you.

Politicians, officers in the army or navy, learn much from

an intelligent and thoughtful study of history. The chemist

may be aided in his endeavour to form ideas by the study of

the history of science. In ancient times the chief aim of the

alchemists was to make gold and silver and such like things

not as a means, but as an end. We all know how little success

attended their efforts. I think we may all learn a general

principle from this. It is not by making material gain the main

object of our endeavours that you will succeed best
; no, not

even in getting material gain. Our main end must be a far

higher and nobler one, the seeking after truth for its own sake.

If that is truly our chief aim, and we work hard enough,

material gain will follow very nearly of its own accord. This

is a great principle which some men grasp and some fail to

understand or believe.

When chemists first began to study chemistry for its own

sake, say in the seventeenth century and onwards, they

imperfectly followed the inductive method recommended by
Erancis Bacon, and they made much slower progress than any
of you would make, with your modern training, if you could

be placed in other respects than training in their circum-

stances. That they did, nevertheless, make momentous

discoveries is due to the world being absolutely ignorant alike

of the commonest things, the simplest facts and the most

elementary principles. New knowledge lay in great abuii-
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dance, ready to hand, on the surface. Gold nuggets and

jewels of knowledge were easily picked up by means of very

rough apparatus and simple methods by those who had the

seeing eye and the logical mind.

Let us consider some of these pioneers.

1635-1703. Hooke of Oxford.

1643-1679. Mayow. The first man who identified oxygen
of the air as the same body which exists in nitre, and renders

both capable of supporting flame.

1627-1691. Boyle. Another of the sceptical chemists

who first began to shatter the superstitions of early chemical

science. The investigator of heat and its action on gases,

and the discoverer of the action of pressure in the volume of

a gas.

1677-1761. Stephen Hales. Father of pneumatic chemistry

and author of vegetable statics
;

first investigated
"
alkaline

air," NH3 ;
made nitric oxide and other gases.

1728-1799. Joseph Black, M.D. Who did so much in

spite of his delicate health
; explored the whole subject of

fixed air or CO2, and made known the difference between the

caustic and mild alkalies, between limestone and quick -lime,

and precipitated magnesia and calcined magnesia, in a research

which is a model of inductive reasoning ;
who discovered latent

heat
;
and investigated the scale of the mercurial thermometer.

A comely, interesting face and an affable, pleasing manner

were his personal characteristics.

1731-1810. Hon. Henry Cavendish. A slow, dreamy

philosopher, not a man of action. But he was a most perfect

and patient and persevering experimenter. A man of great

wealth, he was of simple habits and never attempted to

spend his income. He never went into any other society

than that of his scientific friends. But he never missed

the weekly dinner of the Royal Society Club, where he con-

versed a great deal with his friends. At other times he hardly

ever spoke, was shy and bashful. But he worked and puzzled

over his experiments, and determined the composition of
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water and investigated inflammable air from the action of

metals on acids, and also the properties of Black's fixed air,

and other kinds of air, or, as we should say, gases, as well as

air itself made by hydrochloric acid gas, but did not investigate
it. He determined the composition of air and the composition
of nitric acid.

1733-1804. Dr. Joseph Priestley. Industry was the great
characteristic of the discoverer of oxygen (1774), and the great

early investigator of gases, and the inventor of the pneumatic

trough and aerated waters. He was an early riser lighted

his own fire before anyone else was up and in the morning
he did all his writing. He was too much of a controversialist

in religious matters, and he wrote too much. It has been said

of him that, as an electrician, he was respectable ;
as an

optician, a compiler ;
as a chemist, a discoverer

;
and it is to

his chemical work that he owes his distinction. Yet he entered

on his investigation of
"
airs

"
with the least imaginable means

of success. I know some successful students who, with

Priestley's opportunities, would fail to do anything whatever.

1743-1794. Lavoisier. Courtier, philosopher, statesman.

The great investigator of oxygen, although not its discoverer,

and the founder of the true system of chemistry, who proved to

demonstration what is the true nature of combustion and flame,

and, in doing so, explained most of the combinations which

were known in his time. After serving his country as a public

servant and a politician, and the world, as well as his country,

as a scientific investigator, he was nobly rewarded by being

guillotined at the early age of fifty -one, by those regenerators

of mankind who thought that the best way to reform, their

country was to kill all her great men, and acted vigorously on

that belief.

About 1772. Rutherford. The discoverer of nitrogen.

1742-1786. Scheele. Though a phlogistonist, yet a dis-

coverer of oxygen, chlorine and many compound bodies
;

investigator of
"

fire and air."

1766-1844. Dalton. Mathematical teacher and scholar
;
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discoverer of some of the gas laws
;

deviser and exponent of

the atomic theory, and so responsible for the great progress

which chemistry made in the nineteenth century.

1778-1829. Davy.
1779-1848. Berzelius.

1803-1873. Liebig.

It is profitable in our day to read carefully the original

record of their work, and not be content with a text-book

statement of the results. It is often very profitable to repeat

their work with greater precision, with a more refined apparatus

and methods. Lord Rayleigh and others have done noble

work in reducing ancient figures to precision in the fourth

place of decimals. Even the straws which these old reapers

left lying on the ground are worth gleaning by modern experi-

menters. Ramsay gleaned one little straw in the shape of

Cavendish's minute bubble, the size of a pin's head, left

remaining when he sparked phlogisticated air with excess of

dephlogisticated air until it was no longer absorbed by liver of

sulphur and soap-lees, i.e., caustic potash, and it is common

knowledge that this led him to the discovery of no less than five

new elements, all having an extraordinary lack of properties.

I should like very much to read all Gay-Lussac's work care-

fully ;
I have a notion that there is a great deal in it.

I now pass on to make a few remarks on your work as

students in preparation for a professional career. Your first,

or elementary, year is the most important, alike to those who
use it as a preliminary to a prolonged course of chemical study,

and those who use it as an introduction to other professional

study, such as medicine, engineering, geological or mining,

etc. It is in this year that you lay the foundations and build

up the skeleton of your whole life's accumulation of chemical

knowledge. In short, you learn chemical science while you are

learning qualitative analysis. And all that you do afterwards

is to fill in details. You should follow that prescribed course

and order which you are taught, as the result of long experience,

is the best for systematic analysis of a mixture of chemical
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compounds. Not blindly, by rule of thumb, but intelligently,

and be determined, as you proceed, to understand clearly the

nature of each reaction, and especially the reason for performing
each reaction at the precise point where it is prescribed.

If you do this you will know a great deal of chemical science.

But, when you have done this, you should not set aside all

thought of qualitative analysis, as a thing that you have

learnt and are done with. You should not only keep up your

knowledge, but be always increasing your knowledge of the

behaviour of other substances ever more and more substances

both by physical experiment and chemical reactions, and

you should be able, after the examination of every substance

new to you, to recognise it. This will lead you far beyond the

limits of the ordinary routine course of qualitative analysis.

And this leads me to the second point. You should not con-

sider yourselves bound down for evermore to the letter of the

analytical course which you have been taught. After having

thoroughly mastered it and learnt it by heart, as it were, you
should afterwards feel yourselves free to omit a part of the

routine, or insert something additional, if, for good reasons,

you know that such departure is advantageous or admissible.

You should, while mastering the technique of quantitative

analysis in your second year and in making preparations,

continue to keep in mind qualitative analysis as a thing you
will continually require to practise. Three years' Honours

men are found too often to have forgotten ordinary qualitative

analysis, and are not prepared to analyse efficiently either a

first year's mixture or a number of substances which they have

come across only in their later work. On the other hand, they
even more often act as if they thought that the investigation

of a substance, to them unknown, must be mainly a first year's

qualitative analysis. Their minds ought to broaden, and their

methods multiply as their knowledge increases. And they

should more and more show that they are depending on their

own intelligence.

Let me urge everyone to practise reading aloud and speaking
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distinctly to a large audience. For this purpose, the Students'

Chemical Society is helpful ; every student in the Chemical

Department should join it, and should attend and take part ;

you will find the good of it in after life.

Need I point out to you, also, the necessity of keeping

your blood in healthy condition, and your muscles, brain and

nerves, and all the organs of the body in a healthy state

of activity and well nourished. I never cease urging every
student to join the athletic club and play with and for the

college. Chemistry students especially need this kind of

exercise, because their avocation demands more outdoor

renovation than, for example, an engineer, although we have

got laboratories which are like a breezy country garden of

roses compared with those in which we had to work when I

was a student. Outdoor exercise is a necessity of life to a

chemist.

Next, I should advise you to systematise your work
; plan

it out so as to give every kind of work its due amount of

attention. Do it neatly, and arrange your notes and records

as you would like their contents to be available in your own
brains. Remember that you are going to make use con-

tinually of physical methods and must know your physics well,

and for this you must not shirk your mathematics or slur over

the study of this subject hastily or casually ;
make it a serious

study, remembering that, in after years, the higher your

knowledge the better you will be able to solve difficult chemical

problems. A chemist can make use of the highest mathematics.

And do not forget that it is now that you are training

yourselves for your life's work, and that as you sow your
intellectual seed now, so shall you most certainly reap. If

I could only let you see some of the careers that I have seen.

One man, diligent, earnest and systematic, growing up to enjoy

to the full the power which knowledge alone can give. Another

sowing to the wind, and reaping the life of a cattle -herd

literally.

But do not read too many books at one time ;
rather read
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the same book more than twice, till you know it, than mix up
different books on the same subject. This remark does not

apply to selections from works of reference, but to text-books.

And, above all, take an interest in your work make it a

pleasure. And believe me that you will find, as all your
elders have done, that, in after life, we look back on those years

in which we were engaged in the most arduous study at college

as the very happiest of our lives. And the friendships which

we form with those with whom we are closely associated in

severe study, are the most lasting, the closest, and the best of

our lives. I have formed many, many friendships, but none

of them are equal to the remnants of early college friendships.

I have mentioned the complaint of employers that their young
chemists have no ideas another is that they can do a thing

on a test-tube scale, or make an ounce of a substance, but they
cannot manipulate a tank or a tubful, and cannot prepare
10 Ibs. of anything. They have no idea how to filter 10 Ibs.

In your final Honours year, or in your M.Sc. year, you ought
to be able to try to solve a problem for yourselves ; and, from

your earliest year, keep constantly in your minds the idea that

you are to increase the sum of human knowledge, that you are

to find out something hitherto unknown, and ^ always on

the alert to detect a spot where our knowledge is imperfect

or wanting. Not only read, if you care, original papers by the

great pioneers read thoughtfully the reactions given in text-

books, and such books as Watts' Dictionary. There are a great

many reactions given with no grounds for believing they are

correct, and some are quite wrong. You might do worse

than investigate with modern precision many accepted re-

actions, e.g., the making of chlorous acid and chlorites was

given, in all books, as having been performed in at least

three ways by three different chemists, all good men. The

existence of chlorites was not doubted, and the text-books,

such as Roscoe and Schorlemmer, gave the reactions, and

told how to distinguish chlorites from chlorates, and per-

chlorates from hypochlorites. I remember trying in vain
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for years to buy a chlorite. When I came to teach an advanced

class, I was compelled to get some chlorite to show the reactions.

I got some students to make a specimen, but I could not

find any chlorite in their product. I tried some other students.

They turned out a very little specimen, and said it was

impossible to get more than a small fractional yield. But

even this small yield gave me no reactions of chlorites. Last

of all, I tried to make it myself and failed. Now, Gagarolli

Thurmlack investigated, by modern methods of precision,

the composition of the supposed C12 3 gas, and found that

it was merely in each case impure C102 .

* One day when I was sitting with my colleagues, Victoria

University examiners, one of them, I forget which, asked,
"
By the bye, do any of you know what is the truth about the

action of Mn02 and H2S ?
" None of us felt that we knew

anything really about it. We supposed it would be so and so,

but we could not justify the belief. We turned up Watts'

Dictionary, and there found the reaction cut and dry. But

the dictionary did not help us at all to answer the question

Is the reaction really what happens ? We gave this investiga-

tion as a problem for the Honours' students at the examination,

and one or two of us quietly determined the action in advance.

I think two of the Honours men made a very creditable research

in this matter at their practical examination.

That is an example of one way in which you may very well

begin sometimes to do original work of merit and of use.

Some will go to industrial pursuits where the chief use of a

skilled chemist is to keep the industry progressing alike in the

methods of manufacturing old substances and in producing

new things useful to mankind. For usefulness there is nothing

so great as little conveniences that everybody wants. I

instance matches, soap, pills and buttons. These are things

of trifling cost which everybody wants and can pay for, and

it is by such things that the earliest pioneers have made the

largest fortunes.

A habit of thoughtful observation is the only thing which
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will help you to invent the buttons of science. The alchemists

used to write books which they entitled the secret of alchemy.

Gentlemen, I have told you all the secrets of success and

now I give you a motto. The old Egyptians used to cut out

with a chisel on a stone slab formulas to remind the workmen

what substances and processes to employ somewhat as you
use formulae and these they stuck up like grave -stones in

their laboratories. I have seen mottoes put up on the walls

of hotels for the guidance of people entering and about to

proceed upstairs. They are generally something like this :

"
Please wipe your feet on the mat." I will give you a motto

to put in a handsome frame and hang up above your mantel-

piece, as a guide to you on beginning the ascent of the ladder

of life that motto is :

" Do not dawdle."
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ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY AS A
PROFESSION

(Address to the Students' Chemical Society, Liverpool

University, on October 20th, 1904.)

I HAVE addressed this society on a very great variety of

subjects, and in a different manner every year, and I think I

told you at the close of my last address that I would not

address you at all this year unless you chose the subject

on which I should speak. At any rate, that is what you have

done, and that is why I am about to spend half an hour talking

about analysis ;
and if now you do not like the subject you

must not blame me, for, perhaps, the subject of analysis is

about the last that I should have thought of selecting ; possibly

for the same reason that the wealthy young lady, Fanny
Bunter, in the play,

" New Men and Old Acres,"
"
loathes

money
"
because she sees so much of it.

"
Chemical analysis is the separation of compound bodies,

either into their simpler or their elementary constituents.

When merely the number and nature of these are ascertained,

it is termed qualitative analysis ;
but when their proportions

also are determined, the analysis is quantitative. If the

analysis consist only in determining the Quantities of the

simpler constituents of a compound, it is proximate, as when

carbonate of potash is separated into carbonic acid and potash ;

but, when the operation is extended, and the carbonic acid is

resolved into carbon and oxygen, and the potash into potassium

and oxygen, the analysis is ultimate : for neither carbon,

oxygen, nor potassium is divisible into two or more kinds of

matter."

Such is the account of the term Analysis given in a cyclp-

122
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psedia bearing date 1833, and a very good definition it is,

quite correct as an academical definition at the present day,

after seventy years have transpired. But the actual work of

analysis ! how different it is now from what it was then, alike

in its scope and its methods !

It is a worker's view of analysis, practical and theoretical,

which, I take it, you would prefer to-night, rather than a

systematic academic treatment of this vast subject.

Setting aside, then, the cyclopaedic or text-book definition,

what do people mean when they ask a chemical expert to make

an analysis ? They mean a great many very different things,

and they do not always know what they want. The term is

a very elastic one
;

it may mean much or very little. For

example, I take an ounce of tea and burn it, and roast it with

nitre until it fuses, and observe that the mass has a green

colour, from which I know that the tea contains manganese.
That is an analysis, and, if your object is to ascertain what

plants contain manganese and what plants do not, that is a

sufficient analysis.

Now the public generally think that a chemist has just to

do a few magical but simple operations like that, and, in a short

time, know all that is knowable about any sample of any
substance whatever, and if he cannot do it he is incompetent.

Those of you who have made full analysis of, say,
" Fahl ore,"

understand how tedious and difficult and prolonged an analysis

may be. The three minutes' work and the three weeks' work

are equally called an "
analysis," and there is sometimes a

desire to pay for them equally.

Again, suppose one has to make an analysis of black ash,

the most important operation is to determine the percentage

of sodium carbonate say, 36*88 per cent. That is the thing

which determines the commercial value of the product, and

for many purposes that determination is a sufficient and

satisfactory analysis ;
it can be performed in a very short

time, and it may be far better for your employer that you
should make *uch an analysis of fifty samples in the forenoon
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than that you should spend your time and skill in making a

perfect and complete analysis which would account for every

milligramme in the gramme of material.

A complete analysis would read as follows :

Sodium carbonate . . . .36-88
Sodium sulphate . . . . -39

Sodium chloride . . . . 2-53
Sodium silicate . . . . . 1-18

Sodium aluminate . . . . -69

Calcium sulphide. .... 23-68
Lime . . . . . . 9-27

Calcium carbonate . . . . 3-31

-Ferric oxide . . . . 2-66
Coal -7-
Calcium sulphite . . . . 2'18

Magnesia . . . . . . -25

Alumina . . . . . .1-13
Ferrous sulphide . . . . . -37

Silica ...... trace

Sand -9

Ultramarine . . . . . -96

Water . .... -22

98-6

Complete work of this kind is required in making investiga-

tions into new substances or products, whether for scientific

or for commercial or industrial purposes but for routine

commercial purposes it would be worse than useless
;

it would

confuse, delay and enrage a commercial or industrial man.

The one would lose the use of his plant and the labour of his

men while the analysis was being made ;
the other would lose

his bargain by his indecision in agreeing as to the value
;
while

each would ask sarcastically how much would anyone give for

96 per cent, of ultramarine.

The first necessity, then, is to decide clearly what information

is desired from an analysis, and to keep that in view all the

time, with an open mind to any other indications that the

work done affords. For example, in determining the amount

of cerium in a mineral for a wholesale drug dealer, a bye-

product may be obtained which should not be neglected,
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because it separates at such a point as to suggest that it may be

thorium
;

it would be wrong in such a case to confine oneself

to the routine estimation of cerium, because a more valuable

substance may be present in paying quantity ;
but it would be

wrong, except for a scientific purpose, to delay a report by

separating and estimating a trace of lanthanium.

The student, then, has to inform himself and prepare himself

to perform a complete analysis by routine methods, and, at

the same time, know the appearance and properties of all

substances so well that he can exercise a sound judgment in

departing from routine when this is advisable. The work

must be planned out before commencing it, arranging it in

such a way as to bring out all the desired information with the

least waste of work and with provision against the possibility

of being misled, and it is evident that the more perfect one's

knowledge, and the greater one's experience is, the better will

the plan of analysis be.

The ordinary routine method of analysis of mineral sub-

stances is a very excellently arranged plan, the outcome of

seventy years' experience, alike of teachers and of practitioners,

combining the most useful operations in the most efficient

order, for the purpose of detecting the presence of every

substance which is present, and proving the absence of every

possible substance which is not present, out of a list of

substances which includes all those ordinarily likely to occur

in pre-formal practice. But there is no finality about it, and

I should like to say, at this stage, just two things :

(1) The course of qualitative analysis should be learned

thoroughly and practised by every student ;
the reason for

every operation understood, and the reason why the prescribed

order of every detail is better than any other order, and this

course should be made the basis of all future practice ;
but

(2) Once learned, it should not be adhered to slavishly and

blindly followed, portions useless for any special purpose should

be, omitted
;

and short cuts may be taken by those who

thoroughly know their way. In other branches of chemistry
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than minerals, no such complete system has been elaborated
;

systems have been suggested for the analysis of substances

occurring in plants, of dye-stuffs and so forth, but these are

all very imperfect. Fresenius gives a useful scheme for the

separation and detection of the more common alkaloids but

the alkaloids in use are so apt to increase in number from year
to year that each chemist should form a scheme for himself, in

the same way in which the scheme for minerals has been built

up. The mineral system itself is always open to improvement,
as new reactions become known, although it is very difficult

indeed to improve upon it.

What is the way in which a scheme is built up ? The

reactions of each substance are first studied practically, the

appearance and properties of each of its compounds are fixed

on the memory, especially the eye -memory as Liebig called

it. Then these compounds, or reactions, which are most

characteristic, or which can be with most precision and with

most ease produced, are chosen, and their production is taken

as a test or indication of the substance which produces them.

It is evident from what I have said that no one can learn

analysis from books. It can only be done by practical study
close study.

Take six yellow precipitates, As4S6 , CdS, Am. phospho-

molybdate, suboxide of copper (dilute), Sb2S3 ,
white ppt. of

phosphate of magnesia in a yellow solution. All these would

be described as yellow precipitates, yet they are all different and

can be distinguished by the eye-memory although not in words.

Take MnS and very dilute ferrocyanide of copper. These

two would be described as pink precipitates.

Take ppt. of Cu(OH)2 ,
Prussian blue, oxalate of copper,

smalts, ultramarine. All these are blue, and a book does not

help to distinguish them
;
but every chemist should know the

difference at a glance.

Unless a chemist becomes a mere hackworker, performing

his duties in a routine way, as a navvy filling his barrow with

earth, wheeling it and emptying it, a hewer of wood and
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drawer of water, a worker for pay only and not for liking, he

will of necessity become continually acquainted with more

substances and more reactions. It is one of the great joys of

our profession that there is always something new to learn, new

worlds to conquer and the happiness of the student life does

not necessarily end when we leave our college ;
but is projected

into our after life, so long as health and strength enable us to

participate in the progress of knowledge. All the time, then,

more materials for qualitative analysis accumulate. Any
substance, once met with, should be recognisable, and at any
future time if it is again met with.

Similarly, the acquisition of new reagents, the production of

new compounds, and the use of new instruments places new

methods of quantitative determination at our disposal, whether

by the formation of a pure insoluble compound which can be

produced in a weighable form, or a volumetric reaction with a

distinct and sharp ending. We never finish our education in

analysis.

Besides routine analyses, quantitative and qualitative (I

mean analyses which are repeated on a great number of samples,

by the same method and for the same purpose), there are

analyses or investigations of special substances and products.

One may have to analyse the familiar coffee or the unfamiliar

guarana, a fruit used as tea and coffee and cocoa are used.

In every case the whole properties, the full composition, and,

further, the limits of variation in quantity of the important

ingredients must first be determined in reliable samples before

you can commence a professional analysis.

And let me advise you never to follow books or trust to

them in such work. Treat every kind of product as if it were

a new one hitherto unheard of, and, although you may take

hints from books and magazines, make a full investigation of

every description of product before you begin to make a

professional examination of a given specimen. This is

necessary, absolutely necessary, unless you do not care whether

you make a mistake or not.
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(1) Because, as I have just pointed out, a book cannot

instruct you as an experiment can.

(2) In most cases the book does not know what you most

require to know.

(3) The writers of books and the publishers of books are not

philanthropists ;
their object is not to make analysts ;

their object is to make a book, and to sell it and if

they unfortunately happen to
"

sell
"
the analyst, too,

it does not very much matter to them.

But it is fatal to the analyst ;
for let me tell you that an

analyst is treated and considered in a very peculiar way by
the public, who think that he still practises the

"
black art

"

he just performs some magic, and at once knows all about a

thing and they trust him, confide in his judgment with truly

superstitious reverence. They will buy and eat things that

they know nothing about if some unscrupulous and unworthy

analyst allows his name to be printed on the packet, he having

analysed some altogether different sample years before, and

found it good. But he must never make a mistake, however

honestly and innocently ;
a mistake by an analyst is unpardon-

able. A doctor of laws may make a mistake, and he is hand-

somely paid for it
;
a doctor of medicine may make a mistake,

and he buries it
;

a doctor of divinity may make a mistake,

and we do not know it, till kingdom come
;
but a mistake by

an analyst is quite unpardonable his magic is bad, he does

not know it, and he is wickedly careless, condemn him for his

natural life. That is the attitude of the public to a professional

analyst.

The information sought is generally either

(a) the nature and composition of a sample ;
or

(b) the percentage of one or more valuable ingredients in a

sample.

(c) the purity of a sample and, if not pure, the nature and

quantity of the impurity.

Analyses with other objects are few and varied, and may be

neglected to-night.
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The art of analysis is progressive of necessity, as science is

progressive, and as new substances come into commerce and

into use, new investigations of all new substances must be

made, and new methods of analysis must be learned by every

analyst as they come into use. You may some of you be

surprised that I say nothing about details of methods to-night ;

but, important as these are, they are comparatively of far less

importance than the spirit and manner in which you carry out

your work, and I am sure that I shall do you better service

by endeavouring to let you realise the difference between what

I may call, briefly, the university spirit and manner and the

-commercial spirit and manner, and the importance of adhering

to the former, than I possibly could by dwelling on details of

methods. For an analyst carrying out an analysis by a bad

method in a true spirit will do better service than one who

carries out a better method in what I am calling the commercial

spirit.

Rapid results are always of value, and are often quite essential

in professional analysis, and this consideration must never

be lost sight of by anyone ;
I have said enough on this point

already. The commercial analyst has, also, constantly in

his mind the desire to make his work profitable ;
to get as

large a fee for as little work as possible. Hence an analyst

trained in a commercial laboratory limits his work to one

operation for each detail, and chooses the easiest and the most

rapid. Thoroughness bulks less in his mental vision than

rapidity and remunerativeness. Thoroughness, he is apt to

think, does not pay, but in that he is mistaken. If an

individual case does not pay, at any rate a character for

thoroughness pays well in the long run, and should be preserved

as a most valuable asset.

What, then, is it that I have called the university spirit ?

You have been trained to perform work with minute attention

to detail, your teachers have been very hard upon you, they

make you repeat and repeat an estimation until you are able

to give a result correct within a certain very small error.
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When your education is completed you will have learned not

to assume inferences from insufficient data, or from sufficient

data, if more confirmatory evidence is obtainable by further

effort and consideration. Your investigations have been

carried on without a time limit, but with a high efficiency limit,

and with no thought of remuneration. If you have profited

by your training, you will have acquired an almost instinctive

habit of striving after complete knowledge and a feeling of

discontent with yourself if your results are doubtful. A good
result will be more to you than fine gold. Now, what I mean

by the university spirit is that you must retain as much of

these feelings and aims as the struggle of daily life leaves

possible, aiming always at real knowledge and not merely at

getting a figure out by some prescribed method, unless you
mean to fall to a lower grade of man than you have been

trained for. Remember always that a university degree is, in

itself, nothing ;
do not let yourselves get vain about it, as the

Philistines do. The degree means that you have gone through
a training calculated to raise you to a high mental level, but,

unless you retain and cultivate the higher habits of thought,

aims, and work, you may write all the letters of the alphabet
that one sees M.A., M.Sc., LLD., M.B., F.L.C., F.C.S.,

L.K.G.C.P., F.L.S., F.M.S., F.G.S., F.Z.S., F.R.S. and A.S.S.-

after your name and be worthy of only the last three.

Let me give you examples contrasting the commercial

analyst's and the university analyst's treatment. Say that a

sample of cattle food is in question. The commercial analyst

is a competent man
;

he makes a report that the sample
contains such and such percentages of fat, starch, and

albuminous ingredients ;
it is valued and bought and used, and

the cattle die. The work has been correctly and skilfully

done in the true commercial style.

The university style of analyst analyses the same sample,

by substantially the same methods, but he, ever on the alert

for knowledge, observes something unusual when he is extract-

ing his starch, and he makes a further investigation on the
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spur of the moment, until he has satisfied himself that his

sample has a lot of fine dust of a green copper ore mixed

through it. He reports that the cattle food is poisonous and

worthless, except as manure. His client's cattle do not die.

This man gave more work and more brains and more time

than the other for the same absurdly small fee, but which

would have the reputation which lies at the base of all success

in life, even commercial life ?

One of the most difficult and interesting things that a

chemist has to do is to report on the purity, or nature, or value

of a new product, or a product which has not been investigated.

The commercial analyst works out some empirical process,

which he calls a
"
test," for this substance or for its chief

valuable ingredient, or which indicates the quantity of some

frequent impurity and he calls that empirical operation an

analysis of the substance. And other analysts, seeing an

account of this so-called analysis in a journal, repeat the work

in as nearly the same way as they can.

Work like that is of very little value, and opinions founded

on such work are not worthy of the reliance which clients place

upon an analyst's opinion. A university man, if he retains the

university spirit, will first make a complete investigation of

the product, determine all its properties, its composition, and

the natural variations in its composition. When he knows the

subject well, which may take him six months, or longer in

many cases, then he is able, by a less elaborate examination of

his client's sample (but a much more perfect examination than

the commercial analyst's), to compare the sample with past

experience and form a reliable opinion regarding it an opinion

which will not be upset by further investigation. It is all very

well for the commercial method, so long as no one cares to

dispute the opinion offered
; but, when some interested person

calls in question the correctness of the judgment, the com-

mercial analyst has nothing behind him to give him support

and keep him upright.

The analyst should use the microscope constantly, with and
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without the polarising apparatus in it. The examination by
the eye, the nose, the touch, and the taste is a common-sense

preliminary examination which should never be ignored.

You may
"
test," as it is called, for a potato, an apple, and an

orange quite efficiently by either one of the four. You may
often test by appearance to the eye, or colour, or taste, or smell,

as reliably and much more readily than by chemical analysis,

and the microscope enables this examination by the sense of

sight to be more minute. It is often of the greatest value, and

so are other physical instruments the spectroscope, the

polarimeter, the specific gravity bottle, refraction power,
elective conductivity or resistance, and so on. The analyst

must be practically acquainted with physics, and familiar with

the use of instruments, and these instruments should always
be used when they are capable of giving a result. The physical

constants are familiar to students in their higher grades of

study, and the analyst should be (though he seldom is) one who
has gone through the highest courses of scientific study.

In the analysis of brandy there is a tendency to rely on the

proportion of esters. This is not enough. If proportion of

esters were made a legal standard, the French maker would

put into silent spirit as much esters as necessary, and so

satisfy the artificial test. The French analyst does better than

this. He adds up all the other ingredients of genuine brandy
and calls the sum the

"
coefficient of impurity." The phrase

is a bad and misleading one, but the figure is a useful one.

The higher the coefficient of impurity the better the brandy,
and the more pure and genuine it is. The term impurity means

every proper and necessary ingredient, except ethyl, alcohol and

water. And, though each varies very much, the total does

not vary nearly so much in different genuine brandies. But,

besides this, the analyst must see that the proportion of each

comes within the natural limits, and he will have to find out

in some way whether the ingredients, such as esters, have been

made artificially and added to silent spirit, or whether they

are the natural product of fermentation of grape juice.
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I think I may epitomise all that I have said in very few

words. An analyst must be a thoughtful, alert, reasoning

being, of great manipulative skill, and well versed in theory,

and not a mere semi -mechanical, thoughtless performer of

routine
"
tricks." I need hardly say that the pleasure to be

derived from intelligent work is infinitely greater than is

experienced by the chemical
" hodman/' That is axiomatic,

a- M. Jabberju said.
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SCIENCE APPLIED TO THE DETECTION
OF CRIME

(Address to the Chemical, Physical and Legal Societies at the

University of Liverpool in 1908.)

ABSTRACT.
Crime :

(1) Fraud or Offences against the Pocket.

(2) Offences against the Person.

Sciences :

(1) Mathematics and Logic Calculation and Reasoning.

(2) Botany and Zoology as Observational Sciences.

(3) Chemistry and Physics together as Experimental
Sciences.

(1) MATHEMATICS AND LOGIC._

The uses of calculation are obvious, and I need not press

upon any educated man the necessity for a certain expertness

in calculation for general purposes in modern civilised life.

But I should connect this training of the mind, which the study
of mathematics gives, with that which the study of formal logic

gives, as being a great aid to correct reasoning. No doubt a

good scientific man, no less than a good lawyer, must have a

natural talent for close and correct reasoning ;
he must be

by nature a logician. Nevertheless, the study of formal logic

for a brief period is a very great aid, by classifying and arranging

the methods of correcting and calling attention to, and dissect-

ing the various kinds of fallacies. An educated judge will

more readily perceive the falseness of an argument or an

inference, if counsel or a witness can bring it under one of the

E.A. 13
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forms of fallacies which formal logic has taught him to indicate

by the familiar and useful jargon of the
"
Barbara celarent

Darii ferioque priovis," and his own mind will more readily

distinguish true from false reasoning by being led systematically

along the academic lines of thought.

I remember a highly respected medical man giving evidence

on the condition of a murderer's face, which had been well

scratched during a struggle with his victim. The prisoner's

counsel offered, in explanation, that he had been up an apple

tree and had fallen from it, and so scratched his face
;
and got

the doctor to say that the scratches might quite probably be

caused in that way if he had been up a tree. Cross-examined,

the doctor was asked to indicate in what way he imagined the

man might have fallen so as to produce scratches where they

appeared. He could not do so, and had to give up the state-

ment that it was probable, but adhered to the opinion that

there was just a vague possibility that the scratches might have

been done in that way. Pressed then as to why he had said

it was probable, he returned to the assertion that he thought
it was quite probable. Again and again he was driven back

to the opinion that it was only vaguely possible ;
he returned

from possible to probable and there he remained, although he

was unable to indicate in what way, by even the remotest

possibility, the particular scratches found could have been

caused by a fall from a tree
;
and he did not see what everyone

else in court saw, that he was simply making a fool of himself

for lack of formal reasoning power, and through lack of courage

to reason straight to fair inferences.

(2) BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

The study of botany and zoology, and I might add

mineralogy, the observational sciences, has a value in two

different ways.

(a) It trains the mind to the habit of correct and minute

observation the habit of seeing what is to be seen. A
trained botanist will observe plants as he walks along the
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road or the meadow, which another man will fail to see, not

merely through want of familiarity with their forms, but

through want of the habit of attention, and the habit of

attention will extend itself spontaneously to every other detail

besides plants. I need hardly mention the help which an

acquaintance with the use of the microscope affords to everyone
who has occasion to observe minutely. A man who has

trained powers of observation is of more value in civilised, as

well as savage life, than the dull, stupid man who sees nothing.

(b) Besides the habit of observation which the study of the

natural sciences cultivates, there is a use in the actual acquaint-

ance with the things which form the subject-matter of these

sciences. A debauched and idle scoundrel stole the body
of a deceased earl from the family mausoleum, in order to

extract a ransom from the sorrowing countess and family.

These refused to treat with the thief, and for many months

they bore their grief and withstood the temptation to secure

the re -interment of their dead. Ultimately the materials

used in the preservation of the body were examined by an

expert, with the view of tracing the whereabouts of the body.
I can recall several instances in which a knowledge of the tissue

of plants, their products and the geographical distribution of

the plants which yield them, has been the sole means of

guiding myself to the exposure of crime.

An example of the detection of an offence against the person

under this head occurs to my mind. A thief who had been

seen struggling with a superintendent of police had killed the

latter, put him in a wheelbarrow, covered him with an old

sack, wheeled the body down to a canal and threw it into the

water. Great difficulty was experienced in finding the body.

The water of the canal was ultimately run off for a long stretch ,

and the body was found, wounded but well washed by the

water. The country people who had seen and heard the

struggle were so afraid of the ruffian, who was a well-known

bad character, that they refused to give evidence, and denied

having heard anything unusual ;
and the only direct crucial

132
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evidence connecting the prisoner with the murder was the clots

of blood upon the sack. The blood was accounted for, by the

defence, by the easy lie that the man had been killing pigs.

Now the only difference between the blood of man and most

of the other mammalian animals is the average size of the blood

corpuscles, but, when the blood has been dried and is again

moistened for the purpose of examining it by the microscope,

the size cannot be relied upon, and practically the distinction

between dried human blood and that of some of the lower

animals cannot be drawn for judicial purposes. If the defence

had said that the blood was from rabbits, the distinction could

not have been drawn even if it had been almost fresh. But,

on examining the sack minutely, two hairs were found adhering

to one of the clots. These were clearly not pig's hairs. A
careful examination and comparison of the size, the structure

and the surface of the hairs showed conclusively that they were

human hairs, and the further question arose whether they

could be connected with the dead man. The colour and

texture were quite inconsistent with their belonging to the

criminal, every detail corresponded with the short-cut hair on

the victim's head. An examination, as wide as was possible

in the time, of hair of similar colour showed that each man's

hair is characteristic, and different in some detail or other from

every other man's, or, at least, from most other men's, i.e., from

every other man's examined
;
and the circumstantial evidence

was very strong that the hairs belonged to the murdered man.

It was not credible that hairs like his would be found in clotted

blood on a sack in a shed belonging to a man who had been

seen wheeling a barrow towards the canal, who was known to

have a quarrel with the police, and yet be derived from some

other man's head. Here the evidence was circumstantial

but conclusive to the mind of anyone trained to reason

correctly and with precision.

In dealing with such cases the most important thing is to

avoid all bias, to seek for facts, and allow those facts to lead

the unprejudiced mind to the logical conclusion
;
not to form
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a theory consciously or unconsciously, and seek for facts which

will more or less support it. Any theory can be supported in

that way, but the truth is not to be arrived at in such a manner.

In all cases, whether observational or experimental, alertness

in applying that rather rare quality called common -sense is

of as great value and importance as the possession of expert

knowledge and there is no kind of knowledge which may not

at times be useful. Let me give you an example :

About the time when this building was erected, the cost of

the East Indian berry, which we use as pepper, rose very

greatly, and many things were used fraudulently to dilute the

ground article, or to replace and imitate it
;
even the whole

berries were dipped in gum and rolled in worthless material,

which, when the berry was ground, was indistinguishable from

the ground pepper. Every kind of starch substance, ground

rice, etc., and ground slates and many other things had been

employed and detected
;
but something was used which no one

knew and no one could detect. I had never seen it, although

I had had pepper containing it in my hands, but under the

microscope it looked like pepper, and chemical analysis did

not distinguish an admixture of as much as 10 per cent, of it.

One day a gentleman brought a small parcel of a powder to

me which had been sent to him, with a request for an order

for the article as a cheap
"
improver

"
of pepper. The letter

bore an address in Leghorn. Here I had some clue. The

powder was a cream-coloured insoluble substance of almost

ivory hardness, of very close cellular texture, which polarised

light under the microscope, but in this respect was not unlike

a certain layer of cells between the outer skin and the interior

starchy part of the pepper berry. It did not dissolve, nor

burst, nor soften when boiled with potash, but took a yellow

colour and so could be partly separated out from ground

pepper. It also took on certain stains, and the appearance

under the microscope with polarised light was slightly different

and distinguishable to an experienced eye. The question now

was What is it ? A hard vegetable powder sold from
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Leghorn an Italian product, ground walnut shells, at once

occurred to mind. On getting walnuts and grinding the shells,

the cells looked dotted or pitted under the microscope, and the

powder was not hard enough. Date stones were tried
;

although they are not an Italian product they are a waste

material on the other side of the Mediterranean. The matter

was at this stage on Saturday morning, when I went to the

country for a week-end. We had olives at dinner at some

stage. I was still harping on a hard vegetable structure from

Italy, when my wife remarked, in the middle of dinner,
" Do

not olives come from Italy as well as from Spain ?
"

Of course.

With some impatience I waited 'for Monday morning, took

train to Liverpool, and, half an hour after arrival, had identified

the Leghorn merchant's
"
pepper improver

"
as ground olive

stones.

(3) CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

The practice of these sciences calls for additional and higher

mental powers. The chemist and physicist, in addition to

exercising his powers of observation and reasoning, has to

devise experiments with the object of questioning nature, and

to interpret the results of these experiments. Many minds

which can observe well and truly, altogether lack the power
of drawing inferences from experiment and of devising experi-

ments, which will throw light on the subject undergoing

investigation. Chemical experiments are in constant requi-

sition for the detection of crime
;
but a knowledge of physics

is absolutely necessary to the chemist, and sometimes purely

physical experiments are required to further the ends of

justice.

For example, about the year 1875 there was a widespread

custom of making up spurious tea, called by the Chinese by
the quaint and truthful name of

"
Lie tea." It was chiefly

mixed with caper tea, a kind largely used by poor people in

such places as the Scotland Road district of Liverpool, probably

because it was strong in tannin and gave a very dark infusion.

This
"
Lie tea

"
consisted of particles of tea dust mixed with
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crushed magnetic iron ore, and made up with gum into pellets

resembling ordinary pieces of rolled tea leaf. This
"
Lie tea

"

was magnetic, and the way to detect and separate it from the

genuine tea with which it was mixed was to apply an ordinary

strong magnet, which brought out the pellets containing the

iron ore. Popularly the adulterant was called iron filings, but

it was not iron, nor was it filings ; but a deliberately made
article. I think its object was, not merely to increase the

weight of the tea, but also to darken the colour of the infusion.

Anyway it had a great sale, and fetched a high price until its

sale was stopped by prosecutions. It is now stopped at the

Custom House and burned, as it enters the country, in a fire

which used to be called
"
the Queen's pipe."

Another example is the application of the spectroscope to

distinguish, by means of the absorption bands, spurious

colour, such as aniline dyes in claret, much employed in

Paris.

A criminal lawyer, and one in some other lines of practice,

acquires greater power and efficiency in the practice of his

profession if he makes himself acquainted with the principles

and laws of chemistry and physics, and, above all, if he acquires

some little mastery of the practical exercise-of experimental
methods of obtaining knowledge. Equipped thus, he is able

to draw the truth from expert witnesses in a clear and effective,

because intelligent way, and will be able to check any attempt
of an unprincipled expert witness (for there are such) to throw

dust in the eyes of the Court.

I remember a river pollution case in the Chancery Court,

where an injunction was sought against a manufacturer for

alleged pollution of a river to the injury of the fish. The

chemist who analysed the water of the river had made a full

analysis of all details, and not merely of the relevant details,

and had shown amongst the figures something like 0*04 per

cent, of manganese, a matter of not the slightest consequence

either one way or the other. The defence had shown that all

the possibly injurious ingredients were present in the water of
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the river above the factory, and that, therefore, the factory

was not responsible for any injury to the fish. The case was

practically closed, and the witnesses could say no more, when

the 0'04 per cent, of manganese was pressed on the Court. The

chemist for the prosecution had shown that this manganese
was found in the water below the works, and the defendants

had not found any above the works (they had not looked for

it, being of no consequence), and, therefore, the works polluted

the river, and, by clever though unscrupulous treatment of

this item of perfectly innocent manganese, an injunction was

obtained. If the counsel for the defence, or the judge himself,

had possessed some little knowledge of chemistry, the fraud

would have been exposed, and then a failure of justice would

have been avoided.

But counsel must not allow his little knowledge to lead him

to play the part of an expert himself
;
he will, in the long run,

injure his cause if he does
; and, above all, he must not

" show

off
"

that is fatal. The moment when either counsel or an

expert witness begins to show off he lays himself open to be

made to look foolish by the experts on the other side.

The professional scientific witness requires a much greater

range of scientific knowledge than the lawyer ;
but lawyer and

witness alike owe such power as they have to the mental

training which the study of scientific principles and method

alone can give them, and not to the acquisition of any number

of technical facts or phrases ;
and both must, above all things,

keep constantly in view the idea that the great aim of their

labour is to arrive at the truth. There is a natural desire in

the heart of every earnest practitioner in any profession to

secure the success of his side. But one cannot too strongly

keep before one's mind the necessity of sternly repressing this

desire, and using all one's endeavours to arrive at the whole

truth, no matter what side the truth may favour. It is a hard

thing, human nature being what it is, but only that way lies

the highest success, and ultimately the highest professional

standing. There is no better educational drill than the serious
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study of practical chemistry, in which dishonest work, faking,

or inattention to detail spell failure every time.

There was a man (I shall not mention his name) at the Royal

College of Chemistry in the fifties (he had left long before I

went there, but he was still alive, and the tradition was handed

down from generation of students to generation) who discovered

a new alcohol. He isolated it and set about determining its

properties before he analysed it. He found that the condensed

liquid had a specific gravity of 1, a boiling point of 212, and

the specific gravity of its vapour was about *610. He ran

about the laboratory in great delight, telling of his success and

of the wonderful properties of his synthetic child. The com-

position was a detail he did not feel bound to consider in the

pride of his heart. His fellow students cruelly and sarcastically

encouraged him
;
but the professor insisted on the necessity

for an analysis. So he got out his Liebig's furnace, potash

bulbs, etc., performed his combustion, and calculated his

percentage composition thus :

Carbon . . . . . 00-000

Hydrogen . . . . . 11-111

Oxygen 88-888

Too-ooo

He did not see it yet, but went about telling the laboratory

that he had synthetised a wonderful new alcohol which had

no carbon. He had to be encouraged to calculate out the

formula, with the result : H20. He had discovered water !

Gentlemen, the great aim of a researcher should not be to

write a paper (by far too many papers are written), but to work

out some new knowledge which would be worth embodying in

a paper. And the great aim of a lawyer should not be to win

his case, whether that be to convict the prisoner or to get him

off
;
but to elicit the truth. Thus only will he deserve well

of his fellowmeii of his country and, depend on it, reward

will follow true merit rmich more substantially than pretentious

make-believe.
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A scientific witness frequently, generally I may say, speaks
of things which other people cannot judge and cannot fully

comprehend ;
he must, therefore, be one who has, by long,

earnest study and precise training, become by habit very

careful, painstaking and thorough in his professional work.

The public cannot forgive a mistake in an analyst. His pro-

fession differs in this respect from all others. A doctor makes

a mistake and buries it. A clergyman makes a mistake and

it is discovered only in the next world. A lawyer makes a

mistake and is paid for it as highly as if he had not. But if

an analyst makes a mistake he is condemned. He has com-

mitted the unpardonable sin. This popular view arises from

the remains of the old idea that the chemist practises the

black art. He is supposed to perform some simple though

mysterious magic on a thing, and, presto, he knows all about

it. If he makes a mistake, that indicates that his magic is bad
;

he is not a true magician, but a false quack away with him.

The view is wrong, but it is, nevertheless, extremely

important that an analyst should let no mistake slip through

his hands, so much of the reputation, the money, the health

of others hangs upon his rectitude and skill. This means a

habit of work which only conscientious attention to details

during student life and afterwards can give. And as scientific

men are but men, and liable to make mistakes, the necessity

arises for taking such precautions as will secure the discovery

of a mistake before it has been acted upon.

The usual way is for an analyst to perform every analysis in

duplicate that is, analyse two portions separately, so that

the one may be the check on the other. This method is not

perfect, as manifestly the same error of manipulation or

calculation may be repeated in both. I adopt a much more

perfect check. I have every analysis repeated in its essential

portion by another operator and, when possible, by a different

method. The one result is thus a perfect check on the other,

and it is hardly possible for a mistake to remain undiscovered.

Many of the investigations which are necessary to discover
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and prove frauds in the preparation of food and the sophistica-

tion of drugs are of a very elaborate character. It is first

necessary to make analyses of a variety of genuine samples
to determine the varying composition and the limits of

variation of physical constants and analytical figures. Next,

after having found out what adulterants are at the time

in use, it is necessary to ascertain to what extent graduated

percentages of these alter the normal figures. These pre-

liminary investigations often require many months, or even

years of work. In such articles as lard or butter or oil, which

are not simple compounds, but mixtures in varying proportions
of several compounds, the investigation of each sample is a

tedious and elaborate process, even after the process has been

worked out and the normal limits ascertained. It would be

impossible to give here any such details, and it would be

unprofitable to attempt to do so. I only wish to dispel the

notion that analyses of food can be learned from books, or that

anyone can succeed by going through a routine of what are

called tests. The art of detection of adulteration requires, not

the application of tests, but the power to make investigations

of the nature of original research.

It is the custom for the counsel to act in the interest of one

side only : there is some reason for this, although I sometimes

think that one-sided advocacy is carried too far
;
but there is

counsel on each side, and it is the duty of each to find all the

points which can possibly be adduced on his own side. This

is not unfair, and does not work badly in practice. In the case

of a scientific witness, however, I cannot allow that one-

sidedness is similarly admissible. It should be the duty of a

scientific man at all times to find out the truth and to tell it.

In no other way can a scientific man rise to the highest

eminence, because in no other way can he be really a scientific

man. It is destructive of his position to be a partisan. How-

ever much it may seem to pay best to repress the truth at any

time, depend upon it, it will pay much better in the long run

to declare the truth.
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Long ago, through a mistake of an assistant who was misled

by a defective instrument, a certain analyst found himself

called upon to give evidence in support of the mistake. He
was strongly urged by the solicitor on his side to say nothing
about the mistake, to let the case appear to be one in which

there was a difference of opinion between the two scientific

witnesses, and there would be no conviction. That, from the

lawyers' point of view, was the more regular course to pursue.

However, the analyst could not bring himself to take that

course
;
the accused person would not be so thoroughly cleared

as if the analyst was quite candid and did not regard the

consequences to himself and to his side. When he was called

to give evidence, he said at once that he had made a mistake,

owing to a defective instrument, and the case was dismissed

with rather heavy costs against his side. He appeared to be

covered with disgrace. But was he ? On the contrary,

instead of being considered to be a man who made mistakes,

it seemed to have been passed round in some mysterious way,
to all the magistrate's courts in the county, that he was a man
whose statements, whose word was to be trusted, and for a

generation his evidence was taken with a confidence which was

complete.

One point more I must emphasise. It is necessary for

lawyers and scientific experts alike to be alert what is called

wide awake. I mean that the habit must be overcome which

the dull man has of paying attention only to the routine work

which he has in hand, a habit which begins in student days,

when a man thinks he does well when he gets up all that his

professor tells in lecture, without extracting knowledge for

himself by hunting it out from books and by experiment ;

a habit which next appears in the laboratory, when a man goes

through the routine prescribed for the detection of certain

expected substances, but fails to find others present in notable

quantities, it may be in larger quantities, evidence of which he

comes across, but fails to notice because
" he was not looking

for such things
"

;
a habit which results in after life in passing
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by a valuable and rare mineral by calling it lead, as was done

by an able but unenthusiastic student. The scientific man
must be alert to follow up any or every possible clue which

presents itself.

I remember a very bad murder case, where two women
were accused of poisoning very many people in a succession of

years in order to get the insurance money, for they invariably

had insured their victims. One of them poisoned her own
son for this purpose. Arsenic was the poison, a substance

which was comparatively easy to procure. In conjunction

with another analyst, for the work was too great for one alone

to undertake, I examined the bodies of several victims, in-

cluding a small boy who had been buried for ten months and

was in a state of very fair preservation owing to the large

quantity of arsenic which he had imbibed
;

also the son

of one of the women and some older persons. There were

two examples of a bright yellow colouring matter from the

bile and blood, staining the whole peritoneum and its contents,

and other interesting features, upon which I need not dwell

now. A neutral or slightly alkaline arsenical liquid was

found in a bottle in the possession of the prisoners, which might
have been produced by dissolving arsenious acid in soda or

carbonate of soda, although it would have been surprising that

they should avoid excess of soda
;
but the liquid was turpid,

and on standing or filtering a deposit was obtained consisting

of particles of fibres, Prussian blue coloured particles, yellow

or brown particles. Some of the vegetable fibres were dyed.
This deposit had no significance, except that it must have

some connection with the source from which the prisoners

obtained their arsenic, and we could not think what this very
characteristic deposit could be. If we could identify it, it

would form a very important link in the chain of evidence

connecting the women with the long series of murders of

which there was no doubt, from the insurance companies'

information, they were guilty.

My colleague was giving evidence as to finding arsenic in
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the bodies, and the afternoon of the first or second day of the

trial was reached. I had not yet given evidence. The con-

tents of the bottle of poison was described, and it was stated to

the court that the source of the poison was not known. I was

waiting in the court, ready to give evidence next, when someone

informed me that the word "fly-papers" had been overheard

somewhere in court, and my informant gave me the word for

what it was worth. It flashed at once through my mind that

the turpidity might very well be particles of rough grey paper.

I informed counsel that I would not give evidence till next day,

and left the court, taking a policeman and an inspector with me.

I at once sent them out to buy fly-papers at all the druggists

and grocers they could find selling them, with instructions to

bring the first two or three to me at once and return for more.

I went to the laboratory, soaked the first batch in water, and

found that arsenite of soda was dissolved, and a quantity of

coloured particles and paper fibres rubbed off the coarse, rough

paper gave the solution the same appearance to the naked

eye and under the microscope as the prisoners' bottle of liquid.

I spent the evening up till two o'clock in the morning esti-

mating the quantity of arsenic in each of a few fly-papers,

which was something like as much as two and a half grains

arsenic per paper, in the shape of normal sodium arsenite

and in examining about thirty different batches of fly-papers

brought in by my officers at intervals so long as the shops

remained open. The colours varied from grey to brown, and

all except, I think, two contained large quantities of sodium

arsenite. Next day I was called into the box early, and detailed,

with as much nonchalance as I could command, not only the

finding of arsenic in the bodies, but, also, that the source of the

poison in the prisoners' possession was evidently fly-papers,

which could be purchased at any druggist's shop in the neigh-

bourhood of the prisoners' dwelling, without exciting any

suspicion and without any record being kept by the salesman

of the sale of a poison. The defence, of course, collapsed.

You must always be ready to apply new methods as occasion
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requires. I once made a criminal test for nitric acid himself

and prove himself guilty. It was in the Fenian times, when
some amiable people in the sister isle sent across an explosive

infernal machine to blow up St. Helens Town Hall. The

Liverpool police, aided by a stalwart and intelligent member
of the Royal Irish Constabulary, met the boat at the landing

stage, and arrested a good natured, simple -looking, country

labourer, carrying a box and very little other luggage. This

was taken to the detective office, and the chief constable sent

for me to see what was in the box. It proved to be a tin filled

with many pounds of sawdust soaked in an amber-coloured

oily liquid to such an extent that, when I put some of it out

on the table, the oil flowed away from it. This had a sweet

taste, and I thought it advisable to take a very moderate

sample and have the remainder carried out to sea and sunk in

deep water.

The handling of this oily sawdust, for the purpose of weighing

it, gave me a headache, and a small dog, which licked my hands

after they had been washed, was seen in great distress, leaning

its head upon its paw like a human being with a sick headache.

The oil was nitro glycerine and the sawdust soaked was a sort

of amateur dynamite. A rough, dirty note-book gave direc-

tions for its preparation as a cure for the "
gout," which I

surmised was cryptic for " Government."

Before the trial, it became important to ascertain whether

the prisoner took part in the preparation of the infernal

machine, or whether he was the simple country fellow which

he seemed, misled and sent as a messenger to carry the bomb.

To test this, I got an order to visit him in prison, shook hands

with him/asking if he got enough to eat and was well treated.

His only complaint was that the skilly was not satisfying

enough for his healthy young appetite. Whilst the conver-

sation was going on I examined his hands, and found that they

were clean and fresh through recently renewed skin
;
a very

little only of the old skin still remaining. But what remained

was dead and coloured yellow, in the way that nitric acid stains
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the hands. The simple-looking man had taken part in making
the dynamite himself. He got twenty years penal servitude.

He behaved well in prison, and would have got a ticket -of -leave

in time, but he died before he was released.

Every kind of knowledge may be at times useful to the

scientific expert. There was once a mummified baby found up
in the county near Lancaster, in a box in a bedroom. It had

been there nine years. But, as Rudyard Kipling says, that is

another story, and it is now half past nine !
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